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ABSTRACT This is the third of four volumes of the contract final report which summarizes all of the work 
performed in a government-sponsored Automotive Gas Turbine Development Program (D.O.E. 
Contract No. DE-AC02-76CS52749). In this thud volume of the contract final report, an 
assessment is made of the potential for developing an Improved Gas Turbine (IGT) propulsion 
system. The design was based on the application of current and near-term technology in a concept 
targekd to enter production development by 1983. The study was directed toward defining 
automotive gas turbine concepts with significant technological advantages over the spark ignition 
(SI) engine. Pobsible design concepts were rated with respect to fuel economy and near-tenn 
application. A program plan was prepared which outlines the development of the ICT concept 
tlut best met the goals and objectives of the study. Identified in the program plan is the research 
and dwelopment work needed to meet the goal of entering a production engineering phase by 
1983. 
The fuel economy goal of the study was to show at  least a 20% improvement over a conventional 1976 
SI engine/vehicle system. O n  the bases of achieving the fuel economy goal, of overall suitability to  
mechanical design, and of automotive mass production cost, the powertrain selected was a single-shaf: 
engine with a radial turbine and a continuously variable transmission (CVT). Design turbine inlet tem- 
perature was I1SOoC. Reflecting near-term technology, the turbine rotor would be made of an advanced 
superalloy, and the transmission would be a hydromechanical CVT. With successful progress in long- 
lead R&D in ceramic techndogy and the belt-drive C W ,  the turbine inlet temperature would be 
1350.C to achieve near-maximum fuel economy. 
1.0 This volume of the contract final report presents the results of a study of an Improved Gas Turbine 
SUMMARY (IGT) propulsion system, based on the application of current and near-term technology in a concept 
targeted to enter production development by 1983. This study was directed toward defining 
automotive gas turbine concepts with significant performance advantages over the spark-ignition (SI) 
engine. Possible design concepts were rated with respect to fuel economy and near-term application. 
The goals and objectives for the design of the ICT were: 
1. At least a 20% improvement in powertrair *herma1 efficiency over a conventional 1976 SI-engine/ 
vehicle 
2. Noise and exhaust-emission levels within presently or projected legal requirements. 
3. Reasonable initial cost and life-cycle cost of-ownership no greater than those for the projected 
equivalent SI engine/vehicle system. 
4. Reliability, driveability, and safety equal to  or better than the projected equivalent SI engine/vehi- 
cle system. 
5.  Clear potential for completing prototype engine-vehicle system tests by 1983 and being at a point 
where a decision on production engineering could be made. 
Design studies were performed to assess the potential for improving the existing Upgraded Engine 
design to md'et or exceed the above goals and objectives. The results showed that the gain in fuel econo- 
my was only 13% or 7 percentage points below the study goal. Therefore, alternate cycles and engine 
concepts were investigated. 
The cycle study covered a range of compressor pressure ratios from 4.2 to 10 at cycle temperatures of 
1052'C and 1350'C. The calculations were performed for single-shaft and two-shaft engine 
configurations only. The single-shaft engine was combined with a continuously variable transmission; 
the two-shaft engine was combined with a three-speed automatic transmission with a lcikup torque 
converter. 
The maximum values of fuel economy were achieved with the single-shaft englne; at 13509C, the fuel 
economy was 15% greater than the study goal of 23.5 mpg. The s~lected esign pressure ratio waj  4.2; 
this was judged to be the best comproniise brt..veen fuel economy .ind the anticipated stress levels for 
the turbinc 
Tlie cycle study showed that the best fuel economy for .I powertrain with a single-shaft cngine is 
obtained at .I pressure r-itio between 4.2 and 5.5 for a turbine inlet temperature schedule determined by 
operation with i. ,xtant turbine exit temperature. The optimum pressure ratio depends on the con\- 
ponent efficiency levels. The difference in fuel economy between a jesign pressure ratio of 4.2 .lnd 5.5 
varies from zero to 0.4 mpg. Consequently, there is only a small impact of selected design pressure ratio 
on the fuel economy obtained with the single-shaft engine, for the assumptions of component effi- 
ciencies used in this study. 
.Following the cycle study, there was a screening analysis of the most promising concepts at the design 
conditions selected from the cycle study. The powertrain concepts 11% l u d d  single-shaft, two-shaft, 
and three-shaft engines with suitable transmission cornbinntions. S~ngle-stsge and two-stage com- 
pressors, single-stage r.idial dnd axial turbines, .ind mult~stage axial turbines were considered. The 
screening study included preliminary flowpath evaluation for impact on aerodynaniic and mechanical 
considerations. 
From the results of the screening study, four concepts were selected for find evaluation of powertrain 
perform~nce and . iech.lnic.il design The engines selected were. the single-shaft cngine with a radial 
turbixe, the two-shalt engine with a free power turbine with vdri,ible nozzle v'ines, the three-shaft 
engine with interconnected turbine sh.\fts, and the three-sh.~ft engine with a twin-spool gas generator. 
The review of the four concepts WAS char.~cterized by component matching c.~lculations to determine 
the hottest turbinc inlet temper~iture scliedule consistent with restr.iints on surge margin .ind material 
properties 
Preliminary stress analysis was conducted to evaluate disc stresses in axial and radial turbines. The 
results of the stress analysis showed high risk in the design of axial turbines for an engine with a design 
pressure ratio of 4.2. The risk is based on the high level ~f disc stresses due to thermal loads and on the 
lack of available space to insulate the bearings from the flowpath. These risks increase as  design 
pressure ratio increases. 
The results of the final evaluation showed that only the single-shaft engine with a CVI and the three- 
shaft engine with interconnecting shafts and a two-sped manual transmission met and exceeded the 
fuel economy goal of the study. At a design-point pressure ratio of 4.2:1, the single-shaft engine could 
meet the goals a t  a turbine inlet temperature as  low as 1050'C. At the same design pressure ratio, the 
three-shaft engine could only meet the goal at 1350.C. These results are based on the assumptions of 
component efficiencies, parasitic losses, and heat and flow leaks used in the powertrain performance 
estimates, along with the assumptions of transmission efficiencies and performance characteristics. 
O n  the bases of fuel economy, of overall suitability to mechanical design and of automotive mass 
production cost, the pcwertrain selection is a single-shaft engine with a radial turbine and a 
continuously variable transmission; design turbine inlet temperature is 1150'C. This powertrain con- 
cept was judged to best meet the goals of a development program for the Improved Gas Turbine. 
With advanced superalloys, a development program could be planned with a limited-life turbine 
designed for 1150'C. This would allow time for development of a practical C W  and for development of 
ceramic materials with strength properties suitable for design application to achieve maximum 
powertrain fuel economy at 1350'C. 
The CVT configuration selected for use on the powertrain is a belt-drive CVT. This was selected as 
being the most practical type of C\7 for automotive application, since it is simpler than the hydro- 
mechanical types and requires smaller driving forces than the traction type. The selection of the belt- 
drive CVT is based on the reductions in cost and noise compared to a hydromechanical CVT. Analysis 
indicated that a transmission based on  us^ of variable-speed V-belt could be produced at about two- 
thirds the cost of a hydromechanical unit and would not likely require developincnt to achieve accep:- 
able noise levels. 
A program plan was prepared which identified the research and development work needed to bring the 
single-shart powertrain to the production engineering phase by 1983. 
The engine would be designed for 77 hp (unaugmented) with a maximum power of 85 hp (augmented), 
a design turbine inlet temperature of l15OaC, a design pressure ratio of -1.2, and a metallic single-stage 
radial turbine. The CVT would be either a hydromechanical type or a belt-drive type, depending on the 
outcome of the transmission development. The selected vehicle has an inertia weight of 2750 Ibs. with 
front wheel drive. The fuel economy goal is 30.4 mpg, based on gasoliqe. 
The program would be carried out in two parts. In the first part, the design turbine inlet temperature 
will be 1040bC to permit development of the shafting, bearings and gears and to allow demonstration of 
the aerodynam:: efficiency levels with metallic static parts. The niaximum power would be 68 hp. In 
the second part of the program, the turbine will be reconfigured for a design turbine inlet tempzrature 
of. 1150.C. The combustor and turbine static components will be made of ceramic materials for this 
temperature. The compressor will not change, but the turbine must be redesigned aerodynamically to 
properly match with the compressor and deliver a higher maximum output power of 85 hp. 
The long-lead R and D items in the program are a ceramic radial turbine and a belt-drive CCT. To 
achieve the long-term ultimate tuel economy goal. it will be necessary to make the turbine out of i e -  
ramic material. To accomplish this, however, the ceramic material must have the needed mechanical 
properties and be capable of low-cost processing A method of attaching ceramic material to a metal 
shaft must also be developed. 
20 This is the third of four volumes of the contract final report which summarizes all of the work 
INTRODUCTION perfom\ed in a government-sponsored Automotive Gas Turbine Development Program (D.O.E. 
Contract No. DE-AC02-76CSS2749). Volume 1 presents the results of work performed with a 
Basdine Engine. Testing was carried out on this engine to document the state-of-the-art of the 
automotive gas m i n e  engine at  the start of the program irc I972 and to conduct tests on certain 
component improvemen6 Volume 2 sum&-es 7he design and development work on an  
l r p p d e d  Engine, which inco'porated the component improvements of the Baseline Engine. lhis 
third volume presents the results of a study for an Improved Gas Turbiie (IGT) propulsion system 
which employs the development results from the Upgraded Engine and advanced concepts in 
materials and mechanical design. Volume 4 reviews the state-of-the-art of high temperature 
materials (superirlloys, refract04 alloys, and certamics) as  of 1978 and the materials 
technology background for the IGT study. 
?he pUrQOSe of the IGT study was to apply current and near-term technology to define a propulsion 
system configuration targeted to enter production development by 1983. This study was Arectd 
toward defining automotive gas turbine concepts with significant performance advantages over the 
spark-ignition (SI) engine. Possible design concepts were rated with respect to fuel economy and near- 
term application. 
l h e  goals and objectives for the design of the IGT were: 
1. At least a 20% improvement in rowertrain thermal efficiency over a conventional 1976 SI-engine/ 
vehicle. 
2. Noise and exhaust-emission levels within presently or projected legal requirements 
3. Reasonable initial cost and life-cycle cost-of-ownership no greater than those for the projected 
equivalent SI engine/vehicle system. 
4. Reliability, driveability, and safety equal to or better than the projected equivalent SI engine/vehi- 
cie system. 
5. Clear potential for completing prototype engine/vehicle system tests by 1983 and being at a point 
where a decision on production engineering could k made. 
In carrying out the design studies, two categories of technology were considered: 
1. Existing technology which had not been previously applied to this class of turbine, and 
2. Currentiy-evolving(near-term) : .-hnology which was reasonably expected to become available in 
time to support the completion goal of the program. 
Examples oi  Item 1 are: increased cycle pressure ratio (>a) and radial turbines. Examples of Item 2 are: 
continuously variable transnrissicn, ceramic material, .lnd high-temperature air bearings. In these stud- 
ies, due consideration was given to the marketability in estat.!ishing design trade-offs relative to fuel 
consumption, costs, and performance. 
Design studies were first performed to assess the potential for improving the existing Upgraded 
Engine design to meet or exceed the above goais and objectives. The results showed that the gain 
in fuel economy was o ~ l y  13% or 7 percentage points below the study goal. Therefore, alternate 
cycles and engine concepts were investigated to achieve the fuel economy goal. 
3.0 
IMPROVED 
UPGRADED ENGINE 
3.1 
Approach 
3.2 
Operating Line 
Change 
3.3 
Compressor 
Efficiency 
The evaluation of the potential for an improved Upgraded Engine to meet the IGT fuel economy goal 
was based on changes in TIT schedule and small increases in component efficiency targets. Although 
some of the t aae t s  w e n  not realized in actual engine performance, it was assumed that the original 
goals could be met with changes in aerodynamic design or in engine mechanical design. These changes 
and the use of near-term technology are discussed in this section along with the estimated increase in 
fuel economy. 
The maximum turbine inlet temperature was increased from 1050bC (1925.F) to  1150'C (2100'F). It was 
assumed that the turbine material would change from MAR-M-246 to the Pratt & Whitney RSR 
superalloy. At off-design, the turbine inlet temperature was increased such that off-design tem- 
peratures were closer to design-point temperature than the off-design values for the Upgraded Engine. 
This was accomplished by specifying constant power turbine inlet temperature instead of constant out- 
let temperature. A check with the steady-state surge line of the compressor allowed this. In addition, it 
was assumed that the combustor and vortex-chamber material would be made of ceramic material. 
Maximum power was reduced from 104 h p  (unaugmented) to 91 hp (unaugmented) to  be consistent 
with the specified vehicle performance goals. The compressor-turbine inlet and power turbine outlet 
temperature schedules are shown in Figure 1. 
Along the engine operating line, the compressor efficiency of the Upgraded Engine ranges from 2 points 
above to 2 points below the goal values from 50% to 100% speed. Test data shows that this is partially 
attributable to ifistallation effects of the asymmetrical collector and possible clearance effects due to 
housing deflections under actual engine operating conditions in contrast to thermal distortion under 
test rig conditions. It was expected that, upon mechdnical redesign, these influences could be 
sufficiently eliminated. To enhance the achievement of the goal efficiencies for the Improved Gas 
Turbine, the specific speed was increased by 20%. The compressor efficiency variation along the engine 
operating line is shown in Figure 1. 
3.4 Aqalysis of engine test data shows that the efficiency of the compressor-turbine of the Upgraded 
Compressor- Engine is 3.5 points below goal. A correlation of turbine efficiency with work coefficient (Reference 1) 
Turbine Efficiency f o r ,  rnall turbine blade heights (about 1.2 cm) shows that the original efficiency goal was one point 
e the data of existing small turbines. This puts the compressor-turbine 2.5 points below the level 
achieved by some of the small turbines used in the correlation. It was assumed that final design adjust- 
ments with the nozzle and rotor would permit the turbine to achieve the intended goal. Development 
time was not available for adjustments such as stagger c t  ... ~ g e s  or blade shape changes for optimum 
incidence angle. It was further assumed that the running clearance could be reduced in half through the 
use of ceramic shrouds. The build clearance is 2% of the blade height. A reduction in clearance of one- 
half would increase efficiency by 2 points This gives a value of turbine efficiency which is 1 point 
better than the goal for the Upgraded Engine turbine. To evaluate the fuel economy potential for the 
Upgraded Engine, therefore, the variation of compressor-turbine efficiency along the operating line 
was assumed to be 1 point better than the target values of the Upgraded Engine. The compressor- 
turbine efficiency variation along the op,rating line is shown in Figure 1. 
Based on enginedata, the efficiency of the power turbine is 4 points below goal. It was assumed that the 
original goal could be met witit development work such as blade stagger changes or other mo?' ~ t i o ~ l s  
to optimize reaction and incidence ~ngle .  It was further assumed that the running clearance could be 
reduced with the use of ceramic shroud material and that efficiency would increase by 2 points There- 
fore, for the evaluation of the fuel economy potential of the Upgraded Engine, the variation of power 
turbine efficiency along the operating line was assumed to be 2 points better than ,he target values of 
the Upgraded Engine. The power turbine efficiency variation along the operating line is shown in Figure 
1. 
3.5 
Power Turbine 
Egiciency 
3.6 
Parasitic Losses 
Engine heat and flow losses, pressure drops, and power parasitic lvsses were maintained at the absolute 
levels of the Upgraded Engine, even though the engine size would he smaller. This assumed tt. 2: there 
would be minor, if any, change with engine scaling. 
3.7 
Results 
The scheduling of the component efficiencies and the TIT shown in Figure 1 and the use of the parasitic 
losses of the Upgraded Engine, as described above, were used to compute engine power and BSFC from 
50% to 100% speed. The engine charcteristic was combined with the performance of a 3-speed auto- 
matic transmission with a lockup torque converter (1-2 upshift). The vehicle description and duty- 
cycle characteristics are detailed in Appendix A. 
The resultant vehicular fuel economy for the combined drive cycle is 20.4 mpg. This is 13% below the 
value of 23.5 mpg, which was specified as the goal of the study. Consequently, alternate engine cycles 
(higher pressure ratio and TIT) and powertrain designs (single-shaft and 3-shaft) were investigated '.; 
achieve the fuel economy goal. 
4.0 This section describes the advanced powertrain concepts that were considered and the method of final 
ADVANCED concept selection. The concepts consisted of single-shaft, two-shaft, and three-shaft engine 
POWERTRAIN configurations with appropriate transmissions. Each engine had more than one possible type of 
CONCEF"I'S turbomachinery configuration. Figure t shows a schematic presentation of the basic engine concepts 
and shaft arrangements considered in the alternate powertrain study. 
The left-hand column of Figure 2 shows the conventional two-shaft engine with a free power turbine. 
Variable inlet guide vanes (VIGV) are employed at the compressor inlet to augment engine power at 
design speed and to provide load-control at 50% speed. Variable power turbine nozzles are used to 
establish high inlet temperatures at off-design conditions through variable work extraction. The com- 
pressor could have one or two stages. One stage was considered for pressure ratios up to and including 
51; two stages were cnnsidered for pressure ratios greater than 5:l.  The compressor-turbine could have 
one or two stages, depending on  the trade-off on the level of compressor work and turbine efficiency. 
The power turbine might have one or two stages, depending on the cycle pressure ratio and the desire 
for good turbine efficiency. 
The next concept in the left-hand column of Figure 2 is a two-shaft engine with the power turbine 
placed before the compressor-turbine. This powertrain arrangemertt permits the turbomachinery to be 
supported by a single structure. This offered potentisl savings in size and cost relative to the 
conventional two-shaft engine. The variable nozzles on t h ~ s  concept are on the compressor-turbine. 
The last concept in the left-hand column Figure 2 shows a two-shaft engine with a mechan~cal 
iriterconnection. Power transfer through the interconnecting shafts was investigated as an alternative to 
variable power turbine nozzles for possible efficiency improvement with the absence of nozzle clear- 
ance loss. 
The middle column of Figure 2 shows single-shaft engine concepts. The compressor !vould have one or 
two stages depending on cycle pressure ratio, as stated above. The turbine could be a single-stage radial 
turbine or a two- or three-stage axial turbine, depending on cycle pressure ratio and turbine efficiency 
levels associated with the values of work required at high cycle pressure ratios. The engine power 
would be augmented at design speed and regulated at 50% speed by variable inlet guide vanes. The 
pcwertrain would require a continuously variable transmission. 
Three arrangements of three-shaft engines were possible, as shown in the right-hand column of Figure 
2. The first concept shows a versior of the conventional two-shaft engine in which the gas generator is a 
twin-spool arrangement. This eliminated the need for variable inlet guide vanes, provided the potential 
for slightly higher cycle pressure rdtio at off-design speeds (than a single-shaft gas gener,~tor), and 
allowed potentially higher off-design cycle temperature due to potentially higher surge margin Com- 
pressor efficiency was expected to be higher because of the absence of the variable inlet guide vanes. In 
the alternate arrangement shown in the middle of the right-hand column, the inner spaol could be 
directly coupled to the power turbine, thus eliminating the variable power turbine nozzles. However, as 
with the single-shaft engine, this arrangement would require a continuously variable transmission 
Lastly, a three-shaft arrangement, like that described in Reference 2, was examined. This arrangement 
requires variable inlet guide vanes and power turbine nozzles, but it has potentially hlr,;. - r  turbine effi- 
ciency since the work is distributed among three stages. It also eliminates the torque-cr nverttSr heat loss 
of the automatic transmission. The rotative speeds of the three shaft?; 'ire linked together through a 
planetary gear set. In this arrangement, an auxiliary turbine assists the conipressor-turbine and the 
power turbine. The latter is brought to a complete stop when the vehicle is stopped .At ~ d l e  operation, 
the accessories are driven off the auxiliary turbine, which dr~vcs at a much more efficient rotational 
speed than the power turbine ot the two-shaft engine. Because torque is supplied by two turbines, the 
vehicle acceleration normally expected from the two-shaft engine is retained and may even be better 
These concepts were reviewed for their potential fuel economy, ror practicality in 'iutomotive mass 
production, for potential turbine stress levels, and for expected productton cost. The final selection was 
determined from (1) a cycle study from wh~ch  the design pressure ratio was selected, (2) a screening 
analysis which was used to eliniinate some concepts based on preliminary evaluations, and (3) a 
detailed performance review from which the ftnal selection was made. 
The cycle study was used to determine the design-point pressure ratio best suited to achieve optimum 
fueleconomy. It wasexpected that this would not necessarily be the only criterion fcr the pressure ratio 
selection. Other considerations, such as engine response, complexity, and cost, would also influence the 
selection of design pressure ratio. To simplify the calculations, cycle analyses were carried out for 
single-shaft and two-shaft engines only. The operating lines were based on constant regenerator inlet 
temperature, and the thermodynamic conditions along the operating line were estimated from previous 
operating lines determined from compressor and turbine performance matching. 
In the second part of the study, a screening analysis was carried out for the various powertrain designs 
described above at a design-point pressure ratio selected from the cycle study. Differing from the cycle 
study, the evaluation was based on assumed operating lines with constant power turbine (second-stage 
turbine) inlet temperature for the multi-shaft engines and an equivalent operatinp, line for the single- 
shaft engine. Also consider4 in the evaluation were preliminary estimates of mechanical complexity. 
Performance estimates showed that four conce9ts merited a detailed performance review: a single-shdt 
engine, a two-shaft engine, and two three-shaft - qines. 
The third part of the advanced engine study evaluated these four concepts in more detail. The operating 
iines were based on maintaining constant turbine inlet temperature until surge or material thermal 
limits were reached. Performance estimates were made for the components, and in contrast to the cycle 
studies and the screening analysis, the operating lines were computed from component matching calcu- 
lations. In addition, estimates were made for turbine rotor stress levels and expected production costs. 
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To determine the rangeot design-point pressure ratio at optimum fue: economy, it was necessary to use 
the entire engine operating line, stnce as shown in Fig 3 the majority of the automotive duty cycle is 
spent between 50% and 70% speeds. Theanalytical approach to thecyclestudy was to useanoperating 
line model with scheduled values of maass flow, pressure ratio, TIT and component efficiencirs made 
from dimensionless models of available engine operating lines. Off-design operating l ~ n e  v ~ l u e s  werc 
adjusted as design-point conditions were varied. The design values of pressure ratio and TIT were var- 
i d  to determine the pressure ratio and TIT combination that yields optimum fuel economy when the 
engine is matched to an appropriate transmission. The turbine inlet temperature schedule of theseoper- 
ating lines were determined by holding a constant value of power turbine exit (or regenerator inlet) 
temperaturn. 
The pressure ratio range covered was from 4 2 1  to  10:l. Calculations were performed at maximum 
cycle temperaturesof 13SCT and 1052Y. The higher value was selected as  the anticipated limit for the 
s t ~ c t u r a l  strength of ceramic material. The lower value provided the contrast in levels of fuel economy 
for the limits of material properties of superalloys currently in practice and used for uncmled turbines 
Estimates were made for the variationof ccmponent efficiency with design pressure ratio. The variation 
cf efficiency with gas generator speed was modeled after the component efficiency schedules used for 
the Upgraded Engine. However, the peak efficiency of a given component was adjusted to match 
changes in efficiency due to aerodynamic influences, such as  specific speed or work zoefficient, as 
pressure ratio increases. The other values of efficiency along the operating line were also adjusted to 
maintain the same variation of efficiency with speed. 
The variation of peak compressor efficiency was b a d  on a correlation of polytropic efficiency versus 
specific speed (taken from Reference 3). In the definition of specific s p e d  of this reference. the volume 
flow is represented by the square root of the product of the compressor inlet and exit volume flow rates; 
and the compressor input head is used instead of the output head. 
Figure I shows the correlation taken from Reference 3 with data points added from automotive-type 
compressors. Most of the efficiencies are based on total-total pressure ratio. The Chrysler data is based 
on exit-static!inlet-total pressure ratio. However. fcr these data points, the difference between the 
total-total and static-total efficiency values is within 0.5 point. A line is shown in the data b.md for ;n 
upper limit for compressors with values of pressure ratio equal to or greater than -[:I. The upper line of 
the data band in Figure 4 is defined to be a line that identities efficiency levels that are expected to 'be 
achieved on ctrmpressors with extensive development effort. The lower line o i  the data band detines 
efficiency levels that are expected to be achieved with minimum development efiort, such as. diffuser 
vane stagger changes. rotor leading edge cut-back and minor redesign. 
Note that the Chrysler compressors have ihe lowest spec~tic speed, N;, of all the automotive types 
and also of a11 aerospace types, except for three compre~sors  designed for pressure ratios between 
91 and 10:l. It was decided to raise the specific speed from 48 to 58 for the Improved Gas  Turbine 
design. U s ~ n g  the lower line on the data band, the polytropic efficiency increases from 0.825 to 
0.84. This corresponds to a change in adiabatic efficiency from 0.78 to 0.80 at  4:l pressure ratio and 
from 0.79 to 0.81 at  3:l pressure ratio. The latter 13 the  point of peak efficiency on  a 4:l 
pressure-ratio automotive compressor. 
To obtain efficiency estimates a t  higher pressure rations. the efficiency level a t  a specific 
speed corresponding to 8:l pressure ratio was reviewed. The change in work alone lowrrs the 
value of Ni from 511 to  40. The lower-bnd  level of polytropic efficiency is 0.81, which corres- 
ponds to an adiabatic efficiency of 0.73. Figure 5 shows the 1:1 and 8:l pressure-ratio points 
on a plot of adiabatic efficiency versus pressure ratio for constant values of polytropic efficiency. 
These points are  shown on a line iden:ified as "minimum development effort". It was assumed 
that polytroyic efficiency would not change u p  to 4:l pressure ratio. Beyond 4:l. it was assumed 
the efficiency would fall off, as  shown by the straight line pining the 4:l and  8:l pressure ratio 
points. The same logic was applied to the upper level of the data band of Figure 4, and the result is 
identified as  the "maximum development effort" in Figure 5. The lines werc. then extended to 10:l 
pressure ratio for the cycle study. Also included is a line id~ntif ied as  "current level". This line 
is the result of applying the same logic to the lower-level line in Figure 4, but with the use of 
N; = 48 a s  the 4:l pressure-ratio reference. 
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Figure 5 also identifies "maximum" and "m~nimum" dedopmcnt Ievds for two-stage txn t r i fqy l  B -
compressors. I t  was assumed in the cycle study t b t  two-stage compmwm would he conlridmd for i 
pmsure ratios >6:1. This would give the k t  possible kveis of compmsor efficiency for the cycle 5 
study. The position was taken that. i f  the results showed k t  fuel economy at a p u r e  ratio lcsr than t 
6:l. the study could lw t  k trultrd for assuming unreasonably low values r~ efficiency ald, 
.a 
conscqucntly, k i n g  b i d 4  against the pw ib i l i t v  ot using a two-st+e compressor on cost a h  . 
- 
.4 check was mrdr on the possible effect of Reynolds Nu~nhcr on overall efficiency. F i~u re  o shows a 
plot of overall compressor loss versus Reynolds N u m k r  taken from Reference 4 Shown on the figure is 
t h e r * n ~ o f  Reynolds Number that w a s e x ~ t e d  to t v c o \ e r d  i n  thestudy. As shown on the figurn. IC 
increase in overall I c ~  was ex--ted. d w  to viscous efi t i ts. 
A final check on the effect of sire was made with data presented i n  Kefcrrmcc 5. Figure. 7. taken from 
R e f e r n e  5. shows the variation of ctficiency with pressure ratio as J futlit ion of flow sire Emple  
checks with J compressor priam.~nce-tstiwating computer pnxrarn with self i o n t a ~ n d  loss models 
showed that estimated etiiciencies would k consistent with this plot 
Estimates of axial turbine efficiency were taken from a corrrlation of tot.11-total eificwncy w ~ t h  wc)rk 
ctdficient as shown in  Fipurr 5. Data on this plot were taken tmm turbines with prc.ssure raticr i m m  
2.0.1 to 3.9.1 and with blade heights from 0.50 to 2 W cn:. I t  w.1~ felt that this prwn:ation (iron1 11 
turbines) w p m n t e d  the efficiency levels eqx-ctd to be achieved from the sn~all. highwork turbines 
expected i n  the engine study. Al l  the points on or within the d.rta band a n  frc>m turbines with blade 
heights from 0.-% to  2 77 crn. 
The majority d the data fits within the lines shown an the plot The 3 points t ~ l c j w  the lower line were 
not included i n  the h ~ n d ,  k a u s e  hi~htar values of zfiicicncv exist4 tor data pl ints inside the b n d  for 
turbines of comp.~rablc blade b -1ghts .lnd aspect ratios The 2 points ahwe the band came from a 
supersonic turbine for .I prtcjsurz r.ltio 3 3 1. Thew punts were net cansidered in  the dr f~ni t ion of the* 
upper lirte, since they were not typ~cal of the m.rjority of the d.1t.1 
In the cydc study. i t  was assurnrxi metal turbine rotors wctuld k dtsipnc-cl for a work cxwf~icient of 
2.0 a d  rvrarnic mtum for a value of 1.5. The upper line o i  t h r  data hand ~ v e  t.riicienr- valur- tri 
0.W and 0.862 ior va1ut.s o i  work rxwfticient ot' 2.0 and 1.5 r t sp~ t i v t4y .  E t t idenp valuts c r i  0.W5 
and 0.882 were u*d in the cycle studv in anticipation o i  better c!earanw cwntn>I wi th cvramic 
shrvuds. 
I n  the powcrtr.lin screening .~n~lysis. p rc l~m in~ ry  tIowp.~tlrz wrrc tictcrmincxi i m n ~  t-alcul.~tions for 
mr..~n-r.ldius veltcrr di.lgr.1nrs Thc v.lri.ltion ot r t t i i icn iy w:th r\arL. icwifizient w.1~ t ~ h r n  from the 
d.~shtd l incon Figure S I t  \\.I?; .rssun~t.d t!1,1t thc studv shoulti rctlcit v.~lucs ot rt i~zicnzy that could k 
.~lhicvcd with conrponent dc.;clopmcnt within h1r tunc pcrtrd s p c ~ ~ i ~ t d  in  the study I'lating thcdash- 
crl l inc 1 point the upper linc of tire d.1t.1 b.111d prtwld~r l  .I small .~maurrt of cons~rv,lt~sm I n  thc 
fuel economy cSstin\atr?i 
I n  the ~.vclc study. thc powcar tu rb~~rc  p c ~ h  r t t i t l r ~ ~ i y  w.~s .lssun~cti tc) range htt~vt,cn 0 7 0 j  . l c ~ t i  0 PI5 
The lower v.rluc was .~ss~tnrc.d fer .I sinslc-st.1~~ turb~~.r .  .lnd the h i ~ h c r  V.I~I. w.13 .lssun~crl for .I two- 
st.rge turbin' rhcsc rtficicncics .Ire total-st.~tlc v.r;ttc> and includr losses for i n ~ c r s * - ~ c  ducts and 
cxh.~ust diffusers Efficiency w.1~ not v.lrid .IS .I funct~on oi dcsisll prt*sattrc r.ltio, k h ~ ~ u s c  i t  w.1~ 
.rssurncd t h ~ t  thr work cociiicicnt nf power turbinrs w,)uld br h%twc.cn 10  .Init 1 2, iansc\lucntl~, 
vower turbine cfficirnzy would h. inricpendent of design pressure r.~tia. Thew wcrc estim.~tes t h ~ t  
v,~uld he confirn~cd or ~ l t c r cd  as nc.c.dcd i n  the powrrtrain sc~rc.cning.~n.llysis thrtrush thc usenf the loss 
model In Figure 3 and mean-r.~dius vtr-tor ,lt.rpr.lr:r c.llcul.ttions 
Estirn.~tcs tor r.ldi.11 t ~ ~ r b i n c  cffici'tlzy wcrc t.lhcn fro111 spt.clilt. ?;pa-d d.1t.1 tram Kctcr tv~~c F Figure 0 
was taken from this rcfcrcncc. .~nd tlrt, c\prt tcd r.lrrSc o i  spt-iitic specd i s  itidic..~trd an ttrr tot.~l.st.~tic 
efficiency plot For c~tir i~rrv.~tis~n i n  thc zvrlr study, it w.1~ .~ssunicd 11 . ctf~cirncv would not rx<r rd  
0 88 or 1.c 1cwc.r th.111 0 $5. In  thv fin.11 cnginr study, a nrorc. Jt*ta~lrd chcih w.ra n1.1dc on .I vwtnr- 
~ i i .~sr .~n~ ton1prltc.r prt>gr.1nr with sclf-cont.~intd loss 111r)drls 
I &  upper l r v r l  was a ~ ~ u n r t x l  ttt represent tltc rttiztthtitu tli.rt r\t-ulJ 1.1. . r t i~~c \ t \ i  \ ttlr t*\tcnstvr 
dcvt*ltrpnw~tt wtrrh. and thr  Ittwrr I r v d  was assun14 tor nltntnlutt\ d'velt~pmrtr! ~11.-rt Slrrtt. the c t t l -  
i t m t v  dtw- net thanfictbvn t l t c r \ p v t d  r a w * )  s ~ t t t t  b p d ,  r.tJt.rl turblnr *111t ttslrtv \vaz tiot t n d c  
a tun\ t1vt1 a &st);n p m s u w  ratttr 
C'zmrbsttw ett ic~rrwu v a r t d  fnrm 0 SJS at ,5096 s p e d  ot 0 JJJ at dn t sn  spa-4 1 h~r  v.trt.tttttn tvar 
rut JII i ~ r l r  t alculatittns and WJL trrdrycndmt nt dc\tstr ptesurc I at1t1 I t  I, nt-.t-httv ltt .I, hlt.\c thew. 
v d u o  tn t-nlrr t s  n m t  cmts;\trm q u t r c n m t s  .4 n ~ t n t t r r  t*t cr-n~burttrt it*trttpi~r.tttons t.tn nrtr-t t l t rw  
iandr~lans T k  ifiluth (1) a Iran. pwnr t \d .  prrv.tprlJcrl ttrnrhustt*~ \rltIt ttrrtlr tpt~t,>r ( 2 )  .I 
cat.tlytti zt*mhtshbr. and (>I a var t~ble pvnw t r y  tttnrbusttw C'r~ttwqucnt~v thr  t.111.1t-11, v \.tl~tc> r t ~ d  
i n  the ialrulat i t~ns were not drkwndcnt up rn  a ptrti i~tl.rr trtnrbu*tnr t v p  
A nwSm*rattrr was st-ltwttd t t r  tht* aih.matc t.npinc* studv. Tht* p-rt trmwtm. zharath.nstat3 tr( a 
myupra to r  w t ~ ~  not imqudtd  in thr* studv. h v a u w  tr( tht* bi t lh n t~mml i v  nyu tn - i  trr .~t-htrv' h t ~ h  
va1uc.s rtt r t t taivrhatss and h ~ a u s c  t* the la-h r* puNmhtxi data sht\wtng v.rlut3 ttt cttt\-trvtBnt%> as 
h tsh  as t h w  trt a n w m ~ d t t w .  The valln% o t  nyentxatrs  t*lttttvcm?i.i u ~ k i  111the study \\tsns 
t ~ h t - n  t n m  the [~-r t tunratkv charawnz~t ion  o t  thc l i pp ra t i td  Enptnz. l !ntt l  rng tn r  lavtwts tmrtd 
h- d t .  w i th  t l r r  st4tvtkxi p r rv r t ra tn .  i t  wuM mrt h.r%tabltshtJ t h ~ t  Iowt*r v z l u t ~  ttt tltrrv p r  utrtt 
.mu (.ud t h ~ s  hisher valttvs ttd t-ttr.hvt~nt.?is\ t ~ ~ t l d  h- rnrl-1trvt.J. 
Ihr prr?isnre-drop 1t.tt ttons ttt cnstnc st-nrp~nctrts. artilr .I\ atr ttltcr rtst.nrl.ttt*r tt*:nbust,t;. and 
r\haust tiut t wen' v.1~1~1 as a ttl lhttttn t ~ t  ensttic apw4 but wrrt. ~trdrprndctit tt dc\~pn prrzrttrc rrattt 
.~nd tltwv sarr l h c  tIttt%~-allr i t -ntplc\t t tn .tt t h r  rnstne rttt.rhc JIIJ r\h.tt~at \vrrc .t\.~tlnt\l tt\ rt*tn.1ttr 
ttnih.ttrsd rvtth rt;pnr 21:c I'lrc yrcssttlt.drttpa tor thts r t~t~nt~r . t to t  .IIL~. t>nil*lt*ttv \ \ t . t t .Jt . t~~n~~t~t\ l  I-\
tt t r l  r,tt!Iomv and cntts?i~t.n n\lrltrcnrrntr .tnti \vrrc .r>si~nit\i tc Iw  ~ t r r l r pnJ rn t  rtrplnr t l tw  \ ~ r c  .tnti 
p t ns~ t r c  ratlo 
5.9 I he ha-.tt 1r.A~ .ttr.l t l t*~v It-.ih> w t ~ r  .\S>~IIII~\I ttt t1.1vt- tlic* \tti~t. \ .t111t*> .I> tlit>>t. tb t  tht. [!1*s1 .tJt\i t-~is~trt. 
Htri 1.trh md I Irr  Je>i?;ti nr.tsstIt-w tttr t l t r  1ipsta,ihI FIFI~. IL I .; It\> .ttiri ~t rv.t> .r>~t~nrc.i tI1.1t ~IIC I~.t/r> \\r:\tIJ 
Flow l c rhs  titbt t h.~t~st* h!~\\\ ~IIIS v.tl~tc 1-1 ,it->tst~ tr;.t\~tIttr\ 1-litb .t>~t:ttipt~t*t~ 13 l - . t~\ l  t t t ~  tht* ~.~~I~~~I.I~I:.I:I\\II t11.1t tilt. 
tr1.1t.11 \tti11t CL 01 t lttrv lt*.th~ ,rrtu the ittrnrrs t-I s.I~> t>t the \ .iittttts w.11 t*It.~nt-nt. t htt. t 11t.v ti,> 11t8t >t -11,. 
.tl*prt% t.rIdv t\ ~ t h  t l ~ t -  t . t r p~~ r  strt- S~ti~tl.trtlv, th r  iit-.tt It..ih~ .Irc .tttt\ tt\l bv tht. IIIIII~I\~ III-II~.I~I~~II -1-.1kt. 
.I\ .III.II*I~- \v~t l r  > t t ~ a I l t ~  t *n rp t t~ t -n t~  . t ~ t i  Iw.tu>c ~*IISIII~* \i?t- t i t w ~  nttt .~llt*\\ .,.11i11s tilt* I~~\II~.I~IS>II 
r I I I I I 1 v I I I I I 1 1 t  t i  t i I I I I 1 1  I .'t.11 
t h e -  tt.gtqnt-i.ttt>~ 1 lic \t~isIt.-sh.tlt t*t~$;~it*. \vt-ttq t 11.1r.lt tt*~~:t\i ~v~ th \> t t t  t11r v.I~I.I\~.- t t~ tb~ t t t *  ~i\-::lt* \  tit*- 
1 hr Ic.i/r p.rtIrz .\rub \~nrtl.tr ttt t l ~ t t r r  01 th r  ~.;s Krt\ct.ilttr t.1 !ha. t i \ \>  >lt.~tl CI~~III~' t h~ '  Ic.I~ 1-.1tIi> .ttt*~tt~,i 
tht* 1kwt.t tttrhint- . ~ t t *  ntltit*\~>tt.t~t 
5.1 t 
Tmnsm iss i on  
Chr t rc tc r i s t i cs  
The single-shaft engine was combined with a continuously variable transmission. One type thr t  was 
chosen for powertrain analysis was the traction type wi th regenerative torque feedb.~ck and a positive 
neutral positton. The mechanical configurations of the drive for this type of CVT are shown i n  Figures 
13 a d  14. The transmission features are illustrated schmutral ly in Figure 1s. The tran~nrision effi- 
ciency cbrxtr r is t ics are shown on Figure 16. An additional gear ratio %as added to the transmission to 
extend the range of high transmission efficiency availability. 
The second type of C W  powertram analvrrcl WAS the hydmmcchanicaI type. The basic mechanical 
configuration and operation are illustrated in  Figures 17. IS. and lo. The performance cbrxterist icsof 
2 conf~urations were used i n  the study. Figure 20 shows the Orshansky CLT configuration; the 
performance cunSes are shown i n  Figures 2 1 to 24 The other configuration wrs a Sundstrand CVT. The 
performance characteristics are shown i n  Figure 29. 
The third C\7 consided -s the belt drive type. fh? mechanical description is illustrated i n  Figure 
20. A fourth type is the chain drive as illustrated i n  Figures 27 and 28, h t  vehicle p r f o n n a n c ~  wi th this 
tspe was not calculated. Figure 20 shows the pcrformancv characteristics of all CVT types used in the 
study. A comparison of powertrain perfornrance with the CVT versus discra:te bvar chmges was aiso 
made. The enginzivehicle matching characteristics for a ten-speed gear set a x  shown i n  Figure 30. 
5.12 
Two-Shaft 
Engine Results 
5.13 
Single-Shaft 
Engine Results 
Maximum power was 75 Lw (100 hp) with ful l  \'IC\' augmentation Design-point calculations were 
carried out at 68 hw (91 hp) i t *  the unaugmented mode engine operation at design speed. Fuel flow rate 
at idle power was computed with thermodynamic conditions established with a preswirl value of +18* 
at 504  speed. The study g w l  was to achieve a composite fuel m n o m y  o f  21.5 miles per gallon. 
The variation c f  vehicle fuel cconomy with design pressure ratio isshown in  Fiyure 31 for the two-shaft 
engine. Results .Ire shown for design-point temperatures ~f 1052.C and 13,W'C and for turbine cff i-  
ciency values associated with ceramic turbines (work ccwffiiient = 1.5) .III~ maximum turbine 
development effort. The upper line cri each design temperature set represents the results of c.~lculations 
performed with ef i ic ic~cy values for one- or two-stage centri fuyl compressors with maximunt 
development effort. Single-stage efficiencies were used at pu-ssurc ratiirj less thrr. or equal to 5:1, and 
two-stage efficiencies were used for pressure ratios greater than 5.1. The lower line of c.rch set 
represents the results ~ r i  calculations performed with efficiency values for single-stage mr..,.essors 
with minimum development effort. 
As the plot shows, i t  w ~ s  not possible to achieve thc g w I  fuel aonomy with nr.iximum development 
effort. The turbine inlet temperature sch~ iu le  a l o n ~  tire operating linc was Jctermind by specifying 
constant power turbine cxit tcnrper.rture. I n  the next part of the study (sireenin):.rnalysiz), c.rlcul.~tions 
considered thc use o t  const.~n: power turbine inlet temperature. 
The variatio~i ,tf vchiclc iuel economy with design pressure ratio is shown in  Figure 22. Rchults are 
shown for design-print tenrprature sets of 105t*C .~nd 13W5 The lower-tenrper.~turc set represents 
results of c.rlculatir.ns prfnrnred with turbine efficiencv values oht.~incd with minimum development 
effort. The upper l ~ n e  on this set reprewnts the results of c.llcul.~tions periormd with efficicniv values 
for one- or tw~)--..~gt .:cntriiug.rI compressors with m.rxlmum dcvcltrpnrcnt effort. The lower linc 
represents the res ~ l t s  .,I <.~lcul.rt~crns prr iornrd with eific~cncy v.rlucs far single-st.~ge comprcssois 
with minimum de. elo,:~:t~ t. Thc highrr-tmrpcr.~turc sets represent rezults of c.~lculations pcrfornrcd 
with ..fficicncy v.rl~t.1. tram nr.rninrr~m (upper set) .rnd minimum (lower set) compressor develapmcnt 
efforts. Thc uppcr linc crf t..~ch set represents the results cf z.~lcul.rt~ons p r f o r n r d  with eit~c.iency 
valucs for radial tu-bincs with m.~ximum development cifort. Thc lowel lines represent the results of 
calc~~l.rtions perfor n d  with cfiiciency values for r.rdi.11 turbines with minimunr drvelopmcnt c f i m  
The m.rximunr v.~l~.es of illel Fitrtrunly .are s~gnii~t..tntly . ~ h ~ v e  th gt~.rl v.rltte As the plot shows, the tuel 
econorr, m.rxinrirzs t ~ t w t m  4 1 1 .rnd 5.5.1 prcssure r.rtios in  a r.lngc crf development effort twtween 
minimum effort for single-at.~gc conrpreswrs and m.~rimum effort for two-stage compressors. The 
arithmetic aver.r);r. of the two upper curves shows .I m,rximum vdluc of fuel c\;rnomy to cwctir at 5.1 
pressure r.itio. ThC gain in  fuel emnomy ever the v.~lue of 4 2.1 picssure is ,rhwt one-fourth m ~ l e  per 
gallon. I t  w.rs j~~d; ;~d that ttriz rliffrrence might be signific.rntlv reduced due to thr ~ d 2 - d  .rcccler.rticn 
iucl rvquirrd for the trigher-inprti.r sh.~ft of the higtrrr pressure r.rtin cyc!e I t  w.~s .~lso i r~ t~c fd  th.rt the 
structur.~l requircmrnts for the ecr.rmic turbinr would Iw c.rscd with the lower prcssua * r.~tio 
Constyucntly, the design prrssim ratlo of 4 2:l was selcctcd 
6.0 This section discusses the screening analysis for the advanced powertrain concepts presented in Section 
ADVANCED 4.0. Theengine &sign conditions for the study w m ? S  k w  (100 hp) with VlGV augmentation a d  a8 
I'OwERTRMhI k w  (Y ; hp) without augmentation. The goal was to  achiever value of 23.5 mpg i n  combined fuel econo- 
! x u E m G  my with a 3500-lh vehicic. Deign pmsure ratio was 4.2: 1. and design TIT was IJSO'C, with two exccp- 
ANALYSIS tions. The two-shaft engine was also evaluated at 6:l pressure ratio and 13SO'C TIT, and the two-shaft 
engine with interconnection was evaluated at 4.21 pressure ratio but 1150Y TIT. The analysis 
consisted of reviews of the flowpaths. of the mechanical designs, and of the performance estimates of 
the various concepts. From the screening analysis, four concepts were selected for more detailed exam- 
ination o f  powertrain performance and mecharical design. 
In the nreeninganalysis, the turbine inlet temperature schedule of the two-shaft engine was revised as 
a step toward trying to get the f u t l  economy of this powertrain to be equal to the goal. The revised 
schedule was hued on holding a constant value of power turbine inlet temperature, in contrast to hold- 
ing constant turbine exit temperature as was specified in the cycle study. The results are shown i n  
Figure 33 and show that the 80.11 is just b r e i y  achiived for the two-shaft engine at 6:l pressure ratio. 
A l l  the concepts outlined in Section 4.0 w n r  evaluated at 4.21 pressure ratio in  the screening analysis, 
but a preliminary evaluation was also made at 6.1 pressure for the two-shaft engine. 
The turbine section was the principal area reviewed in the scwning analysis. Except for the twin-spool 
gas generator o f  one of the three-shaft engines, the compressor did not have any usual impact on the 
engine design. The use of ceramic material for the axial turbines provided an opportunity for designing 
compressor-turbines wi th lower values of work coefficient than w w l d  be allowed with the use of 
superalloys, coupled wi th the requirement for values of polar moment of inertia that would be 
consistent wi th desired engine response time. A number of flowpaths were examind to evaluate the 
impact of the configuration o f  the ceramic turbine stages on the mechanical design of such items as the 
engine housing. the shaft an mgcment, the bearing supports, etc. 
The assumptions used in the f lorvpth calculations were: 
1. Maximum material strength of 280 MPa. rndependent of temperature up to 135O9C, 
2. Mean-radius nozzle exit angle 5 74'. 
3. Efficiency set by  dashed line i n  Figure 8, 
4. Best compromise between compressor and turbine efficiencies, 
5. Last-stage exit Mach No. 0.4. 
0. Exhaust diffusers area ratio = 2.5. 
7. 17,jdal work for two- or three-stage turbines on the same shaft. 
8 Zero exit swirl from ea&h stage, . 
9. BIade heights equal to or greater than 1.25 cm. 
The material strength was modeled after data shown i n  Reference 7, which showed, i n  Figure 3 of the 
reference, flexural strength varying linearly from 150 MPa to 520 M r a  from 0.C to 1700eC, 
respectively. A design level of 280 MPa was selected on the basis of choosing a design margin of 1.8 at 
1350eC. This was a tentative specification until mcire detailed stress analysis was carr id out later i n  the 
engine study. 
6.1.1 F l o ~ . .  . ths of the two-shaft eagines with variable power turbine nc*;rzlcs .>re sh\.wn i n  Figurs. 31. The 
TWO-Sbfl Engine .Jccign pressure ratio is 6:l; the compressor would be a two-stage centrifugai comrrrssor. T1.e fiyure 
..bows flowpaths with the power-turbine stages placed first mJ second i n  the shaftin,: .~rrangenlelrt. 
Included on the figure are the v.~lues of work coefficients .~rrivcd at to s.~tisfy the condit~ons out l~r~ed 
above and for a minimum flowpath hub dimension of 2.5 cm This was the smallcst riimcnsion .~i!owcd 
for the space anticipated for &.Iring and insulating material. A bl.tdc taper r.ltio of 1.6 was used for the 
stress cal.ulaticn. and a blade root area was cstimatd from an existing turbine. 1 he root strcscs arc 
indicatd ,hove the flowp.rth. With two-stage turbines, all values are less than the maximum of 280 
Mr. allowed. 
The bottom of Figure 35 shows results with single-stigc turbines for the case with the power turbine 
first I t  was necessary to incrc.lse rotational speed 40% (rel.ltive to the 2-stage turbines of Figure 31) to 
have similar values of work coefficient and hub radius. Consequently, hl.ide root stresses were a h u t  
doubled, and efficiencies droppcd 1.5 points. 
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) If the cycle pressure ratio were 4.2:l. Figure 3s shows that the stresses reduce slightly, but efficiency i increases about 2 points or more. Furthermore, the flowpath shows more room available for beatings 
and insulation Consequently, for axial turbines. the design pressure ratio of 4.2:l shows a simpler and : 
more promising mechanical design than that for the design pressure ratio of 6 1 .  The fuel economy 
difference shown in Figure 33 for the two pressure ratios could be reduced if the heat loss can be 
reduced at 4.2:l prcssurc ratio and increased at 6:l. 
6.1.2 
S i t S h a f t  
Engine with 
Axial Turbines 
6.13 
Twin-Spool Gas 
Gcncntor 
6.2 
Mechanical 
Dcsign Review 
The flowpaths for a single-shaft engine with a two-stage and a three-stage axial turbine are shown in 
Figure 36, for a cycle pressure ratio of 4.21. There is no difference in efficiency between two and three 
stages, because of the work coefiicient selections. but the blade root stresses are lower for the three- 
stage turbine. The mechanical design would be encumbered with small available space for hearings and 
insulation. similar to the two-shaft engine. 
Only the three-shaft engine with the twin-spool gas generator was selected for review, since it showed 
more potential complexity than the other arrangement shown at the bottom of the right-hand column 
of Figure 2. The compressor flowpath is shown on  Figure 37. The mechanical design of the compressor 
is complicated by the cross-over duct diffuser, and the engine response would have to be evaluated for 
the higher inertia of two rotors. 
The turbine flowpath is shown in Figure 38. The overall totai-static efficiency vvould be comparable to 
the efficiency of the three-stage turbine of the single-shaft engine in Figure 36, if it were not for the 
nozzle clearance loss. The clearance loss for all variable power turbine nozzles shown in this section is 
assumed to be 2 points. The Made m t  stress levels are much lower than those fc- !he single-shaft 
engine. This is a result of being able to lower rotational speed due to the specific spet . changes of the 
individual stages of the two-stage compressor in contrast to  the specific speed of the single-stage com- 
pressor. The mechanical problem for this concept is the design of a bearing in the high-temperature area 
between the second and third stages to support the outer spool. This was examined in detail and is 
discussed below. 
Studies of a number of engine concepts and arrangements were made to evaluate and compare mchan-  
ical festures Preliminary layouts were made of several engines selected as being representative of typi- 
cal arrangements. For the two-shaft engine, a layout was made to evaluate turbine interconnertion as an 
alternative to variable power turbine nozzles. However, certain mechanical design problems are 
discussed that are applicable to  any two-shaft engine. The three-shaft engine with the twin-spool gas 
generato- was evaluated as being typical of three-shaft engines. However, some ot the problems with 
the turbine complexity would be typical of any three-stage assembly. whether for a three-shaft enginc 
or a single-shaft engine. The mechanical review is concluded with evaluations of concept complexity. 
6.2.1 A layout study of a two-shaft arrangement with a turbine intercon~iection was made. as shown in Fig- 
T ~ o - S h ~ f t  Engine ure 39. This engine was designed for 1150'C turbine inlet temperature. This should permit the use of 
advanced RSR superalloys for the turbine rotor. Assuming this metal IS developed to its anticipated 
potential strength at the required temperature level, rotors of this material would have less risk for 
engine development than ceramic rotors. However, the sm.ll1 diameter of a 75 kw engine size gives rise 
to  a fundamental design problem associated with proximity of the flowpath to the shaft .~nd sub- 
sequent avoid.1nce of e~cessive bearing and support temperatures. This is particularly trcc if the rear 
bearing is located forward of the turbine rotor! The forward location of an air bedring also 
1. does not c~llow space for supporting and piloting .I ceramic nozzle, .lnd 
2. would result in high air-bearing loads and questionable life, if a turbine interconnection shaft were 
connected to the tear of the co~npressor-turbine rotor. 
An alternate air bearing location behind the rotor is also shown in Figure 39 below the engine centerline 
This will allow svme space forward c:t the turbine for piloting the ceramic nozzle and reduce loads from 
the interconnection shaft. It is questionable, however if .~dequate cooling could be provided to 
maintain reasonable air-bearing temperatures during opcratiori and after shutdown (soakback). 
An u r q p m c n t  with tht power t w b i i  positioned forward of the compressor-turbine was also &-. Thk pcnnitc the turbo-machinery to be supported by a w e  structure which offers 
potential savings in size and cost da t ive  to a convent io~l  two-shaft engine. However, the small axial 
nozzles and turbine rotors, along with the concentric shafts, will have essentially the same penalty in 
complexity and problems with bearing location and/or cooling, as described above. 
6.2.2 A study layout of a single-shaft engine with a radial turbine and dual-regenerators is shown in Figure 
sic-shaft 40. The single shaft is  supported on an air-lubricated bearing, located between !he turbine and the 
w= dth. impeller, and an oil-lubricated bearing forward of the impeller. An air bearing was tentatively selected 
Radial Turb~ne for the rear location, because higher operating temperatures at the bearing are expected with the 
increased cycle temperatures. An air bearing would be better able to tolerate these temperatures than an 
oil-lubricated bearing. A relatively large diameter shaft may also be used with an air bearing for better 
control of critical speeds without an excessive bearing horsepower loss. Additionally, the bearing 
support is simpler, since oil supply and drain lines are not required. An air thrust bearing was located 
just behind the impeller to provide the best possible control of impeller blade-to-shroud axial clear- 
ance. Two oil-lubricated journal bearing support the reduction gear pinion to minimize deflection and 
tesulting gear noise. The pinion is connected to the rotor through a spline to reduce noise transmitted 
from the pinion to the rotor, which can, in turn, be a source of air-borne noise. The reduction gear 
pinion is retained axially with a thrust washer. 
For an arrangement with a single-stage compressor, the turbine nozzle and rotor shrouds are both pilot- 
ed from the compressor housing and bearing support to maintairi good tip-clearance control. The 
shroud piloting details for this radial turbine engine will be discussed further in the next section and 
compared with an axial turbine arrangement. The air intake which is integral with the reduction gear 
housing supports the front tvtor bearing. A two-stage gear set will beadequate for reducing rotor speed 
to transmission input speed. The bulkhead-regenerator crossarm section of the housing can be cooled 
with the compressor discharge air. A single-seal ring supported from the bulkhead and seating against 
the ceramic rotor shroud will minimize leakage past the turbine. 
The single-shaft radial turbine arrangement is shown in more detail in Figure 41. The radial inflow y s  
path ~ n d  the single-stage turbine rotor provide some latitude in the design of a relatively straight- 
forward support structure for simple turbine rotor shroud and nozzle geometry. The components are 
piloted on the compressor housing through the molybdenum-alloy bolts to the insulator, the pilot ring. 
and the pilot ring support. The insulator can have slotted ears on the inside diameter, which car) mate 
with radial pins on the pilot ring to provide piloting between the low-expansion insulator and the metal 
pilot ring. 
The molybdenum-alloy bolts were selected to pilot and retain the nozzle and shrouds in position at 
1350.C inlet temperature. A detailed thermal analysis considering the geometry and thermal expansion 
of the bolts, shrouds, and related components will he required to assure satisfactory performance of the 
system. Suitable protection against oxidation must also k developed for the molybdenum material. 
The development risks in this area, however, still appear to be considerably less than the risk entailed in 
the development of axial turbomachinery in this size. 
Note that the air bearing and its support, which is integral with the compressor housing, are isolated 
from the flowpath. This reduces the cooling requirement for the bearing significdntly. However, the 
relatively large diameter of the flowpath (inlet plenum) for the radial turbine also results in .I size and 
weight penalty. This factor was included in the cost evaluations. 
A three-shaft, free-power turbine arrangement is shown in Figure 42, as a representat~ve of multi-stage 
axial turbines with concentric shafts. Good turbine efficiency is highly dependent on minimizing rotor 
tip clearance. This is especially true for small-site axial stages; this means that to attain predicted engine 
performance, good turbine shroud piloting must be considered a critical factor. Additionally, practical 
automotive turbine engines must be regenerative, implying some measure of engine housing 
asymmetry, whether it be geometrical, thermal, or both. Therefore, maintaining good concentricity 
control between the turbine rotor and its shroud beconles difficult, at best, if the turbine rotor shroud is 
piloted from the control bulkhead section of the engine housing, while the support for the rotor shaft 
bearings is piloted from the front section of the housing. Consequently, one design goal for proposed 
axial turbines was to pilot the t irbine shroud from the structure supporting the engine shaft. 
6.2.4 
a-t 
Complexity 
Evaluation 
6.3 
Performance 
Review 
This approach is shown in Figure 42. The compressor housing pilots both the bearing strpport (for the 
inner-spool) and the front pilot ring support for the inner-spool turbine rotor shroud. The rear pilot ring 
support (for the outer-spool turbine rotor shroud) is bolted to  the bulkhead and also pilots the rear 
bearing of the outer-spool. The following comments relate to  the above arrangemm. 
The rooling requirements of both rear rotor shaft bearings will be critical, because of the close 
proximity of the flowpath t o  the bearings. The cooling air for the outer-rotor bearing will be a 
leakage past both gas generator turbine rotors. 
The ceramic nozzles, rotor shrouds, and pilot ring are complex and will require extensive machin- 
ing to meet design requirements. Any clearance between the n o d e  shroud and pilot ring must bc 
considered a leakage. 
The ceramic front pilot ring support for the nozzles and turbine rotor shroud utilizes struts in place 
of the n o d e  vanes for the support structure. T h ~ s  eliminates the usual conduction path fron! !he 
nozzle directly to the bearing area. The struts should also be more reliable as a load bearing struc- 
ture than n o d e  vanes. This, however, must he verified with detailed analysis. 
The discussion above on complexity was limited largely to the turbine section of the engine concepts, as 
influenced by the turbomachinery arrangement. The complexity of other portions cr' the engine are also 
influenced by the engine concept and arrangements. This is summarized on Table 3. 
In addition to the other items discussed above, "Split Nozzles" are listed as a complexity item. This is a 
negative factor for engines with multiple-stage axial turbine rotors on one sh: t t .  Assuming the shaft is 
integral with both axial rotors to  minimize rotor cost, the nozzle ring must be split diametrically for 
assembly. 
Multiple shafts and spools also increase the manufacturing complexity for gearing and shafting; rotor 
balancing and quality control will be critically important witt a large number of high-speed com- 
ponents. This was considered a significant negative factor for the three-shaft engine, since gear sets 
operating with high-speed shafting will complicate related areas of theengine, require stringent quality 
control, and increase the noise level. 
The complexity in transmission requirements for the various engine concepts must also be included. If 
thestandard three-speed transmission with a lockup torque converter used for a two-shaft engine : .he 
basis for the comparison, the low-speed gear sets required for the three-shaft engine will be less com- 
plex; however, the gear sets, plus the variable-speed transmission (CVT) for the single-shaft engines, 
will be somewhat more complex. 
In the area of controls, all engine concepts will require VIGV's, except for the engine with the twin- 
spool gas generator. The variable power turbine nozzle, along with an actuator and the related control 
system, are required for all two- andthree-shaft engine concepts. Controls are also needed for the CVT 
required with the single-shaft engine. 
The relative complexities of the single-shaft and three-shaft engines with their transmission systems 
are apparent in the schematics shown in Figure 43  and 44. The three-shaft engine as shown, however, 
requires another reduction gear set for reducing the power turbine shaft speed to 2 suitable transmission 
input speed. Some of the performance predictions and the required quantities of some of the significant 
mechanical components are listed on Table 4. 
Aerodynamic calculations were performed for the turbines of the two-shaft engines with the power- 
turbine-first arrangement and with the interconnection. Efficiency estimates were obtained from vec- 
tor diagram computer programs with self-contained loss models. The purpose of the calculations was to 
evaluate the prospect of gains or losses in efficiency at off-design conditions, brought about by these 
powertrain arrangements. Estimates were also made of gains in powertrain fuel economy due to 
changes in operating-line efficiency or pressure ratio schedules brought about by the turbomachinery 
concepts in the two three-shaft engine concepts. 
63.2 
Two-Shaft 
Engine with 
Intemmnection 
Turbine blade flow a-ks were e s t a b l i i  with design-point cakulations. Off-design calcuhtionr 
were then computed at idle power. Power turbine speed was 20% of design. and compressor-turbine 
speed was 50% of dedgn.Thesean theoff-desiyc percentagechanges that occur with theconven t id  
tw-shaft arragcrmnt. 
With the same turbine inkt temperature (burner exit), as specifid for the conventional arrangement, it 
was not possible to have enough flow to obtain the work required of the compressor-turbine. fn the 
reversed rolesof these turbines, cycle mass flow is determined by the power turbine work requirements 
of output and parasitic powtrs. This work level establishes a pressure ratio available to the compressor- 
turbine. The mass flow and pressure ratio may be inconsistent with the performance characteristics of 
the compressor-turbine. 
The characteristics were better matched by reducing the turbine inlet temperature by 39O'C. As 
temperature is reduced, the available pressure ratio across the compressor-Wie is reduced and 
mass flow is increased. With a temperature reduction of 3 W ,  it was still not possible to drive the 
rompmaor. There was no assurance that continued reduction in temperahue would yield the 
w d t  to drive the corn- and parasitic losses, since compressor-Wie efficiency was only 
0.53 in contrast to 0.78 for the conventioMi arr;urgement. 
The source of the loss was large rotor incidence angle with values up to 44.. This was a result of trying to 
extract the work indicated by the imposed pressure ratio with variable nodes.  The imposed pressure 
ratio was 1.31 in contrast to 1.19 for the standard turbine arrangement. 
It appeared that it might be necessary to increase the gas generator speed to achieve sufficiently 
satisfactory aerothermodynamic conditions to drive the compressor and the parasitic losses. An 
increase in speed and the low compressor-turbine efficiency both lead to reductions in powert~in~fuel 
economy compared to the conventionai tivo-shaft arrangement 
Calculations were made to compare the change in power turbiye efficiency with a mechanical 
interconnection substituted for variable n o d e  vanes. An equivalent power turbilrir eff~iency was 
computed for the interconnected turbine anangement. Since the interconnection allows output power 
to be supplied by both turbines, the equivalent power turbine efficiency was computed as a work- 
averaged value from the efficiency and output work contributions of the respective turbines. 
Computations were camed out in vector diagram computer programs with self-contained loss models. 
The design-point conditions were identical for both turbine arrangements. Off-design results were 
different because the output power was partially supplied by both turbines in the interconnection ar- 
rangement. The ratio of gas generator speed to power turbine speed at design was 1.19. At 50% speed of 
the gas generator, the ratio was 1.03 for the power turbine with variable nozzles and 1.36 with 
interconnection. 
At 3% speed, the total-total efficiency of the compressor-turbine dropped from 0.110 to 0.79, and the 
totdl-total efficiency of the power turbine increased from 0.83 to 0.84, with variable nozzles replaced by 
an interconnecting shaft. There was no difference between the original power turbine efficiency or the 
equivalent power turbine efficiency with interconnection. Examination of the aerodvndmic losses 
showed that the power turbine blade profile loss increased as much as the nozzle vane loss was reduced 
due to the absence of nozzle clearance space. This occurred because the off-design mass flow increased 
with the increase in compressor-turbine work, and consequently, the power turbine inlet and exit Mach 
numbers increased, which increased the blade profile loss. As a result, there was no performance gain 
achieved with a change in mechanical arrangement trom variable nozzles to mechanical 
interconnection. 
6.4 The d b  of the sueening analysis show that certain concepts should be eiiminated from further 
S ~ m m u y d  considention, but others should be eumined in mare detail. The results ue summarized as 
Raudts fdbw8. 
Sia&-Sbft E a g h  - The cyck study showed that this concept with the C\T gives the best 
powertrain fuel economy. The flowpath study showed that the turbine efficimcy was higher with a 
radial turbine than a the-stage axial t u r b i i .  The mechanical design results showed the potential for 
less complexity and flowpath leakage with the radial turbine than with a multi-stage axial turb~ne. 
Before the final powertrain selection could be made, the stress levels of the radial turbine and the engine 
response time would have to be evaluated for this concept. 
Two-Shaft Engine - The cycle showed that this concept has a powertrain fuel economy that is 12.8% 
mpg less than that of a powertrain with a single-shaft engine. Since fuel economy was improved with a 
higher off -design temperature schedule, further increases would be examined for additional fuel econ- 
omy gain. The impetus for the effort was the fact that this concept is competitive with the powertrain 
with the single-shaft engine with regard to potential turbine stress levels and the availability of tlre 
three-speed automatic transrnissio~ Until detailed stress analysis was carried out, it was assumed that 
the high tip speeds of the radial turbine would incur higher blade root and disc stress levels than those 
for the axial turbines of the two-shaft engine. The conventional configuration of the two-shaft engine 
would be used, since the positioningof the power turbine in front of the compressor-turbine or the use 
of interconnection yielded loss 3f fuel xonomy. 
Three-Shaft Engine - Preliminary estimates of fuel economy gains were made from assumed changes 
in turbineefficiency and off-design pressure ratio for the two three-shaft configurations. The use of the 
three-shaft engine with interconnected shafting would depend upon the gain in fuel economy due to 
the g i n  in turbine efficiency and the added parasitic loss of the bearings of the third shaft. It was 
necessary to obtain an accurate operating line to evaluate this. 
The use of the twin-spool gas generator concept would depend on the actual gain in off-design pressure 
ratio, as well as any increase in off-design temperature due to component matching. This also would 
require calculations to be performed for an accurate operating line. In addition, an estimate would have 
to be made of the response time of the gas generator because of the additional compressor. 
On the basis of this review, four concepts were selected for detailed evaluation of powertrain 
performance and mechanical design. The engines selected were: the single-shaft engine with a radial 
turbine, the two-shaft engine with a free power turbine with variable nozzle vanes, the three-shaft 
engine with interconnected turbine shafts, and the three-shaft engine with a twin-spool gas generator. 
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7.0 In this d o n ,  pdmwm rruJh are pnrcnted for powertraik with the single-shah, two-shaft, and 
FINAL three-ahaft e@nes. Component mtcw ukubtions were pedonned to define operating lines for I ; I EVALUATION OF maximum offdcfisn temperahue achedukr with limitations b a d  on a surge margin of 10% and 
ADVANCED maximum regenerator d temperature of 1lSO.C. Results of thtae calculations u e  pmcnttd, togetha i i 
POWERTRAINS with the dgim performme crthatea. Compuiron ia made of rhcrs kvds  in ceramir radial and axial ! 
turbinta; in radial turbines, s t m s  kvth us compared for rotom with ceramic materials and superalloys. ! 
A materials review is presented to ulpport the use of ceramic park, and the mults of cost studies are 
shown for the various concepts. A f d  engine selection is made, and vehicle performance is calculated 
with the powertrain containing the ccltcted engine. Lastly, di~cussions are preatnted on the 
transmission control and on a marketing analysis for the wlected powertrain concept. 
7.1 
Sic-Shaft  
- 
7.1.2 
Vehicular 
Fuel Economy 
Performance estimates wen  made for the compressor and turbine, and an operating line was calculated 
from component performance matching. The resultant engine performance was combined with CVT 
characteristics to calculate the vehiculu fuel economy. Results are presented with four types of CVT 
and a geared transmission with ten discrete gear changes. 
Design and off-design performance characteristi& for the turbine were determined from a vector dia- 
gram computer program with internal loss models. The compressor performance characteristics were 
scaled from the NASA test-rig mul ts  of the compressor for the Upgraded Engine. A scaled performance 
map from an actual automotive compressor was considered to be a better estimate of the surge and 
choke rharacteristics than computations from a compressor vector diagram computer program. This 
was especially true since the design pressure ratio and rotor tucksweep angle would be identical. 
Operating-line calculations were perfonned from 50% to 100% speeds in 10% -speed increments. The 
operating-line goal was to maintain the design-point turbine inlet temperature of 1350'C to as low a 
speed as possible until the regenerator inlet temperature reached 11K. The turbine temperature was 
reduced at speeds below this point, and the regenerator inlet temperature was held constant. Another 
limitation was that there should be at least 10% surge margin defined as: 
where: W - Compressor mass flow, Ibs/sec 
P - Pressure, Ibs/sq. in. 
subscripts: 1 - Compressor inlet 
2 - Compressor exit 
O.L. - Operating line point 
S - Surge point 
The resulting operating line is shown on Figure 45. The turbine inlet temperature was held constant at 
1350'C from design speed down to and including 70% speed. At 50% and 60% speeds, the regenerator 
inlet temperature was held constant at 11SO'C. Plots of operating line parameters are shown in Figure 
46; engine performance for these parameters is shown in Figure 47. 
The vehicular fuel economy was computed with a traction-drive C M  with an assumed efficiency of 
0.85 for the variable-ratio drive (cf Figure 29). The variation of transmission efficiency with vehicle 
speed is shown in Figure 48. The computed fuel economy was 27.0 mpg. This is 15% over the study goal 
of 23.5 mpg. 
Because of the significant margin over thegoal fuel economy, additional calculations were carried out to 
determine the powertrain sensitivity to the selected value of design-point turbine inlet temperature and 
to the type of C W  configuration. In these calculations, lower values of the design-point turbine inlet 
temperature were held constant to progressively lower values of off-design speeds. At design tem- 
peratures of 1200.C or less, the part-load turbine inlet temperature could be held constant without 
exceeding the regenerator material temperature limit of IlSO'C. 
The results are plotted in Figure .:9, which shows the variation of combined firel economy with design- 
point turbine inlet temperature ~ q d  CVT configuration. f t re  variation of fuel economy with design 
temperature was computed with a tra~&on-drive C M  with a variable-ratio drive efficiency of 0.85. The 
variation of fuel economy with CVT type was corn! ed at  a design temperature of 1038.C. The vehicle 
power requirements w e n  reduced from the specif,, .tion in Appendix A by an average value of 5.3% 
from 20 mph to SO mph. This represented the prcjected improvements in vehicle aerodynamics, drive- 
line friction, and rolling resistance. The figurc shows that the goal fuel econonry can be achieved with a 
single-shaft engine at a design-point temperature as iow as 950'C with a variety of CVT configurations. 
Another type of transmission investigated was one with ten sets of discrete gear ratios. Calculat;ons 
with this type of transmission were performed to evaluate the possibility of apprcaching the character- 
istics of a CVT with a large number of discrete gear changes. The CVT provides engine operation at the 
locus of the minimum BSFC over a given range of engine speeds. Figure 50 shows the variation of BSFC 
with power at various engine speeds for different values of turbine inlet temperature. Included on the 
plot is an operating line with constant outlet temperature. If fixed engine-to-vehicle speed ratios such 
as shown above in Figure 30 are used, the resultant road load BSFC operation is shown in Figure 51. The 
fuel economy is compared to that of the powertrain with the CVT in Figure 52. The fuel economy loss is 
up  to 30% with use of discrete gears. This confirms the need to have a CVT to provide the engine speed 
required for minimum BSFC a t  the power levels demanded by the vehicle hiving requirements. 
7.2 Performance estimates were made for the comprpssor and turbines, and an operating line was calculated 
Two-Shaft Engine from component performance matching. The resultant engine performance was combined with the 
performance characteristic of a three-speed automatic transmission with lockup torque converter to 
determine vehicular fuel economy. Vehicle power requirements were those defined in Appendix A. 
Design and off-design performance characteristics for the turbine were determined from vector dia- 
gram computer programs with self-contained loss models. The compressor performance chacteristics 
were scaled from the NASA test-rig results of the compressor for the Upgraded Engine, for the reasons 
stated above. Design pressure ratio was 4.2:l. 
Operating line calculations were performed at SO%, SO%, and 100% speeds. Design-point turbine iplet 
temperature could only be maintained down to 90% speed. At 80% speed, it was necessary to reduce 
the turbine inlet temperature of the two-shaft engine in order to meet the 10% surge-margin 
requirement. With this restraint, the limit of 1150'C for the regenerator inlet temperature was never 
reached. Plots of operating line parameters are shown in Figure 53. Engine performance is plotted in 
Figure 54. The computed fuel economy is 22.6, or 4% below the goal of the study. The variaticn of 
transmission efficiency with vehicle speed is shown in Figure 55. 
Thedifference in fuel economy between the powertrains with the single-shaft and two-shaft engines is 
due to power requirements for the transinission and the accessories, to bearing parasitic losses, and to 
heat m d  flow leaks. As an example, a comparison of power requirements at idle is shown on Table 5. 
These values typify the differences in power requirements through the engine operating range for the 
two powertrains. One-third of the combined fuel economy is determined by idle fuel flow. Table 6 
shows the variation of turbine flow ieakage for the two engines over the engine operating range. Thc 
higher values of leakage for the two-shaft engine are due to leakage down the stems of the variable 
nozzles, the leakage between stages, and the flow bypassing the power turbine. 
7.3 
Three-Shaft 
Engine with 
Interconnection 
Performance estimates were made for the compressor and turbines, and an operating line was calculated 
from component performance matching. The resultant engine performance was combined with a two- 
speed manual transmission; gear ratios were 2:l and 1:l. Vehicle powel requiremei~ts were those 
defined in Appendix A. A schematic of the turbine arrangement was shown above in Figure 44. 
7.3.1 The thm-shaft engine with interconnectin8 shafts differs from the two-shaft engine in that the engine 
Open- Line mass flow is not determined by the work r e q u i d  of the compressor drive turbine. In the single-shaft 
Determinrtion engine, the mass flow is determined by not only the compressor work but also the output, parasl; c, and 
accessory-load works. In the three-shaft engine arrangement with inter-connection, the auxiliary 
turbine assists the compressor-turbine and power turbine. Co~tsequently, the work capacity of the 
compressor-turbine is less than the compressor work and the quilibrium running conditions at a given 
ma ; flow a n  established by the correct work split between the power turbine and auxiliary turbine. 
This is illustrated schematically in Figure 56, which shows the calculation paths for estimating the equi- 
librium running conditions for each of the engine arrangements. 
Figure 56A shows the calculation path for the single-shaft engine. The compressor and turbine 
performance characteristics are illustrated in schematic representations of pressure ratio versus mass 
flow and work versus mass flow, respectively. With an assumed compressor flow, the compressor work 
is known. To this is added the required output work and the estimated values of bearing work and 
accessory load; further cor~.ection is made for flowpath leaks and the addition of fuel. For equilibrium, 
the total work required of the turbine must be consiste~lt with the flow capacity of the tuibine at this 
work level. If not, the match point on the compressor map is adjusted until cor:verg*ncc is achieved. 
Upon convergence, the mass flow of the engine is established at a gtven engine rat:tio:,J .peed. 
Figure 568 shows the calculation path for the two-shaft engine. The performance c! istics of ibe 
compressor and compressor-turbine are illustrated in the same schematic rcprrsrnt, i i ~ u r e  56A. 
The matching calculation proceeds in the identical manner described above except. .cltput and 
accessory works are on a second turbine. At off-design speeds, the off-design wcl. ., .,ed of the 
turbine for the single-shaft engine is a higher fraction of design-point work than is the off-design work 
required of the compressor-turbine of the two-shaft engine. As Figures 56A and 568 show, the mass 
flow for the two-shaft engine would be proportionately lower, and, hence, the operating line would be 
closer to the surge line. 
Upon calculation convergence, the mass flow for the power turbine is established. The pressure ratio is 
also determined, since the exit total pressure from the compressor-turbine is known, and the exit static 
pressure at the exhaust diffuser exit has been estimated from the pressure drops in the tailpipe and 
regenerator core. The variable power turbine nozzle is adjusted until the vector diagram extracts the 
work consistent with the pressure ratio and the efficiency estimated from the computer program loss 
model. In the two-shaft engine, then, two iterations are required. One iteration is the compressor and 
compressor-turbine matching loop; the other is the selection of the correct power turbirre noczle angle 
setting. 
Figure 56C shows the calculation path for the three-shaft engine with interconnectio .. The 
performance characteristics of the compressor and the compressor-turbine are illustrated in the same 
schematic representation as Figure 56A. The power turbine per hrmance is represented with a variable 
power turbine nozzle, and the auxiliary turbine has the same representation as the compressor-turbine. 
. qmpressor mass flow is assumed and sent to the compressor-turbine, along with any 
appropriate flow leaks. This mass flow is insuificient to allow the turbine to drive the compressor 
and absorb the bearing losses of the first shaft. The flow is then passed to the power turbine, and a 
nozzle angle is assumed. The power turbine exit total pressure and the auxiliary turbine back 
pressure (due to regenerator and tailpipe losses) establish the pressure ratio across the auxiliary 
turbine. This pressure ratio may not be consistent with the work capacity of the auxiliary turbine 
and the mass flow. The power turbine nozzle is then varied until the flow and work of the auxiliary 
turbine are consistent. The output work of this ti~rbine is then used (1) to supply the rest of the 
work to drive the compressor and the first-shaft bearing lossec. ~ n d  (2) to drive the accesories and 
absorb the bearing losses of the third shaft. The remaining work is added to the power turbine 
shaft for output power and tile bearing powerloss of the second shaft. 
In the 3-shaft engine with interconnection, therefore, equi!ibrium is established by the correct work 
split between the power turbine and auxiliary turbine. At a given speed, the operating line mass flow is, 
therefore, determined by the variable power turbine nozzle angle setting required to obtain equilibrium 
at the given mass flow. 
7.3.2 Figure 57 shows a con~parison of the torque and power characteristics of this 3. ;haft engine type and of 
OP-t@ a &shaft, free-power-turbine engine. Calculations for the 3-shaft engine were carried out down to 
Re~ulb  15,OOC rpm and extrapolated to zero speed. The resuits show more poyer and tolque developed by the 
3-shaft engine at speeds below maximum-power speed. This shows that vehicle acceleration and fuel 
economy should improve with t ~ .  : 3-shaft configuration. 
E 
1 
The reason for the performance improvement is shown in Figure 58. In this figure, the efficiencies of the 
two turbines .Ire plotted against power turbine and auxiliary turbine rotational speed?. The left-hand 
1 
t 
plot shows that, a t  15,000 rpm, the power turbine efficiency is 0.38, while tC. .; of the auxiliary turbine! 3 I 
0.78. Because the latter maintains a high efficiency level and assists the power turbine, more output 
t 
pouer is available than with the standard free p, Ner turbine. 
The right-hand plot shows the auxiliary turbine is able to maintain a good efficiency level, because the 
speed reduction from peak-efficiency speed is only 36%, while that of the power turbine is 80%. ho te  
that the efficiency of the auxiliary turbine peaks at a lower turbine speed than that of the power 
turbine. This efficiency match-up between the two turbines promotes good low-speed overall turbine 
efficiency. 
Figure 59 shows this to a greater degree at 50% gas-generator-speed conditions. The figure a150 shows 
the auxiliary turbine efficiency should be about 0.62 at zero speer! for the power turbine. This is in 
contrast to a value of about 0.35 for the power turbine of a 2-,,&aft engine when cgerating at idle. See, 
for example, the power turbine efficiency characteristics in t t e  Upg~dded Engine specifications in the 
Eighteenth Quarterly Repcrt (Reference 9). 
7.3.3 Table 7 compares the total-static turbine efficiencies of the three engine configurations. The overall 
Turbine Systems turbine efficiency of the &shaft and 3-shaft engine; is compared to the radial turbine cfficiency of the 
Comparisons singe-shaft engine. Comparison is made at peak-power points for these engines at SO%, 80% and 100% 
gas generator speeds. The single-shaft and 3-shaft engines have higher turbine efficiencies ;han those 
of the 2-shaft engine. The &shaft engine has turbine efficie~cy higher than that of the single-shaft 
engine at  design speed, comparable at 80% speed and lower at 50% 2;r~rd. 
If time had pennitted, it might nave been possible to adjust the design conditions of the turbine fort' 
3-shaft engine to achieve comparable efficiencies ~t 100% and 80% speeds to improve efficiency dt 
50% speed. The values on the figure suggest that 50% speed values might only differ by one porrlt. 
Even if they are equal, however, the fuel econorny of the single-shaft engine is still potentially better 
because of the reduced number of leakage paths and parasitic losses (two less bearing sets). 
The torque of the &shaft engine is doubled by the torque con.~erter. The dual-turbine combin.itioil of 
the auxiliary and power turbines preserves this torque multiplication. On Figure 57, the torque ratio for 
the 2-shaft engine is 1.9 (idle-power torque (16,700 rpm) divided by peak-power torque). The torque 
ratio for the 3-shaft engine is 3.8. 
The preservation of the torque-converter torque ratio is a natural result of the auxiliary turbine torquc 
ch~racteristic as shown in Figure 58. The auxiliary turbine design speed is 83,333 rpm; at engine design 
speed and zero power turbine speed, it is 33,333 rpm. Extending the torquecurveof the right-hand plot 
to zero speed and interpolating, the torque at the lower speed yields a torque r.ltio of 1.9. Com- 
putational problents did not permit calculation. of zero power turbine speed. Consequently, it was not 
possible to obtain a more accurate value. Time did not permit making computer-code ddjustn~ents. 
Nor did time permit extensive exploration of this concept. dowever, it is clear that higher values of 
torque could be achieve with a lower auxiliary turbine design speed. Thegear tr:,in ratio selected for the 
study was 2. Further study could be conduzted to check performance ,it other ratios. 
73.4 The operating Limr dcrmni~rd fmm the component matching cakdatiems were combined with f i i  
estimates of flow d heat leaks, bearing ~ S S ,  and acmsss~ry loads to obtain the p c r f o m a n ~ ~  charac- 
pthmmca tcrirtics ud compare them with the o t k  engine di-. The flow leaks and total parasihc 
losses are compared on Tabk 8. The flow kaks of the thm-shaft  engine are unchanged from those of 
the two-shaft engine. It was assumed that the mechanical u r v t  of the thm-shaft  engine would 
k such that the kakagc across the f- two stages would k the same as the leakage of the two-shaft 
engine; no leakage was assumed to pas across the auxiliary turbine. However, the parasitic loss of the 
third bearing sct was x c o u n t d  for. 
The pcrforn\uwc mmdts are shown in Figure 60. The top c t titi. figw 3 shows the turbine ink  tem- 
peratum distributions that resulted from the matching cik*rbtions. The single-shaft engine has the 
lowest BSk'. The BSCC at the two-shaft engine haeases at  intermediate powers due to lower turbine 
inlet temperature. There is  an kcrexi* in two-shrtt-mgine BSFC at d l  power levels duc to l o w u  
t d n e  e f f i c h q ,  bearing loses of r sccond shaft. the flow k h g  past a second turbine seal. and the 
subsequent thermal mix between gas flows at  different temperature levels. The BSFC of the three-shaft 
engine would increase still further, due to  the bearing loss of the third shaft. However, the increase is 
attenuated by higher turbine efficiency and inlet temperature, provided by betttr component 
matching. The final result is a slightly higher BSFC for the three-shaft engine than for the two-shaft 
engine. 
The plot shows the influence of the load of the third bearing set on the BSFC of the three-shaft engine. 
Without the third set of bearings, th; BSFC of the three-shaft engine is lower than that d the two-shaft 
engine. At 40 ho~cpower,  for instance, the reduction in BSFC is due solely to  slightly better turbine 
efficiency (cf. Table 7) and higher turbine inlet temperature. Note also at  this power that the BSFC 
difference between single-shaft and three-shaft engines is due solely to added leakage and one more 
bearing set. The combination of these two (approximately 5% more leakage and 19% more parasitic 
loss, Table 8) is twice as  effective as a turbine inlet temperature change of 100.F (two-shaft vs. three- 
shaft, same leakage and parasitic loss). 
In conclusion, the improved component matching of the three axial'turbine stages achieved the effi- 
ciency of the radial turbine of the single-shaft engine and permitted the use o i  the same high cycle 
temperature. However, these gains over the two-shaft engine component matching have been negated 
by the additional leak and parasitic losses to the point that the BSFC of the three-shaft engine is no 
.better than that of the . vo-shaft engine above one-third of design power, and worse at  lower power 
levels. Consequently, it must be concluded that, becauseof inherent losses, multiple-shaft engines can- 
not achieve BSFC as iow as the single-shatt engine, despite the best component match. 
7.35 Vehicular fuel economy was estimated from the BSFC-vs-Power curve of the 3-shaft engine and the 
Vehicular use of a two-speed manual transmission. The cslculation was made from the value of fuel economy 
F d  b110my computed for the 2-shaft engine with adjustments made for the difference in BSFC-vs-Power curves 
and the absence of a t o q u e  converter and one gear set for the 3-shaft engine. The combined fuel econo- 
my estimated this way is 23.9 mpg. The 3-shaft engine with interconnection can therefore exceed the 
fuel economy goal of the study b y  1.7%. However, to achieve this at a cycle pressure ratio of 4.2:1, the 
design-point turbine inlet temperature must be 1350.C. Consequently, the axial turbines can cnly be 
made of ceramic materials. 
7.4 
Three-Shaft 
Engine with 
Twin-Spool 
Gas Cc.rerator 
The other three -shaft arrangement that was reviewed consisted of a twin-spool gas generator and a 
free-power turbine with variable nozzle v a y s .  This arrangement was reviewed to explore the 
possibility of performance improvemefit over a standard two-shaft engine with a single-spool gas gen- 
erator. The performance improvement was expected to be due to higher off-design pressure ratio, and 
reduced fuel consumption due to lower idle speed. 
Higher oif-drsign pressure ratio yields lower specific fuel consumption. Preliminary cycle calculations 
showed a reduction in BSFC of 1.3% for 1% increase in 50% speed pressure ratio. It was expected that 
the off-design compressor pressure ratio for the twin-spool compressor wou!d be higher than that o i  a 
single-stage compressor. The inner-spool stwed would be at a proportionately higher speed than the 
outer spool. Final calculations showe.(. for in, e, that the inner spool operated at 56% of its design 
speed when the outer spool was at 50% speed. If the compressors were on a singlc-shaft, the oper~tirlg 
speed would be 50% speed for both compressors. and a lower pressure ratio would be produced. 
AMitfonrlMcconolnywtdat&.Widrtwrsroedpmrurrr*at50%opnd,thcincrsvt 
hmpowcrdrrqrdrrah*ationdrprrdrtidlcpomr.Tkirwouldlowtridkhrclfbn. 
Thcn W, however, be a cost in engine aderrtion time. it was hoped that if t k  outer Epod wtre 
k m r t i \ m ~ ~ % s p c c d , t h e i n n c r s p o d ~ t k ~ ~ j b % t p e c d . I n t M c w a y , t h e t i m t t o m d c r -  
~ ~ o u t c r ~ m y h t k m r d r ~ p b y a r m d l c r t i m e t o ~ t h c i n n a s p o d ~ ~ a & ~  
nnsl. 
Figure 61 shows thr calculation path for the twin-+ gas gemrator combined with a free-power 
turbine with variable nozzle vuuo. The pdbnnaw charxterkti i  cf the hlCbines and compresson are 
illustrated in t k  sunc schcnutic repmentation as Figwe 56B. 
Anvss flow isassumed fortheampmsordtheouterspodat a specified rotational speed. mi Flow is 
used to perform r match with tht fecond colltpressor at  an aspmd rotational speed of the inner spool 
In the c d d a t i o d  procedure that was used, the cornpfessor work and baring I d  determined the 
massftonoftheturbineof theinnerEpod.Thismassflowand theexit kmperatureandp1165~r~ofthe 
first turbine determine the work of the second turbine. The offdesign flow angles relative to the nudc 
d rotor were assumed to k the design values. If the work of the second turbine did not match bw 
rwrlc of the first S~CO~PIPJSOT plus the bearing load of the outer spod, the rotational sjwed of the inner 
spod was adjusted. The cakulations were, then, repeated until work convergence was achieved within 
0.5%. Upon conwrgence, the rmrs flow of the first compmsor was revised, if it d i f f d  frpm the mnrs 
flow of the fvst turbine by more than 0.5%. 
- 
Upon f d  calculation convergence for the grs generator, the mass flow fort& power turbine is estab- 
lished. The pmsure ratio is also determined, since theexit total pressure from thecomprssor-turbii is 
known; a d  the exit static pressure at the exhaust diffuser exit has been estimated from the pressure 
drops in the tailpipe a d  regenerator core. The variable power turbine n o d e  is a d j u ~ r d  until the vector 
diagram extracts the work consistent with the pressure ratio and theefficiency estimated from the m- 
puter program loss model. In the twin-spod engine. therefore, three iterations are requid .  The first 
iteration is the work-split loop between the two turbines and their respective Iwds. The second consists 
of the mrss flow match up between the first compressor and the first turbine. The final iteration 
involves thc selection of the correct power turbine nozzle angle setting. 
The compressor maps used in this study were scaled from References 10 and 11. The values of mass 
flow were scaled to meet the cycle-design flow requirement. The valuesof pressure ratio were scaled by 
the ratio of (required pressure ratio minus one) to [reference pressure ratio minus one). The scald maps 
am shown on Figure 62. The engine-operating points are included on the maps. The turbine 
performance characteristics were determined from vector diagram - iuuter programs with self- 
contained loss models. Discrete calculations were performed at the a..tnpmsor match points rather 
than from the creation of complete performance maps. 
Other performance parameters are shown on Figure 63 and 61. Figure 63 shows the variation of com- 
ponent efficiencies with outer-spool rotational speed. Figure 64 shows the variation of inner-spool 
speed and compressor pressure ratio w;th o u t e r - s p l  speed. Table 9 shows the increase in off-design 
pressure ratio over that of a siyle-stake compressor. 
Figure 65 shows the power turbine performance at SOW outer-spool speed and at two possible idle- 
point speeds. For the two-shaft engine (with a single-spool gas generator), idle power is achiwed with 
variable inlet guide vanes deployed at +60° vane setting angle, as shown by the dashed line. This oper- 
ation is nearly simulated by the twin-spool gas generator with an outer-spool speed of 46% and an 
inner-spool speed of 55% As with the two-shaft engine. the idle point is significantly below peak 
power and, hence, peak efficiency. A second possibility would be to reduce the speeds of the two spools 
still further until idle occurs near peak power. This occurs for the twin-spool engine at an outer-spod 
speed of 41% and an inner-spool speed of 50%. 
7.43 I t  was felt that the latter speeds would not yield r prrrtical idle point, becauseof the significant increase 
m#- i n  acceleration time. To confirm this, calculations mre performed to cstimate the time to accelerate 
Acceleration-Tim from the lower idle-point speed rnd from 9% outer-spool speed. The acceptable increase i n  response 
Estimate was defined to he a time increment iw, greater than 0.1 second greater than the time to accelerate a two- 
shaft engine. 
The calculation o f  ac~uleration time for the twin-spod engine was to  be m iterative computation to 
obtain the correct work split at any given time during acderaticrr. To begin with the p m d u r e .  the 
calculated acceleration times were based on the unbalanced torques at thc stedy-state &-speed 
match prints. The results of this initial crkulation arc shrrvn on TrMe 10. 
7.5 
Preliminary 
Turbine Rotor 
Stms Analysis 
The tade compares the acceleration t i m  of each spool u p  to the 80% and I W ~ J  .*:tter-spod s p e d  
vdues. Alro shown on the table is the time to wcdcrrte r two-shaft engine with a single-spod gas 
generator. The twin-spool xcrleration times are sigr-ificantly higher than the values for the two-shaft 
ensine, except for the outer-spool time from 50% speed. Lnce the inner sped significantly Lags the 
outer spool. the inner-spool speed must be lowered and the calculation cepeated to obtain the wmct 
work split at the time the outer s p d  is at 80% and 100% speeds. 
In the updating oi the computations. the acceleration time of the illner spool wil l  irrire2se even more. 
The xceleration time o f  the outer spool from either idle speed is urucceptablc, since the xcdera t im 
from 504% speed is essentially cornpara& to  the acceleration time of a standard two-shaft ensine. In 
f x t .  the 45% oot~r-spool speed is about the same sped  that the tho-Aa i t  engine Inust hrve withcut 
variable inlet guide vanes. Consequently, as with the two-shaft engine. :he twin-spxrl arrar-t 
does cot &fit idle fuel economy unless 'ariaMe inlet guide vanes are u s 4  
Thestudy showed that off-design pmsure ratio is higher by twin-spwlin& but only slightly. W i t h u t  
variable i nk t  guide vanes, idle fuel is reduced at a signifiiant cost i n  acceleration time. .4 comprrium crf 
the resultant ensine pdonnance estimate is shown in Figureee. Thc plot shows Ilttlcdifferensc i n  the 
BSFC-Power characteristics due to twin-spooling. The gain i n  power at intermdiate speeds is due to 
the temperature schedule. as well as the pressure ratio incrcascs shown in Table 9. I t  was possible tcr 
maintain the schedule used io: the single-shaft ewine, since there was adequate s u r p  ma-in provided 
by the twin-spool cnmpreswr. 
From the variety of engine concepts studied ahwe. the turbiiw arrangements of the single-shaft 
engine were selected fcw preliminary turhinc analpis. These tu&ines cmuki k a singIr radial 
turbine and a -stage axial turbine. both assuming the use d ceramic material. &.caus t' I .L. uw 
of ceramic material i n f d  a relatively high dtvdopment risk. a metal radial turbine was also 
~mnsidered ior analysis at 1150.C. This turbine wxwld not  nmussarily be intended hw long-life h t  
would a l b w  early demonstration d engine mncept feasibility in a develqment m a m .  
Preliminary estimates were m d e  from aerodynamic blade profiles. h t  only the str~-sws i n  lire discs 
were calculated in any detail. The objective was to arrive at a disc shape such that the maximum 
combined centrifugal and thermal tensile strtss would not cxctxd 207 MI'J. This amount represents 
a b u t  half the modulus of rupture (MOR) strength o f  the si~ttertd alpha SIC materi.rl which is bein); 
considered by  the Carbrundum Company for fabrication of an integral turbine rotor. 
As a simulation of the thermal Id. radially linear thermal gradients for steady-state oprat ing 
conditions were .:ssumed through each disc. The material tcmpr.rturc profile for the radial nvtor. as 
shown i n  Figureo'7B. was assumed to v ~ r y  as thec~lculated relative total gas temperature. namely. from 
10aO'C at the tip o f  the disc to 960-C .rt the center of the disc. The gr~d i rn t  fur the axial turhine was 
estimated using the Upgr.rded Engine turbine thermal gradient hown in Figure 07.4 .as a reference. 
Note that the blade rcwt temperatureon this turbine wasdeterminrd to k e q u r l  to tlrc relative tot.11 pas 
temperature. O n  the basis of the higher thermal conductiv~ty ot ceramlc materiala and the sire of the 
ceramic disc. a lower gradient is anticipated i n  the ceramic turbine th.rn i n  tlre met.11 turblnc. Howek-r. 
i f  the r im temperature for the ceramic turbine were assumed to b equal to the rcl.~tiva total gas tem- 
perature (1252'C), an unwalistic.ll~y greater thermal gradtent would rc5u:t rci&ti*;e to the m e t ~ t  rotor. 
Therefore, the temperdture was assumed to h- I I ZO'C at the n m  and 300.C .rt the hub oi the rotor. as 
shown by  the dashed line c f  Figurc 67C. The corresponding 22O.C'-gr.rdient t h ~  assumed is .rpproxl- 
matcly 60'C lower than that of the turbine for the bpgr.~dcii Engine. 
It zhould be pointed out that ttrc gadiats d i  here am for steady-stat, conditions only a d  that 5 
rtw!~~t;&r~J~tr~rviUrcurltinhidwrthcnnrlrhcacsintkdk.Itunk j 
~ u r w r a c d . ~ , t t u t d w ~ t h c r a u i r b r a p o i n t i n t k d i r t n i l l n o t 4 y &  + t 
with the maxima- centrifugal stress point. fwtbmam, it is rntiripated that tb maximum thennai 
gdicnt will occur at a Emc when the engine is -at less than the maximum qwrating q m d .  A 
thclnul analysis will be q u i d  to effectively cvr luak these tr&t conditions. 
An uizyamctric finiteelement computer was used to cdcuLt t  the disc stresses. The -am 
cumputts the stmses in the rAi4 tangential and avid d i i  md the shear stmsls in the radial- 
& plant- 
~ ~ o C d w t t r m c r k u L ~ f o r ~ c a r m u h r r b i n s ~ ~ i n F ~ r r ~ . ' A c o m -  
~ ~ ~ d h ~ h t ~ ~ u m c a m b i n c d t r n s i l c ~ i n t h e d h u b i n t u l l  
- higher than in radial turbine. As cxpcttd the d i i  is paimarily due to t'n i n m e a d  
=inHrd~.Tbcnuinm&.at . .&thetrnn*.dihrr .di . lNbin 
m y  k redud if the backfut of dw disc can be optimired t o  h e r  drc cmtrifugal shes. The given 
b l r d t r h a s c ~ r c p r c a n t a m ~ r t r a s ~ t c r ~ o n p r r l i m i n u y b l d t ~ - s c a i o l u l u u r . E m  
o o . d w ~ h d c o f t h t M z d c r t r c i r i s ~ b I t .  
Teasessthc0~1-critydthese~r~~~ k d ,  it it- to&m&at thCst~et&ibd~rctrrittirsofdrc 
which rviU require a statistid evaluation, taking into account the strength vuiability of ce- 
ramic matmids. SUCh an evaluation ht not been carried out for the preliminary study but must he - 
~ f a a f u u l d a i g n a I u l y s i s .  
Tlr~~~lorthcIlf(rcmetr3hubineue~tedinF~6r9.Becau~edthetawer 
t h e m d a r r d ~ d t h e ~ I l l o y , u r i n c r p c ; r s e d ~ d ~ i t r e i . t i v e t o t h e ~  
~msosumed.Corrsidair\%ttdhigher~tym~l~dur~thermai~.t 
i n a e o # t o 1 9 I ) . c , t k m u O i m u m c o m b i n e d ~ ~ t s t r P J s ~ n s ~ t e d ~ b e 1 5 0 r a R a t a  
w6mm design speed d %.Om r p .  The estimated W e  stress is 3H) MPa. The impact of Cnse 
~ o n t t n d ~ d a m e h l h u b i n t ~ b e t u l l y ~ a t ~ s t i m e , b e c a r r v e t h e  
andid.a material, the RSR supenlby from the Ratt and Whitney Company, has not been 
~~, and the material strerrgth data are l i .  
S ~ m ~ i z i n p  the above msults. there it evidemce which indicates. that to realize such engine designs as 
considemi here, there is a certain degree of development risk involved. For a general eva!uation c.f the 
amount of risk for these turbine rotors, a set of material strength data curves, such as are shown in 
Figure 70. was obtained. These wert derived from the Materials Review i n  Section 7.6 M o w .  Strengths 
of ceramics and d v d  met& ur! shown in comparison to the best current commercial superalloys 
and hence, mrc j idged as moderate or high risk relative to the latter. On this basis and also on the basis 
of the cakulrted stresses. the two-st* axial-turbine ceramic design was rategurizd as high risk, 
whereas the single-stage radial-brbine designs with ceramic mattrial a d  limited-life metal were 
comidtrcxi as moderate risk. 
Thc moderate risk. metallic curve in Figure 70 is based upon preliminary properties of Pratt and W i t -  
my's adva~xed RSR (rapid sdidif i idt ion rate) superalloys. The development goal of this material. 
wh i ih  is a rapidly s o l i d ~ F d  superalloy wi th *lip' z a i n  structures, is to have a S O T  to 100'C increase 
in strength capabilities kbove currently best commercially-available superalloys. For limited-life 
turbine rotor application, this material appears to he adequate for development a% ~ r k  wi th a moderate 
risk. 
7.6 As shown above the 3-shaft engine with a 2-speed manual tr,nsmission and the single-shaft engine 
hdrkrklR&mf with CVT are the only powertrain concepts capable of meeting and exceeding the fuel economy goal of 
the study. As shown by the preliminary stress analysis. the radial turbine is better suited to the engine 
than a two-stage axial turbine because o f  the higher thermal stresses in the discs of the axial turbines. 
To rchi ive the highest fuel economy. i t  is necessary to use ieramic materials. However. to achieve the 
goal of the study, the turbine inlet temperature for the single-shaft enginr could be as low as 1050'C 
and have margin for the uncer:aintics o f  puwcrtrrin dwelopment. I t  might be possible to go as high as 
11WC with advanad superalloys. This would provide a limited-life material to be used in a 
dcvdop~aent program while progress is being made i n  the ceramic materials and the C\T. I n  support of 
these considerations, a review of high temperature materials was conducted to establish thc feasibility 
of the use of superalloys, ceramlc materials and refractory materials. The results are dis~ussed below. 
7.6.1 Conventional supcralloys, d i m t i o d l y  solidfit 1 eutectics ((DSE), oxide dispersion strengthened alloys 
-P (ODS) urd tungsten f i k - m n f o r c e d  supralloyr were reviewed a d  compared on the basis of "turbine 
Madc temperature capability". For this report, tcmperrrni! capMlity was arbitrarily defined as the 
tempmature to produce rupture at 138 MPa (20 KSI) in 1000 hours. 
Today's best mwnW cast supedoys are Limited to an u d e d  Made temprakve ot ah at 
9tWC 0. Even with continued denhpment a n d  a d v a d  pmcessing techniques, such a 
dirPaiuvl sdiditkation, this kmpcnhlre will pm&bly not be extended more than about 25T 
(ISF). Wrought superabys prepared by the usual forging or powder metallurgy t a h i q u e s  do 
not aItain the strength oi cast .Uoys in this temp?rature range. 
Signifwant increases in high ttntperature properties h a w  been attained by applying the directionality 
mmxp@ to eutectic systems ud tungsten f i k  supcrrlby compos;ites. IXm-thnally solidified eutectics 
offer the possibility o i  b W e  t t m p t t a t u m 6 0 - 1 1 m  (1 1 0 - W F )  above :hose used for conventional cast 
supmailr:,s. Although tungsten fiber mnforccd :uptralloys atiord potentially the highest use tem- 
prrature capability of any of the superalmy t as+. system% studied for turbine blades. i e. about 12OO't 
(2ZOdF). their application, because of curt ana fabrication problems. is most remote. 
A d v d  oxide dispersion strengthend alloys with elongated r\r fi'r-cs grain structures appear to  
tuve a potential-use temperature of about 1 0 I 6  (190(,-F) for blades and up to 17n'Y' (22.WF) for 
b w e r  stressed stator vanes. Recently, wmught alloys prcduced from powder prepred by a new rapid 
solidification rate process have been reported that appear to have the pctenti.ti of increasing the 
maximum temperature zapability of conventiowl superalloys by ahout 9- l00.C (90- 1 WF).  
Wrth the notable exception of some of the ODS alloys zontaining both chtomiunl and aluminum. 
almost d l  of the advanced superalloy systems mentiorled have relatively poor oxidation resistance and 
will p r h b l y  rcquim protcctite coatings at temperature above IOOOT (1830-F). The standard 
aluminide diffusion amtangs provide long term protection only up  to a b u t  1010-ll0OoC (1900'- 
t-). Newer. more c a t l y  overlay coatings may extend this range to around 1150'C (21W'F). 
Before the Hivancd superalloy-hase materials studied in this report could he considered for .a prxtical 
srmll automotive-size turbine rotor, many serious cost, design rnd fabrication problems \. ould have to 
be s o l d .  A near net s h a w  in-ral rotor appears to  be necessary to  avoici tne intoicr.~biy high :'n.~bri- 
cation and assemk-.jg costs associated with the individual hladc-type ionstruztinn commonly used for 
larger aircraft-type turbine rotors. Two processes. investment casting and isot'nernr.tl superplastic 
forging, have the potential to produce relatively ;ow-cost intqrally bladtd turbine rotors. 
Politically generated uncertainties in the supply of key alloyil~g elements, particui.rrly chromium, and 
rapidly rising prirxs cloud the future for any large scale usage of superalloys in auto~notivc gas turbines. 
7-62 
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Materials 
It is clear that substantial incrcar  in fuel efficiency in a gas turbine engine will tw realized only if the 
turbine inlet temperature is increased signiticantly. Such temperatures would he well above those 
considered practical for the k t  available superalloys or with the refractory metals. generally k - a u s e  
of poor oxidation resistance, undesirably high density fabric.~tion problems, high r . 1 ~  m.tterial cost. and 
uncertain availability. 
The following ceirmic materials, listed in order of greatest imm.4iate p~tenti.tl, were re\ic\ved and 
compared for use .~t high-stress. high-tempraturc locaticn, within a m.lrket.ablc g ~ s  turbine engine. It 
should be emphasized that none of thc following hrvc propertics which h;lvc, to date, h v n  iolnpletely 
optimized. 
1. Hot Isostatically Prcsscd Silicon Nitridt - offers the greatest potcntirl for high strength and high 
Weihull mdulrrs  at elevated temperature. and. in principle, is cap.~hle of economical, high volume 
prduction of complex parts. Lkvelopnaent. however. h.1~ h e n  nmviny; slowly 
2. S i n t e d  Alpha Silicon Carbide - Excli~sivc to the Carh>nlndutr1 Comp.lrly, this n1.1tcri.1l 
demonstrates no strength degradatisn through lo.SO*C (3W0°F), and h.1~ unequ.tlcd o.ti~l.lt'ori 
resistance of any form of silicon carbide or silicon nitride. It is c.~p.~blc of beins t n r m d  to shapc, 
.although iniection molding is not possible at this time on cross sections greater than 12 5 mm (0  5 in) 
k . l u s e  of binder bake out cracking. 
3. Sinkrrbk Siliron Nitride - Offers the potential for low coot, complex part fabrication; however 
high kmpcrahm stmylth and oxidation dstance are limited, resulting from the addition of sintering 
aids to the !%$I, po*. 
4. C h d d  Vapor Dcpodtd Silicon Cub* - Ercellent pottntial for high strength and oxidation 
resistance; however very serious fabrication problems continue to hamper developmental progress. 
b SlaWbk ktr Silicas Cubidr - Although this material displays many of the fine properties of 
sintered alpha Sic, there is no commercial u w c e  of beta SiC pow&. 
6. Hot Pressed Silicon Nitride - The strength of this materiai is exceptionally high at room tem- 
perature, falling off quite drastically by 1 3 7 m  (250O.F). The process remains prohibitively expensive 
and time C O M ~  therefore it docs not lend itself to high volume production. 
7. Hot Pressed SiLicon Cubidc - Also prohibitively expensive for high volume production. 
tvlamiah considered as medium-stress candidates were 1) Recrystallized Sic, 2) Reaction sintered 
silicon carbide, 3) Reaction bonded silicon nitride, 4) S i c  composites, and 5) SiALON. For specialized 
applications, each differs in its potential for success. Each has both benefits and disadvantages. 
Materials rpviewed for regenerator/recuperator application in order of greatest potential for success. 
wem 1) AS (alumium-silicate), 2) MAS/LAS (magnesium-alumino silicrte/lithiun~-alumino silicate). 
Fbm MAS is subject to thermal fatigue, while pure LAS is subject to chemical attack by sulphu; (in fuel) 
and road salt ingestion. 
Coatings for oxi&tion/corrosion protection were reviewed and found to be unnecessary on those 
fonns of S i c  containing no free silicon. Forms of S i c  containing free silicon readily oxidize at high - 
temperature, however this may be considered pmtective rather than destmctire. It is inconclusive as to 
whether a surface layer of pure CVD Si3N4 would benefit reaction bonded silicon nitride or hot pressed 
silicon nitride. 
Joining methods for ceramics were reviewed and grouped into four m.~jor categories: 1) Adhesive and 
Cements, 2) Mechanical Bonding, 3) Solid Phase Joining, and 4) Liquid Phase Joining). Specialized ap- 
plications of each were discussed. 
Machining methods of ceramics were reviewed. Two methods were found most effective: 1) Diamond 
Machining, and 2) Ultrasonic Abrasive Machining. All methods of machining cerzmics are expensive, 
and should be avoided by forming ceramic parts as close to des~gn tolerances as possible. 
Economics of ceramics, both in regard to raw materia! and processing was investigated. Costs of raw 
materiah are very low for S i c  and Si3N4 when compared to superalloys or refractory metals, at least by 
an order of magnitude. Furthermore, such raw materials are in virtually unlimited supply in the United 
States. Processing costs and energy requirements are lower than for turbine metals, so long as final part 
machining is minimized. Although many economic variables are difficult to fully assess at this time, it is 
expected that ceramics would enjoy a cost advantage over the superalloys and the refractory metals if 
compared on a cost-per-part basis, owing to the lower bulk density of the ceramics. 
7.6.3 Five refractory metals - chromium, columbium. molybdenum, tantalum and tungsten and their alloys 
R M q  M a s  were examined. Some of the alloys appeared to offer usable properties for turbine rotor application. 
However, they all have undesirable features that detract from their potential usefu~ness and final selec- 
tion would, at best, be a compromise. 
While tantalum and tungsten have mcre than adequate stress-rupture strength, their high density 
would impose unreasonable inertia penaliies when used in rotating components. Chromium alloys, on 
the other hand, would be quite advantageous from the same standpoint, having a lower density than 
nickel-base alloys, but their extreme brittleness and sensitivity to intentitials preclude their use for 
such an application. From the standpoint of fabricability many refractory alloys pel form rather poorly. 
7.6.4 
Summary 
7.7 
Cost Studies 
Chromium and tungsten base alloys (Group VI A) because of their low ductiliy are difficult to reduce 
mechanically to usable products. Chromium in particular requires extrusion or swaging to gross final 
shape. Tantalum and columbium on the other hand are very ductile (Group V A) and are readily fabri- 
cable although requiring high defonnatian forces. Mo:ybdenum, while k i n g  in Group IV A, has 
i n t e n d a t e  fabricability. Tantalum and tungsten because of their extremely high melting points, have 
not been successfully investment cast. 
Although alloys of both columbium and molybdenum are normally used in the wrougi~t condition, 
several of them have recently been investment cast with extremely encouraging results. The 
experimental shapes produced included small integral turbine rotors and c o m m e ~ i a l  engine size airfoil 
shapes with acceptable surface finish. In view of the small size of the projected turbine rotor, precision 
investment casting to net shape appears to be the only currently practical method of secondary 
fabrication. 
In the event that the final material choice for the hot gas path components of the IGT is a refractory 
alloy, raw material cost will be an important consideration in mass production decisions. While the 
relative low cost of chromium is undoubtedly attractive, some alloy development breakthroughs are 
required before full advantage can be derived from that alloy system. At the other end of the scale the 
high cost of tantalum coupled with a high density precludes serious consideration of its use as a com- 
pressor-turbine rotor material. Tungsten-base alloys are of intermediate cost but have a high ductile- 
to-brittle transition temperature. 
The base materip:s tor the castable refractory alloys, columbium and molybdenum, are practically at 
opposite ends of the cost range, with molybdenum second only to  chromium. This cost advantage holds 
not on'y for the pure metal but also for the commercial alloys which contain less than 2% additions. 
Availability and strategic importance, while not the primary selection criteria, strongly favor 
molybdenum in view of its ample domestic reserves a n t  -reduction capacity. 
The stress-rupture properties of the varicus molybdenum and columbium alloys cover essentially the 
same range and the selection is usually governed by fabricability. In a cast turbine rotor, while property 
optimization by thenno-mechanical treatments is not feasible, the actual properties are expected to be 
in the range of recrystallized or stress-relieved alloys and will be affected by process variables. m e  
properties of the cast columbium alloys are reported to lw romparable ?e ?h,! c?f !he wrcug!!! mr!erid 
(with similar thermal history); actual test results show cast molybdenum .bas*. TZM alloy to be 
somewhat superior to the stress-relieved wrought alloy. 
The creep properties of molybdenum alloy TZM, cast and wrought, are also superior to that of the 
strongest columbium alloys. While molybdenum allays appear to be tlte best suited of the refractory 
alloys for the rotor of a high-temperature turbine, they have one common serious deficiencv, a 
-atastrophic oxidation behavior. In spite of that problem they remain extremely attractive because of 
the;; unique hot strength. The oxida'ion is partially alleviated by the use of protective coatings. 
However, x.;3us consideration of the usage of molybdenum alloys in the IGl' would require additional 
development tffarts particularly in thc area of coating reliability. 
The review of materials which could be considered for the Improved Gas Turbine Engine shows the 
feasible potential for the use of ceramic materials and the superalloy with structural properties created 
by rapid solidification rate (RSR). The ceramic materials are needed to achieve the highest possible fuel 
economy, t u t  the RSR superalloy could be used as  an interim limited-life material during the 
development of the structural properties required of the ceramic material. 
Relative manufacturing cost was estimated for the various powertrain concepts. Many combinations of 
engineelements wereestimated by comparing theclements to similar elements of the Upgraded Engine. 
More detailed estimates were made by constructing simulated Carts lists, and a rationale for the 
confidence level of the estimates is discussed. Some general observations of the relation of similar ele- 
ments are made. For comparison with standard reciprocating engines, estimates were made of overall 
system costs; operating and lifetime costs are also discussed. 
7.7.1 The cost data on the Upgraded gas turbine engine was reviewed, analyzed, and updated for parts list 
C ~ l l t - E f f d ~  changes and late vendor quotations. All hardware designs of this engine wen  then reviewed and 
UplPIldcd Engine. sketches of morecost-effective production configurations were made, whereapplicable. Many of these 
changes were incorporated in an engine section layout, Figure 7l. All of the changes were cast estimated 
on a production basis, and the costs provided a base against which all other concepts muld be 
compared. 
Some of the value engineering applied to the Upgraded Engine is as follows. The numbers refer to the 
numbers on Figure 71. 
7.7.2 
Cost Comparison 
of Preliminary 
Concepts 
1. Eliminate: starter reduction gear, air pump, etc., since current low-emission burners do not require 
atomizing air for starting. 
2. Simplify: costly machining of inlet flowpath replaced by injection molding. 
-. 
3. Combine or separate pieces to reduce cost: make thrust bearing integral with generator drive shah. 
4. Use lower cost material: modify the configuration of the accessory drive sprockets for fabrication 
in powder metal. 
5. Minimize material: fabricate regenerator-drive worm geanhaft from tubing instead of bar stock. 
6. Use lower cost process: change the output gearshaft from a casting to a splined bar stock assembly. 
7. Accomplish function at lower cost: change the oil pump drive from a flex coupling to a tang and 
slot. 
8. Change size; change the compressor impeller hub from an 1.D. to an O.D. fit. 
9. Minimize use of fasteners: change the bolting of the oil trough to the housing to spot-welding the 
pan. 
A cost summary of the concepts that were initially considered for powertrain selection is s5own on 
Table 11. The cost estimates were facilitated by categorizing the costs of the hardware items of the cost- 
effective Upgraded Engine into groups that would reflect changes in the new engine designs. These 
broad categories are: 
1. Engine housing, thermal insulation and assembly costs 
2. Turbomachinery costs 
3. Regenerator and seals costs 
4. Reduction gear and transmission costs 
Costs were estimated for the four categories for each engine concept considering changes in mass flow, 
features used, number of turbomachinery stages and regenerators, and the complexity of the gear sets 
and transmission. The results indicated that the single-shaft engine with a radial turbine would be the 
lowest-cost concept. 
Ar. example of the method of cost estimate is as follows. The regenerator cost from the 
cost-effective Upgraded Engine was divided into seal, core, and cover cost. The material cost for 
the core and cover changes directly with the mass flow ratio of 1050°C and 1350°C engines, since 
the area of the items determine material cost for a given thickness. The labor and burden portion of 
the base cost is almost invariant for the size changes involved; so it was added back to the new 
calculated material cost. The material cost for the seals changes with the square mot of the mass 
flow ratio of the 1050°C and 1350°C engines. The base labor and burden cost were added back to the 
new calculated seal material cost. The sum of the base labor and burden costs and the new 
calculated material costs form an estimate for the regenerator costs of the U W C  engine. This 
estimate was compared to assessments made by independent methods which confirmed the 
validity of the approach. 
7-79 More detailed estimates were made on the single-shaft, two-shaft, and three-shaft engine concepts t 
Cwt Comparisons selected for detailed performance study. A preliminary parts list of the single-shaft engine is given in 
of OM, Two, md Appendix B. The parts in this list and similar lists for the multiple-shaft engines were categorized, and 
Thm-Shrft the costs were summarized, as shown on Table 12. values show close agmment with the estimates 
on Table 11. A breakdown of part cost distributions for the various categories is given on Table 13. 
The cost confidence levels for parts groups in the engines studied are shown on Table 14. The rationale 
for the cost confidence levels is - follows: 
High confidence in the accuracy of the estimate: 
The item is directly comparable in technology, tooling, and material to typical automotive parts 
now in production. Enw is estimated at f 5%. 
Medium confidence in the accuracy of the estimate: 
The item is comparable to automotive parts that have been prduced but only in limited, low 
volume. Error is estimated at + 10%. 
Low confidence in the accuracy of the estimate: 
The item has not been fabricated, has not been designed, represents new technology, and requires 
unconventional processes. Error is estimated at +100%. 
Some of the observations of interest made during this study were: 
Costs of auxiliaries and accessories are those of standard parts currently made or purchased by the 
Contractor and are the same for all engines. 
Multiple-shaft engines have a penalty for assembly complexity. 
The single-shaft engine with power take-off at the front of the engine has an advantage by incor- 
porating part of the intake into the reduction gear housing. 
Estimates of costs of ceramic and metal turb~nes, assuming iuiiy-aieveioped processes, 
s&ongly indicate cost convergence. 
Estimates of regenerator costs for one-, two-, and th:ee-shaft engines, ~t the same turbine inlet 
temperature, are nearly the same, because the cost impact of the many complex factors are 
compensating. 
7.7.4 
IGT Vehicle 
Cost Analysis 
Customer acquisition costs of alternative engines must include the vehide-related costs, such as brake 
power source costs (no vacuum with the turbine), and heater costs (no hot water with the turbine), in 
order to be complete. Also, since the piston engine, with equivalent low emission capability, is the base, 
t'ie piston engine and its system-related costs should be the reference. The estimated 1976 variable 
costs for the six-cylinder and concept engines include the following: 
Engine-Related Costs Vehicle-Related Costs 
Base Engine Power Brakes 
Power Steering Pump Engine Coolers 
Starter Emission Controls 
Electrical Air Cleaners 
Fuel Systems Exhaust Ducts 
Mounts and Pulleys Heater - Air Conditioning 
Transmission 
Since current burner development is expected tc? meet 1981 emission requirements, the emission control 
hardware that will be required for the pist . engine to meet 1981 requirements was cost-estimated at 
1976 costs. 
- - 
The variable manufactwing costs were a& in detail for the powertnin concepts revicmed for ti* 
finat selection. Vehicle system costs were a h  evaluated aird were compand to costa of vehicles 
powered by spark-ignition and ditae1 m@es. The mult$ of the analysis showed that, on the basis of 
h i - v o l u m e  production, the manufactwing cost of the vehicle with a gas turbine engine is 30% higher 
than the cost with a sparlr-ignition engine. By comparison, the cost of a diesel-powered vehicle is 20% 
higher than the cost of the vehicle with a spark-ignition engine. Additional factors, however, would 
impact on the vehicle acquisition cost or "sticker price" to the customer. For a vehicle having an erttirely 
new type of engine, these would include the usual fixed business costs plus allowances for costs related 
to the introduction of r new probuct; capital investment, new product warranty, service training, and 
engineering. The sticker price will also depend on unpndictabb factors, such as futum emission stan- 
dards a d  competitive considerations. 
Chrysler's long-term product objective is to develop the turbine as an alternative to the diesel for the 
100-horsepower-and-above car and small-truck market. Projecting over the long term when vehicle 
introduction costs have been absorbed, the potential would appear to be for the turbine and the diese! 
to have close to the same sticker price. 
The life-cycle cost, however, includes operating (fuel and maintenance), financing, and insurance costs, 
along with the sticker price. Both the turbine and the diesel would have about the same fud costs, and 
with similar initial costs, the life-cycle costs may be considered equivalept. 
Although the diesel is generally regarded as a low-maintenance Zoncept, the turbine also has good 
potential in this area. Lower maintenance costs are expected, because oil and filti?r changes should be 
minimal, considering that combustion gases do not Contact the lubricant. 
7.8 Of all the powertrains reviewed, only the single-shaft engine with a C W  and three-shaft engine with 
Concept Selection interconnecting shafts and a two-speed manual transmission met and exceeded the fuel economy goal 
of the study. At a design-point pressure ratio of 4.2:1, the single-shalt ehgine could meet the goals at a 
turbine inlet temperature as low as 1050'C. At the same design pressure ratio, the three-shaft engine 
could only meet the goal at 1550-C. These results are based on the assumptions of component effi- 
ciencies, parasitic losses, and heat and flow leaks used ir. the powertrpin performance estimates, aloikg 
with the assumptions of transmission efficiencies and performance characteristics. 
The cycle study showed that the best fuel economy for a powertrain with a singie-shait engine is 
obtained at a pressure ratio between 4.2 and 5.5 for a turbine inlet temperature schedule determined by 
operation with ccnstant turbine exit tempera:ure (Figure 32). The optimum pressure ratio depends on 
the component efficiency levels. The difference in fuel economy between a design pressure ratio of 4.2 
and 5.5 varies from zero to 0.4 mpg. Consequently, there is only a small impact of selected design 
pressure ratio on the fuel economy obtained with the single-shaft engine, for the ass~:mptions ot com- 
ponent efficiencies used in this study. 
The best fuel economy for a powertrain with a two-shaft engine varies between design pressure ratios 
of 5.5 and 7.0 for a turbine inlet temperature schedule determined by operation with constant power 
turbine exit temperature (Figure 33). This range narrows to 5.5 to 6.5 for constant power turbine inlet 
temperature. The optimum pressure r,~tio depends on the component efficiency levels. The difterence 
in fuel economy between a pressure ratio of 4.2 and theoptinturn pressure ratio values ranges from 0.3 
to 0.6 mpg for operation with constant power turbine exit temperature and from 0.5 to 1.2 mpg for 
constant power turbine inlet temperature. The lower differences are associated with minimum 
development effort, and the higher differences reflect maximum development effort. The difference in 
fuel economy is moderately significant as off-design temperature increases. 
The results of the stress analysis showed high risk in the design of axial turbines f ~ r  high temperature 
engines. The risk is based on the high level of disc stresses due to thermal lcads and on the sparsity of 
availablc space to properly insulate the bearings from the flowpath. These risks increase as design 
pressure ratio increases (Figure 35). 
On the basis of fuel economy, overall suitability to mechanical design and production cost, the 
powertrain selection is a single-shaft engine with a radial turbine and continuously variable 
transmission: design turbine inlet temperature is 1150.C. This powertrain concert was judged to best 
meet the goals of a development program for the Improved Gas Turbine. With advanced superalloys, a 
7.9 
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development program could be planned with a limited-life turbine designed for 1150%. This would 
&ow time for development of a practical CVT and for development of ceramic materials with strength 
properties suitable for design application to achieve near-maximum powertrain fuel economy at  
13sO'C. 
The CVT configuration selected for use on the powertrain is the belt-drive CVT. This was sclected as 
being themost practical typeof C V f  for automotiveapplication. It is simpler than the hydr~r~rechanical 
types and requires smaller driving forces than the traction type. While belt technology is being 
developed, the hydromechanical type could serve as an interim to demonstrate powertrain fuel 
economy. 
An initial preliminary layout of the selected powertrain is shown in Figure 72. The engine i= shown 
mounted transversely in a front wheel drive vehicle. Note that the engine, with its variable ratio belt 
drive, will fit between the vehicle frame side rails. The engine features a single regenerator located to 
the rear of the turbomachinery and with the axis parallel to  the engine axis. This allows the turbine exit 
gas to  flow directly into the regenerator with no turning required. Also, a more symmetrical engine 
housing results with this arrangement, and the engine exhaust gas may be conveniently ducted to  the 
rear from this side location on the vehicle. The regenerator crossarm and bulkhead section of the engine 
housing may be adequately cooled, using air taken from the duct leading from the compressor c~llector 
to the high pressure regenerator inlet. The turbomachinery and its supporting structure will be installed 
as a subassemblv in the forward section of the engine housing. 
Figures 73A and 738 show front and side external views, respectively, of the engine, ~ncluding the 
variable ratio belt transmission plus the accessories for both engine and vehicle. The engine 
turbomachinery, burner, and starter arc located iust below the hoodline to allow room for the 
transmission gear case, which is positioned forward and just above the front axle centerline. 
The layout indicates no areas of interference between engine and body components. Not includd in 
the layout, however, are the engine air intake duct and filters and the tdttery, which are expected to 
require changes in vehicle components. Also not shown are items such as the electronic control unit, 
exhaust system, VIGV actuator, CVT pulley controls, engine mounts, heater system components, and 
the windshield washer reservoir. 
Section BR (sf Figure 73A) on Figure 73C was taken to show the rotor shaft assembly, burner, ~ i r  intake, 
and reduction gear. Included on the reduction gear output shaft is the variable ratio drive pulley and the 
sprocket for the chain driving the accessories and regenerator core. 
A single-shaft engine with a front-mounted, variable-ratio belt drive is shown in Figures 71A and 718 
in a pickup truck. No interference problems are apparent. A drive connecting shaft would be required to 
transmit power from the belt system to the gear box as shown in Figure 75. 
Calculations were performed to estimate vehicle response to operator demands with a vehicle equipped 
with a single-shaft engine and CVT. A control strategy that senses the vehicle operator's power demand 
and maximizes the engine operation for that demand can be developed. There is limited engine power 
available at low engine speeds, both for engine, as well as vehicle acceleration. Maximum vehicle accel- 
erations are possible only at or near maximum engine speeds, and the proper relationship between 
engine and vehicle acceleration rate must be established. 
A potential solution involves the use of a rate of change of accelerator-pedal-position sensor, which 
would indicate the operator's demands more closely than simply an accelerator-pedal-position sensor. 
For example, rapid movements indicate the desire for large vehicle speed changes at a quick rate, while 
slower movements indicate the perturbations of vehicle speed associated with normal trafCic operation. 
The former indicates the need for maximum vehicle acceleration, thus maximum engine power, while 
the latter indicates a modest change in engine power requirements. The cngine response to these 
varying demands can be optimized. Considering an initially stationary vehicle, a rapid, continuing ac- 
celerator pedal motion indicates the desire for a maximum-performance start and, thus, as much engine 
power availability .ls possible. This is obtainable by initially utilizingall of the available engine acceler- 
ation power to accelerate the engine, leaving the vehicle at rest. As the engine approaches maximum 
speed and power, sonre of the available acceleration power is delivered t~ the vehicle, starting it in 
motion. When the engine reachr ;- .imum speed, full, design power is available for vehicle acceler- 
ation. Although the notion of an initially stationary vehicle for a condition demanding maximum vehi- 
cle motion seems contradictory, results of preliminary analysis minimize this objection. 
The characteristics of a vehicle powered by a single-shaft engine and responding to maximum acceler- 
ator position and accelerating from rest are shown on  Figures 76 and 77. The time required to accelerate 
the engine to maximum speed from idle would be about 1.1 seconds. However, this power level at 
standstill would be simply dissipated in tire slip. Diverting 60% of the available power to the vehicle at 
about 75% engine speed allows the vehicle to begin moving sooner, a t  about 0.75 second instead of 1.1 
seconds, with only a slight delay in reaching maximum engine speed. The vehicle response, c~mpared 
to that of the two-shaft engine arrangement, shows the lag of the single-shaft-powered vehicle to be 
only about a car length. The less demanding, more normal, vehicle acceleration requirements would 
exhibit proportionally less vehicle lag, with the engine and vehicle accelerating together. 
These calculations were performed with preliminary estimates of compressor and turbine polar mo- 
ments of inertia and with an air thrust bearing. More accurate estimates were made of the 
turbomachinery geometry, and the air thrust bearing was replaced by a ball bearing. In the original 
calculations, the ~ o l a r  moment of inertia of the disc of the thrust bearing was approximately equal to 
that of the turbine, due t o  the size of the disc of the thrust bearing. The large size was required because 
the thrust load was sustained by an air f:lm instead of an oil film. 
The vehicle performance with these revisions is shown on Figures 78 to 80. The results in cigure 78 
show an initial acceleration of the vehicle comparable to that of a vehicle with a spark-ignition engine 
of equal maximum power (100 horsepower). From 0.1 to 0.8 second, the acceleration is less than that of 
the vehicle with the spark-ignition engine. However, as Figures 79 and 80 show, the variation of vehicle 
speed and distance traveled are comparable to the values obtained with the Baseline Vehicle of the 
Baseline Engine Development Program, in contrast to the results shown in Figures 76 and 77. 
Consequently, it is possible to preserve the vehicle performance with a powertrain with a single-shaft 
engine and a CVT. However, care must be exercised in the engine design to minimize shaft polar mo- 
ment of inertia and in the CV I design for the match and the control of engine-to vehicle characteristics. 
7.10 This section discusses the control requirements for the belt-drive CVT. Remarks are confined to fixed- 
Control of center, variable-sheave pulley systems. Position of the belt pitchlines on the drive and driven pulleys 
Belt-Drive CVT and the tension between them on each side is determined primarily by the loading of the drive and the 
axial forces exerted on the sheave faces to maintain belt tension. Equilibrium positions (i.e. fixed ratio 
conditions) can be thought of as a condition when all these forces are in dynamic balance, so that the 
belt tends to stay in a given pitchline configuration. The axial forces required to hold a belt drive in 
balance can be thought of as functions of these other variables and have been defined in this way by 
several authors working independently. 
Most familrar applications of belt-drive hardware involve variable speed requirements which do not 
involve rapid or even continuous changes in drive ratio Usually the driver pulley is position-cont~olled 
rather than force-controlled. This is a convenient means of adjustment; however, it works only because 
the response time of the belt-drive system is much faster than the change in adjustment with most of 
these kinds of hardware. Attempting to control a helt drive by sheave-position changes within the 
response time of the drive itself does not work, bec.~use of the high transient imbalance initiated into 
these controlling forces. L  king the belt drive respond quickly enough for the single-shaft turbine 
powertrain requires a careful determination and application of the forces invoi ved. 
In order to provide the correct amount of axial force on each sheave (and thus control the belt-drive 
ratio), the follon.ng parameters must be known: 
a. tight and slack side belt tensions 
b. torque transmitted 
c desired ratio 
In practice, this is accomplished by monitor~ng the torque exerted on one of the pulleys (usually the 
driven) and the center-to-center separation force, which can be manipulated to yield items ( a )  and (b) 
: 
In many drivu, the derlrvd raiio !r rome function of s p e d  and/or driver torque. A conversion must 
then be made, usually by mane muhuricd means, such as a pair of bobweights in conjunction with 
springs and ramps, to translate these v d u u  into the duired approximate axial forces. in most cases, the 
stability and life of the drive depends mostly upon how cleverly this conversion is accomplished. In 
dr ive  where the ratio is either arbitrarily determined or a function of parameters not directly 
experienced by one of the drive components, the sheave actuating mechanism may be built to simply 
mpond to an appropriate command signal, such as a voltage, hydraulic pressure, etc. In any case, the 
belt drive quantities that will be controlled art the axial force and the tr-llimce between the axial force 
and the separating forces at work in the running drive. 
The single-shaft gas turbine engine automotive powertrain presents a control challenge over and above 
what is required for delivering power to a fixed load syst,m. Typical applications of the single-shaft 
power plant to date have been aircraft (turboshaft) pripe movers and auxiliary power units which drive 
fixed frequency alternators. 
In both cases, the load level seen by the engine is relat~vely constant and is delivered over a narrow 
speed range. Automotive usage imposes a load ~ h e d u l e  that is usually a small fraction of the 
maximum-rated power of the system. Let that maximum power must be made instantly available on 
demand for acceleration, routine maneuvers such as passing, etc. The engine design reflects off-range 
excursions; the control system has to keep the engine and transmission in an optimum compromise 
operational state throughout this range and be able to change rapidly from one state to the next in 
response to a command input. 
The engine speed is a direct, single-valued and strictly-defined function of engine output power, while 
the vehicle speed is an independent parameter. The CVT must interpose the ma:ching between engine 
and lo>d; the C W  control has to determine the instantaneous ratio between engine and vehicle speeds 
based upon conditions in the engine and the power demanded from the system. Power level demand 
changes have to immediately result in ratio changes; the L'VT control must respond faster than the 
engine or the vehicle. 
With the use of a CVT, there also comes the possibility of smooth exchanges of large quantities of 
energy back and forth between the en@. and the moving vehicle. The vehicle motion, itself, can be 
thought of as an "energy reservoir" that can be augmented or tapped at will by minute, instantaneous 
changes in the transmission ratio. Changes in engine speed do not necessarily depend upon the 'engine 
time constant', as it has been classically defined. It may be advantageous for the control system ( b ~ t h  
engine and transmission integrrted together) to be programmed to accomplish reverse flow, power 
reflections under certain conditions. 
It is apparent thdt the fuel flow into the turbine must vary in conjunction with the CVT ratio for all 
speed and power conditions. C W  ratio essentially determines engine speed while the fuel flow into the 
machine determines the temperature (and, hence, the power which must be related to engine speed to 
prevent unwanted excursions of temperature). It is desirable to hold the turbine inlet temperature to a 
high upper limit to maximize the cycle efficiency. 
However, the limit must be set 'hard' tc prevent overheating damage to the mechanical parts of the 
machine. It becomes ag parent that two control schemes are possible. One could arbitrarily manipulate 
the CVI  ratio to obtain the desired speed (and power level) while maintaining closed-loop operation 
around turbine inlet iemperature. Alternately, one could add fuel to the system arbitrarily in 
anticipation of tb.. ,-ower level desired while moving the C W  ratio automatically to maintain an esgine 
speed. Obviously, both of these philosophies must be relaxed to include overspeed and over- 
temperature safety limiters and the provision for functioning when the vehicle is at rest, or during 
engine startup 
Current single-shaft engine fuel controls employ scheduling to accelerate the engine, change power 
levels, etc. With the C W ,  the automotive powertrain gains an extra degree of freedom that could 
obviate the use of different, preprogrammed schedules in favor of the s~mpler closed-loop servo. 
The control inputs required to accomplish the generalized single-shaft engine/CVT powertrain system 
are: 
a. turbine inlet temperature, or any signal which is a known, direct, real time, and single-valued func- 
tion of this temperature 
b. engine speed 
c. vehicle, or propshaft speed 
d. system power demand 
e. ambient temperature and pressure 
Outputs from the control system will basically be: 
a. fuelflow 
b. CVT ratio 
In an actual system, there are ancillary controls to  perform the actuation of approplate elements which 
serve tocarry out tltcse funrtions. The exact control methods and elements depend on the CVT seiected 
and the translation of drive input comm~nds  to tlie power levei demand sigtl.il 
7.11 The selection of the most apprJpriate engine power level for incorporation Into a v i ~ b l e  vehirl- 
Marketing marketing plan was considered next. The deslgn point pressure ratio, cornpallent etficiencies and 
Analysis for maximum cycle temperatures determine the gross thermal efficiency of the engine However, the 
Concept Selection engine output power level and air flow rate influence the rcalized brake thermal efficienc; . The aero- 
dynamic component efficiency is directly related to the engine air flow r.lte while the cngine pdrasitic 
losses, i.e., mechanical flow and heat, determine the f~action of the gross cngine output availzble for 
usefu: brake output. Then for decreasing design engine output power levels ih? lower air flows result 
in poorer component efficiencies, mainly due to the re!ative Increase in size effects. The mech.lnica1 
losses remain essentially constant since, although rotational speeds increase with decrwsinq flou s i x ,  
the high speed bearings sizes can be reduced somcwh;. The :low and heat leaks a,: also not strcnplv 
affected since the number of corners an.1 joints involved are not changed, and, In genrrd, the space 
available for insu!- tio on is somewhat reduced. Thus, on a relative basis. the par~sitic lo;sc.a are rnorc 
significant witl, lower-output-power engines. 
The output characteristics for design power levels of 75.100 and ' ..c I . G -  . -JI..-, shown on Flgurc $ 1  
show the lower efficiency and higher BSFC of the lower-outpi L. , ; :ewer efiirirncy w, .~~l r !  
reduce the competitive fuel economy advantages of the turbinc engine ,IS con~~.~rc i !  1,) sp,irh-i.;~~ttion 
engines at lower output power levels. Referring to Figure 82, the slope of the g . l ~ - t ~ i b : ! l ~ - p : > ~ ~ d  
vehicle furl economy, as a function of inertia-weight class, which IS related to engine power levci for .I 
given v e h ~ ~ l e  p rformance, would be flatter than that shown for the re;iproc.rtin~ engines Thos the 
greater the engine power level, the greater the fuel economy advantage of thr g~is turbine 
A long-range, overall projection for the total U.S. car and truck market is shown on Figure 83. As 
shown, the increase in the truck and small-car segment, together with the decrease in the large-car 
segment. is expected to  lwel  off after 1979. However, because of veh~cle weight-reduction efforts 
and fuel-economy requirements, the market for the 100-horsepower-and-above segment is 
expected to diminish a s  shown, leveling out a t  a two- to three-millioti yeariy potential, largely 
because of payload r e q u i r e r ~ ~ e n t s .  Diesel engines a re  currently being targe;.d for this 
100-horsepower-and-above segment, but the gas t u r b i ~ e ,  developed to ~ t s  potential, would br a 
beneficial alternative. 
These considerations have resulted in the selection of 85 horsepower .IS the base develnpmctlt silr fo, 
the 1150'C selected engine. This size was chosen so that when the engine is dcvcloprd to ~ t s  lung-~.ingi~ 
135O0C potential, it would be at a desirable 114 horsepower r'inge withcut ,i ih.ingc In ~ I ~ a f t  speeds, 
compressor size, or regenerator size. 
At 11SO9C the engine would be suitable for initid introduction in a future 2750 Ib , front-wheel-drive 
vehicle, where it would yield a fuel economy of 30.4 mpg (gasoline) It is cxpcited tn.it it pr~%perlv 
marketed, such a vehicle could initially be sold in substantial but l~rnited voiurncs .it .i prcnilum prig r 
while the development to the long-range, higher-power version, along with .I gr~du.11 Iwildup oi 
production facilities, proceeds. 
f k ~ w ~ k d a i ~ l s d ~ o r n h ~ r a p o m r ( ~ ) m & a m a x i m u m ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~  
( ~ r c d & D a l g ~ i & ~ ~ b 1 1 5 Q C ; ~ ~ r a t i r r t 4 . t T t w ~ k c h u w -  
~ t i o n i r r h o w n o n T 1 # r 1 5 ; d w ~ ~ t i o n k ~ o n T a ~ 1 6 . T h c h u b i n r i s a ~  
--stage r d i i l  turbine. The C\T niU be cidra a h- type or a klt-Wve type. 
Q p m d i ~ o n t h e o u t c o n w d t h e C V f d m b p m m t . R w c d c c t c d n h i c t c b . n ~ ~ t d 2 7 W  
Ibs. urd has front-wheel drive. The M emnomy & is 30.4 mpg, based on ydint. 
The-.m will beurr icdoutintwom Indwfirstput.dwkip turbineinkttcmpcraturewill 
k ? ~ ~ ~ t d r r d D p a a r t o C d w ~ ~ d ~ u d t o * w d c n r r r d r a t i o n d t h r  
d y N a r i r ~ k r d s . C o a r p c s r * ~ r ? u r t W i r d b y t h e ~ p o i n t ~ f o r  
11- twbine iniet tmquahm and r r d  not d-. The mutimum power would be 6 i  
hompomr. In tlr d pat of du program. du turbine will k daigned Y C O d ~ y  ar.d 
mechmkdy for a desip hubin inlet temperature of 11- to deliver a higher rmximum output 
p o n a d b ~ ~ . T h e c a a k r Q o r m d t u r b i n ~ t k r o n r p o n n t t w i l l k m d t d ~ ~ ~ ~  
mr#ririr f o r t h i s t e m p l ~ .  
Tht~-bnlRdDitcnrrmacwuaicr&lhubinurdakl t -dr iwCVf.Rerul trof thr  
power&& shdy showed that the best fuel economy is obtained with a single-sh& engine at 1-
t h i n e  inkt tcmprrhm and with a kk-drive CVT. To rhirve the ultimate fuel economy god, it will 
kncrrsuytomaketheturbincout ty fcaunicmr~.ThismrWmust  havethcmdcdmcchmi- 
ul p r o m  d be c w b l r  of iow-cast pmmdng A method of attaching ceramic material to a metal 
d a f t  must be dcnlopcd. The need for the klt-drivc a7 is based on reductions in ~mst a d  noise 
cornpad to a hydromechmiul CVf. Analysis indicates that a transmission based on use of variable- 
speed V-belt cou4d be produced at &cut two-thirds the cost of a hydromechanical tanit and would not 
l r l r d y q u i r t d c v ~ t t o ~ k ~ b k n o i a ! c r c k  
The pmgram is outlind xhmrrticdly in Figure 84. lncludcd on the figure are the mwertrain 
dirat ions r e q u i d  to xhi i  the u l t i t e  fuel economy and the long-lead development items. 
The engine wi:l begin with aU met8llic pats and have an initial value of maximum power of 68 
hornpower. With the introduction of ceramic-static components. the power riser to 85 horsepower. 
Ultinutdy. the mgine power would increase to 114 horsepower with the introdaction of a ceramic 
turbine rotor. The long-led R and D items are shown on the figure. Depending on development 
progmss, these items could be intmduced in the development -am. The ceramic rotor would be 
substituted for a metallic rotor, and the beltdrive CVT would replace the hydromechanical C W  on the 
powertrain. 
A summary of certain design infomution for the powertrains of this program plan, for the powertrain 
with a d v u ~ e d  acveiopment, and for the powertrains of the study is shown on Table 17. The study 
muits &ow the change in fuel economy and design parameters as turbine inlet temperature increases 
for a fixed design power. The program pian shows the change in fuel economy and design parameters 
for fixed compmsor mass flow as t u r b i i  inlet temperature increases with the incorporation of ceramic 
components. The advanced development powertrain is applicd to a heavier vehicle. Depending upon 
the development pmgress in ceramic materials, the radial turbine could be made of ceramic material 
instead of a superalloy; hence the term back-up is used. 
The program has been realistically structured to whiwe program goals. By design, therefore, overall 
risk d the basic program is low. Values of mmpressor efficiency, turbine efficiency, and regenerator 
eff@iveness were set at levels already shown to be achievable in tests on comparable sized com- 
ponents. Additionally, conservative values were tckctd for leakage and heat loss. As with any new 
design some allowance for aerodynamic, heat recomy, sealing and insulation development is being 
provided, Lut in this particular engine concept these should be no more than straight forward 
refinement and optimization steps. 
T k  h i  rpccd (%.m rpm) of the eqine, howwer, wil l  likely rtqurrr atme fundrm?.ti berm 
shft ,  and duct im gou dmlopmcnt to r c b k  stabk operation with \.t:ues of life, 
parasitic lorrand noi#kvcl. Maximurnspeed 0th t h e g ~ s g e n e ~ t s a - d  yi,wzr turbine ..~:LNSM the 
M i n e  Engine was 45.000 rpm. This was su fully inr& to 56.500 a d  70.000 rpr: .espctiwly 
in the Upgraded Engine even with the hlu. c .a of an advanced technology ~;rs toil k.-nng f ~ w  the 
campremr drive turbine @urn1  krriw. &ton has demonstrated a ltX),W rpm - M ;:n&-shrtt 
wne, and wtbuchugn tutors cumnt ly run up to 150.000 rpm. In l i h t  rrf the ahwe ckp - : m r r  akmg 
wi th some prcliminry design uu lyur .  i t  is expected that al l  rspKtr d the p q m d  hiq' -4 me- 
chanical systems c m  k utisfrrtori ly developed. Huwever, lts h g e d  kd urf ~ t i r l l r  :,.&st riJ 
ugca would k associated with wrrrrful dcvclopmcnt o f  ~ J S  luhricattd +nu1 a d  th-~c: tuariryp 
f a  theshaft connechg  t h e c o m m .  orud turbine wheels. Priority. t M c w .  would k c  --n toearly 
program effort in this a m .  
With turbine inkt temptrature up to 11SOY'. prim dirmr wi l l  tr on the use d a mrtalii :urbin 
w h d .  Exptrimtntd m r t w i ~ l s  exhibiting nndcd pruprrtics have $wad) h &wnstraw. w; thr t  
the risks rrrocirted with having a fullydnnonstraMc whccl within this f ive-ye~r p r o p =  appear 
minimal. 
Similarly. risks associated wi th having ceramic static hot section cmponmts w i t h ~ n  this period .slur 
appear minimal. Excdknt results h a w  bccn xhievcd by C C J ~ N I ~ ~ U ~  in cast ln  SiC \xwtex u d r r  
TIsL 10 oi the cunmt  Chryskr contract a d  the application of cwamics to burnets. shrouding. Jmtins 
a d  stator MIcks is being effectively dcm*nstratd on Ford-ARPA. DDA-DOE. a d  Grrett-ARPA 
programs. 
Finally, predicted value of overall vehicle pcrfonnance for the p n w x i  IGT cystem nvrr tuscrl on t h t  
u y  of an existing hvdmmechanical rcmtinucwsly v.rriable transmissicn. Eftizicncy VJIW wcrc 
~ssumcd at t cs td  levels of the Chshanshy first generation anits. St> i n  this area alw. fundamental 
development risk is minimal although some devebpnicn~ to iantrol ncbisearxrsiated with high pressure 
hydraulic whiner). would likely be needed. 
Based on the foregoing. the overall risk associated wi th a suzc~s iu l  jcmtrndrati~tn c t i  the iudamentr l  
engine concept would be expected tu hr snt l l .  However. the bnr; rawe p u r p w  c t  the pnvram is to 
srw fuel by mrss producing and marketing a more economical rutamdive engine. and ~r :  worhing to 
achieve this purpose two higher risk brL -up itcms of the p r o p 4  pn-ranl .Issum a vital rt-lc Onc o t  
these is the ceramic turbine ~ n d  the other is a variable sheave \'-[wit C\'T 
With  respect to the ceramic turbine. respun* t imrof  the b.lsrz engine with nrctal wheel ~ s q u t ~ t ~ a n ~ b l c  
i n  regard to customer wceptance A wide open throttlc act.clcr.ltion v:~rnld rt-qrlrrC .th>ut I O =wnd  for 
rrltor acceleration h i o r e  clutching te tho vehicle drive tram. With J i ~ s i ~ t r r  ceramic whtvl. thc time 
would Lx reduced to a more xccptable 7 wands Additionally, a naet~llic whtvl relat5 on the use ot 
nickel and chrunrir~m. two rnateri.11~ o i  uncertain avail.~b~lity with resptst to h i ~ h  voiumc automotive 
use. Therc are no supply PIC-hlems in the raw materi.rls 'xi p r c t p t d  ceramic wheels 
The risks associated with the ceramic w h u l  would be ir: .tchlr:in~ practical Icrw cost p r c ~ t ~ i n r ;  of J 
matc:ial with ade.luatestrcngth;~rd .I pr.rcticaI attwhnwnt trr.1 metal shatt I'runrisin~.rpprtracl~m have 
Lwen p r o p o d  for achieving success i n  h t h  of thew aw.rs. but k i n g  oi .I lundament.rl n.ltutv. 
development time is uncertain. This factor. .%long with the long ranr;e import.rncc c t i  the ccramlz w h t d  
warrants thr t  efforts i n  this area receive pr.vram development priority. 
As stated above, thr hyGronrcchmicaI CVT meets preyram prtormancc .lnd t*ff~cicncv needs 
However, our ana!ysis indicates that .I transmission P . I ~  on the use ~ r i  .I v.lr1.11-lc s p  d \'-&It coul j  t\r 
produced at a b u t  two-thirds the cost of .I hydmmechanlral u n ~ t  and would not lihclv q u i r e  
development to achieve acceptable noise Ievds A two-belt transmission IS currently being used 
successfrllly in the 70-hp Volvo 343 plssenger i.Ir and in  a slnglc-belt 70-hp Kaw. l~h i  snowmobile 
Averwe service life for the car belts is over 40,000 m i l e  Also. CLtw Rubber h.ts t*.m testing rcl.rtivcly 
small experimental helts at 100 to 130 hoteprwcr .~nd projects 100,000-mile scrvizc. l i ic on an 
automobile-duty cycle Nevertheless. unlike the hydrc\mrchanic.~i con:t8pl. yrtwi ot' .I \'-belt system 
suitable for a 100-horsep1wer, single-shaft engine has yet to hc shown %I, cvcn thouy;h the bysten1 is 
more suitable to volume automotive use. i t  docs carry .I drvclopmcnt risk .rnd shotrld. thereforc. t.c 
accorded dcvelopment priority. 
b r t h t h h r o ~ r U d b w ~ F a b u l r n - h u b i n u d r n o s r d t h c ~ f o r  
t l w c o a p c r e o r w i n k ~ . T k ~ d r s i g r w i U ~ C i r d f d b r v c d i m ~ ~ b r  
~ d c s i g c . T I v d r r i g r s r h c d u l r k m ~ s o b H t h e c o a p r r r o o r ~ ~ ~ ~ t k  
~forhhubint~hbplr \nedth.Lconyrcrsadcvrbpawntwi l lbsuf f ic i rnt ly~-  
p k r c d f o r s m m d d ~ o f t t w c o a b i a c d ~ ~ b o t d w I O I O . C - h u b i a d c n ( o p m c n t  
m b r M y c o m p l c t c d . T h r c o l a b i r r d ~ ~ r v i l l ~ a k & ~ i n k r c m p r r a ~ u d  
m r P l d k u t i l i n d t o i d ~ q p c o b l a n s c d b y c o l a p a r m t i n k r ~ i n u r c l r g h w - ~  
en*inwlmcat.comprraor~willcontinrrintothelrrtrhm~tonrpbrcextcndirgthest.Ec- 
d - ~ - r r t i n d i f f u s ~ p r f a m u r t u d ~ r a t o r i n m i a . d t o r e c t i f y p r f o m a r m p n r h i c r  
imposed by the -ator inlet *ation of the expcrianentil pgrm cl\l5inc. The 
turbine u t i v i t y  will consist d the deugn d d n c l o p n n t  of the i1So'C tu&ine. Two design 
con+ations are anticipated. Ris drvcbpamt d both canpma and hubinc are sch& aled through 
the Wnniw of the fuurth year of the conhut. with f d  @ne k n l o p m r n t  in the k t  two ycus. 
T h t ~ v a h r o d ~ ~ r ~ i ~ ( 9 1 ~ r p m ) d l r r q u i r e c d d ~ o f h r i n g s m d * h f t .  
A subcontra to MTI will support this effort. auinly in the pcdicticn of critical speeds and in the 
d e d o p m m t  of an air krring system The air krring system is important to minimize parasitic b 
associated wi th high-speed shrfts. A k s t  *a t  the subcontractor facility h M  tw operational bv the 
third quarter of FY 1979. as indicated i n  .4ppmdix C, to support this &vclopmont. 
The ekbmcr-mounted ring gcrr of the m a t o r  w i l l  wed some development f o i  higher tern- 
perature aperation. RPdwtd ka- a d  pnssutedrop will alsc be of pnme importance becruse of fuel 
economy sensitivity of these prameke.  Tht test rig dcvciopmcnt goal wil l  k to have a dubk 
regenerator system, c a p b k  of 870Y: turbine exhaust temperatures. d y  for workhorse en@ne test iq 
in Fk 1982 fhc d h o r u  wne is a sin&-shrft adaptation of thc Upgrrdcd Engine; see Task 7.0. 
The materials support effort for the workhorse regenerator system wi l l  be xclnnpiishtd i n  Task 6.0. 
The h y d r o m b n i c a l  CM corns closet to m ideal tmnsmissicm for tke single-shaft p s  turbine 
engine. I n  spiteof thecost penr l t ia involved. this transmission type still r epmrnh  the only t ~ l y  low- 
risk alternative cVT in the near tern o f  this prosam. Accordingly, some tunds wil l  hr spent on a 
contract basis to allow development work on an existing-hydromcchanical CVT to continue. At  the 
beginning of the -ram, Ch+r wi l l  issue m RFP pertaining to development of a hydmm-hmical  
CVT and ron t rd  system that can be integrated wi th the proposed sin&-shaft g.as turbine engine and a 
canventinnal. rear-wheel-driw vehicle. 
A belt-drive CVT test and dcvelopnent rig wi l l  be designed and built tc subject candidale dnve belts to 
the appropriak regime of power levels. ratio schedules, duty cF&. a d  environment mt ic ipa td  in 
automotive transmission service. &sic questions pertaining to ratio coniml. and the intlucncr of 
automotive loading N i t i o n s  on tension and ratio variation must be defined and addressed Once r 
satisfactory belt drive C\T has been dewloprd, a system designed for the workhorse cngine/vehiclc 
wi l l  follow. The final belt drive CVT desi~;; for the IGT system wil l  evolve from vehicle and test cell 
8.3 
Task Definitions 
Atat *will kpmided t o s i n r u l r t c ~ o p e r a ~ g a s ~ a t u r e  kt& idudingtramikts.  This 
will dbw m.mic static pats to k tested under caditiom that nuy k varicd to suit dcwbpnnt 
~ t r S i m u l r ~ r d i d r ~ ( o r s . ~ d r r c o m ~ v d r ~ ( t o k s u p p l i r d n r r t h r m d d  
FY I-), wiU be subjected to thcraul shock in a modifkid version of the turbomxhimy r i  Ocsigr 
c h q p  ncdrd for this a m  are schcdukd to begin in mid-FY 1980. Test rig modi f~at ions dl be 
completed near the FY 1981. w h i i  may dknv a small number of parts to he tested during 
M 1-1. 
The design of a ceramic turbine rotor for 11- turbine in& temperature w i l l  k g i n  about m i d - n  
l9W. The test ud dedopmmt work wi l l  follow the steps c a d  out for the IWVC rotor. This w d c  
will be conducted in the last two yeus of the program. 
An oxidakm rig will allow for the evaluation d the chemical and high temperature effm d engine 
gases on ceramk parts made of alpha silicm arbide andlor various forms of silicon nitride. E&ts 
such as surface degdamderasion and strrngth after exposure will be m d a t e d  with such 
vaiab!es as time. kmperahlre. gas Bow rate. -impurity c l k t s  in fuels. and other pssiMe 
vulbla. Lksign d such a rig is to be comphd by the end d FY 191P. Testing w.ill commence in 
mid-FY I#W). 
A p p m h  C cor.tainr daaikd cham showing task and subtask tim- and mikstone points. plus e f f t  
and material cost estimates. Spcif ic contents of the various tasks arc described i n  the following 
sections. 
Task 1.0 Adsninktcr Pmglaal 
This task w i l l  provide for constant project review. formal reporting and provide a channel for commu- 
nication in matters that may impact on the overall pmgranl. Program control wil l  be maintained by 
monitoring kchnical prognss and direction, task schedules, and financial status. Close attention to 
prosless made toward attaining program gods and specifications wil l  help to maintain schedules, and 
provide w r l y  identification of problem areas. 
Task 2 0  Preliminary ICT Experimental Engine Desiepl 
PwPminary layouts o f  single-shaft engine arrangements wil l  he reviewed and modifications q u i d  
for installation in a subcompact. 2750 Ib. vehicle wil l  be studied. Layouts wil l  be made showing 
proposed component designs (such as shaft and b r i n g s .  support structures. housing configuration, 
reduction gears, and regenerator and accessory drives). Revisions wil l  be shown as detail design work 
progresses. 
Durtrg the in id  months of thr project. the pnliminuy design 4 be ustd to d e f i i  detailed engine 
specifkations. ThcK Epccifwrtions wil l  both d e f i i  rpKifu aerodynamic and mechanical c - p o n c n t  
da@n camtraists. and will ddine the type of testing, operating hours. and t-1 cycles q u i d  to 
establish the M r e d  component life. perfonmnce. a d  d i b i l i t y .  The specifications are expected to 
c b  u the design process continues a d  wi l l  kw updated accordingly. 
T a s k 3 . O k o d y m m k C o m p o n m t ~  
This task comists of the design, plcrurrmmt. test. and dcvdopmnt of the compressor and turbine. 
lhc c~npmsor wil l  be desigmd for the fkm size of an engine capah& of dclivrring 85 hp at 11SO.C 
hubin inkt temperature CITT). H o w ,  it w i l l  a b b e  used in the workhorse engine (1- m, 68 
hp) a d  the expcrimmtal K;T engine ( 1 1 X  TtT. 8.5 bp). since both engines wil l  haw the umc design 
n-adlou. 7hc tu&k*s will differ foreachmgine temperature, s i m ~  the output power increases 
wi th TIT. 
TrrL 4 0  Mccbrad colrpwcat Desi6n and Devrlopment 
This task amists of the design and dcvcbpnnt u *t- engine s W t  system. thc d u c t i c n  gears. and 
the -ator and ih seal system. 7ht Aft md bearrtlg arrangement wi l l  k submitted to a sukon- 
irrctor for a complete dynamic analysis. including s h ~ i t  stability and response. The sukontract wi l l  
also provide for a test rig ~ i m u l r t i ~  of the shaft %?stem to assure satisfactory shaft md bar ing  
prrfonnrnce throughout the engine operating r a n g  The d u c t i o n  gear design appli.5 only h> the 
experinuntal KTT engine. Existing gear sets can he used for the cmnhinrd turh3nwr-himry r ig and t k  
workhom engine. Thc regenerator drive and seal system wi l l  he developed c ~ :  a test rig a d  un the 
vbwkhorw engine. 
Tcst 5.0 CVT and Cmhd Design and Lkrrkpmnt 
This task covers the prucumnent of a d  some development on a hydromechanical CVT.. the 
development of a hclt drive C\T. a study of a traction drive OT. and the mathematical modeling of 
the engine a d  transmission control systems. k c l o p m e n t  of the belt drive C\T wil l  k i n  with rig 
testing; final development testing wi l l  come from workhorse engine testing 
Task 6.0 M o p  and Ut i l izr  lmpnwcd h l a t e h l s  
This t ~ c k  covers the materials aspect of the design and development work performed ior the 1 1M.C a n i  
1- turbines. fo; the regenerator system. and for the insulation of the ensine housing. The 
prr.yrrties of the high tentprzture materials influence the heat transfer p t h s  and the structural 
integrity of the parts. Items covered in this task lnzlude the design and development of metallic and 
ceran~ic versions of these turbines. methods o f  shalt attxhment. and the rvaluation C-f iabricaticm m d  
pmessing alternatives. Ceramic material development wil l  start with .I prelimindry rotor design. fol- 
lowed by  the des~gn ot  the 1310'C rotor and then the IlM'C rotor This development wil l  kw assisted 
by heat transfer and stress analysis studies. followed by static rig twts o i  thcst.~tionarv carnVnents i n  a 
therma: test rig, an oxidation rig, the combined turbmachinery rig. and the worhha:~  engine The 
metallic versions of these rotor, wi l l  be designed first. To obtain the necessary strength. the RSR [rapid 
solidification rate) process of PbWA wil l  be considered. 
Task 7.0 Evaluate and Dcvdop Workhorse Ensine 
Use of this workhorse concept wi l l  allow engine expenence much earlier I n  the prc%r.rm. Initial testing 
wil l  he primarily steady -state performance and endurance cvaluatic-n. Endurance testing wi l l  mcom- 
pass the complete engine system. including ceramic comp3nents as they k o m e  ~vailable. 
Task 8.0 k i g n  and Develop ICT Engine R m a b r  System 
This wi l l  be a contirwation of the effort started under Tashs 4 and o. The IC;T experimental engine 
regenerator drive system wil l  b finalized utilizing information gained from elevated temperature tcst- 
ins conducted under Task o. 
Any necessary test rig modifications wil l  k made to .~ccommchia:c I G f  prisr.wn components 
Regenerator system comlx-nmts wil l  be prcwurcd with initial tests be in^ conducted on test rigs Ern- 
phasis wil l  be placed on long life. rcdrlccd system Ieakr~e. and rqTenerator effrrtivrness Since the test 
r ig wil l  be configured like the cnpine housing, "real world" performance level* are anticipatd 
Tdr9.0lkrdopICTFwls,~SyIcclD 
Atestzigd kderig\cdforlawm\ircionW-t.Tht&mnfiguration will beasmuch 
like the ICT engine conf ia t ion  as pacsibk. With thi i  approuh, subsequent engine emission test 
rcruhr rhould c l d y  rrfka test rig rrruhr. Both steady-state and t r h t  nniaion testiryl will be 
conducted. 
Bwna dev&pmmt normully entails many iterative loops of "cutting ud pkkg" bthm good tem- 
p r a h u l ~ ~ ~ r t r b i l i ~ , d b k w c m i g i o n I m b ~ . h t t h i L r e ~ l ~ n , i n i W b u n w r  
bvebpmcnt (at lower mnpratura) will be y~onplished with meL.Uic components (such as 
tmiiby).  A manic counterpart will fokw once a tumrrhrl d i c  design has bccn established. 
R c r m i n i ~ d m b p l n c n t c t M r v o u l d k W a t o b u i n i ~ a ~ m r m i c m i a n d t k d k  
burner suitable for KT engine operation. This effort would be primarily concrntrakd on obtaining an 
amepbbk kvel d dqability. 
T & 3 k l Q O m ~ F _ l u i u ~  
The K;f uprirnntd engine dcdgr d l  rmphrsirr cCficicnt pdqing, simplicity, and will feature rig 
ud components whether or not r ceramic hubine will be incorporated 
mll depend on the success d the brittle marerids deign and devdopnent program. Ti ceramic rotor 
would have Iowa inertia than its rmtd counterput, multing in better rotor response. Once installed in 
a test st&, an engine with this low inertia manic toror should provide improved driveability char- 
u k r k t h .  A f d  CVf M i  d conhd system will be spcificd ud incorporated into the IGT 
e x p c r i m m t d ~ .  
Taskl l .0Drr igrKl~Eqgi#VLbirk lns taUat ioa  
This task will involve opthizing the engine - tranrmission - vehicle system drivcability, fud economy, 
and general customer appeal. A demowtration fleet will be pr-+ for vehicle system prformam 
evdrutions. The primuy & j i v e  of this task is to develop m IGI' vehicle system with maximum 
consumer acceptability. 
9.0 A study was conducted to determine the improved gas turbine powertrain configuration best suited to 
~ N C L U s ~ o N S  achieving r fuel economy which is 20% kttcr than the value achieved with a spark-ignition engine in a 
vehicle with an inertia weight of 3500 pounds. Cyck analyses a d  detailed performance studies were 
c a m 4  out to detmnine concepts which would achieve the study goals. One concept was selected on 
the basis of fuel economy, cost, and low risk. A market application was identified, and a development 
plan was outlined. The results are summuized as follows: 
1. Best fuei economy was d k v e d  with r single-shaft engine with a continuously variable 
tranunibsion. 
2. Engim with more than one shaft have kss fuel economy because of parasitic losses and flow and 
heat I d s .  
3. The highest fuel ec-y with a single-shaft engine is achiived at a design turbine inlet tem- 
perature of 1350T; the study god was met at 950T. 
4. Because of this, a development program could be planned around use of an advanced superalloy. 
With RSR metal, the design turbine inlet temperature could be 1150'f. and based on the calcu- 
lations in the study, the fud economy would be 9% beyond the soai of the study. 
5. A development plan was outlined which would lead to a decision on production engineering by 
1983. The engine would be designed for 85 hp (augmented). A hydromechanical CVT would be 
used, a d  the engine would have a metal radial turb~ne 
6. Long-lead technology was identifed for ceramic material for the radial turbine and for a belt drive 
CVT. The ceramic material would be needed to increase turbine inlet temperature to 1350.C and 
achieve maximum fuel cxonomy. The belt drive CVT is needed for minimum noise and cost, as 
well as maximum fuel economy. 
All the conclusions are based on the assumptions of component efficiencies or values of regenerator 
effectiveness used in the study. However, the values which were used represent levels currently av~i l -  
able in the state-of-the-art. Consequently, thestudy results do not require advances in the technologies 
of aerodynamics or regenerator effectiveness. The same conservatism was applied to estimates of 
parasitic losses and flow and heat leaks. 
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TABLE 1 
W i n e  
Vehicle for 
lmpmved 
Automotive 
Gas Turbine 
C ~ t u r l  
Dcsien Study 
. Vehicle Class ........................................................................................................... Compact 
Curb Weight .................................................................................................... 3100 Ibr. 
Test Weight ....................................................................................................... : i00 Ibc. 
**  Frontal Area ....................................................................................................... 21.5 ft.2 
**  Wheel Base ........................................................................................................... 109.5 in. 
Axle Ratio ......................................................................................................... 2.703 
Tires ......................................................................................................................... ER78-14 
HP/WT Ratio (reference) ................................................................................... 0.03 
Transmissions ......................................................................................................... 3-Speed Automatic 
1st Ratio ....................................................................................................... 2.5 to 1 
2nd Ratio ............................................................................................................. 1.5 to 1 
3rd Ratio .............................................................................................................. 1.0 to 1 
. . 0-60 MPH Acceleration Time ............................................................................ 15.0 scc. 
...................................... "Minimum Range. (Combined Federal Driving Cyde) 300 Miles 
................................. 1976 Fuel Economy (Combined Federal Driving Cycle) 19.6 MPG 
* Roominess Index' .................................................................................................. 273" 
. Hip Room ............................................................................................................... 57" 
Shoulder Room ...................................................................................................... 55" 
. Trunk Space ......................................................................................................... 16.0 ft.3 
- - - -- - 
*See Definitions Attached "IGT Characteristics 
Table 1 
TABLE 2 1. Amrrorkr - Earn-driven compornnh, aasoctted with vehicle operation but not -red for 
operation of the basic engine (e.g., air canditioner, power steering pump, etc.). 
lkfhwm i 
2 k c e u q  Driver - Engine power &vicar providing power for the rmrrorlcr. 
, . 
3. Auxllluicr - Componmta extcnul to the baaic engine required for proper engine o p d a b  in an 
automotive application (t.g., fan, d i n g  syatem, starter* fuel control system, rltcmrtor, &ttery, 
etc.). 
I 
1 
4. Drlvetnin - Aggregation of components ntceawy to transmit the engine power to the whnls 
(e.g.. trammiasion, drive shaft, clutch system, axk, find reduction gear& rtt.). 
5. Basic - The basic power-producing unit w i h b t  aux ihks ,  or accamrk 
6. Eagirw System - The Basic Engine plus auxiliuicr. 1 .  
7. mPowcrLnin - The engine system plus drivetrain, urd xcesoq drivea. 1 0 
8. hnmtrain Systcln - The powertrain plus any vchicle system demmb mmsuy to nuke the 
powertrain function as an automotive powerpiant (e.g., fuel supply system, exhaust system, 
battery contairunent, instnunents and gages, linkages, etc.). 1 
9. Cluaablllody - The rhigis and body dements into which the powerbaht rydcm is integrated to 
form an automotive vehicle (e.8. frame, sheet metal, brake system, steerhg m, bumpers, 
interior, wheels, tires, suspension system, ttc.). 
10. Automotive Vdride - A complete self-propelled vehicle (ea., Otto spark-ignition automotive ve- 
hicle, Stirling automotive vehicle, Gas Turbine automotive vehicle, ctt.). 3 
1 
11. Roo- Index - To bt furnished by the Government. r ! 
12. Powatrrin Thermal Efficiency - The ratio of axle shaft output power to enugy content of the ! 
fuel consumed with appropriate conversions for unit consistency. The fuel tnusy content will be 
i 
based on a gasoline equivalent (133,000 BTU/gal.). 
TABLE 3 
Manufacturing 
Complexity 
Turbine Section Split Nozzles 
Multiple Shrouds 
Tip Clearance Control 
Proxin~ity to Bearings 
Gearing and Shafting Multiple Spools 
Balancing 
Shaft Dynamics 
Standard 
C.V.T. 
Simplified 
Controls Variable Geometry 
C.V.T. 
Multiple Spools 
TABLE 4 Interconnected 
Radial 1-Shaft 3-Shaft 
Comparison of 
Part Quantities Ceramic Burner and Turbihe Parts 7 18 
High Speed Components 
Shafts, Bearings, Seals, Pinions 9 20 
Engine plus Transmission Gear Sets 2 Simple 4 Simple 
240-3 Planetary 2 Planetary 
Variable Speed Unit 1 0 
TABLE S 2-Shaft Engine Single-Shaft Engine 
Powertrain Max Power 
Parasitic Power Idk Power @SO% Speed 50% Sped  
Losst8 
Bearing Power, HP 
Gas Generator 0.84 0.84 1.58 
Power Turbine 0.08 0.W 
R. duction Gears 0.03 0.08 0.01 
Accessory Power, HP 
Oil Pump 0.18 0.47 0.08 
Regenerator Drive 0.08 0.22 0.21 
Alternator 0.42 0.44 0.42 
Power Steering Pump 0.21 0.52 0.26 
Transmission Power, HP 
Transmission Pump 0.21 0.57 
Torque Converter (in Drive) 2.45 - 1.49' 
'CVT (Pump, Gears and Bearings) 
TABLE 6 Turbine Luluye % 
Listing of Engine Speed % 50 60 70 80 90 95 100 
Leakage and 
Parasitic Power SS 4.1 4.5 4.8 5.7 5.5 5.7 5.8 
Loss for 
Various Engine 2s !st Stage 6.3 6.0 6.2 6.8 6.6 6.8 6.9 
Configurations 
2s 2nd ?;*age 3.4 3.3 3.5 3.9 3 7 3.9 3.9 
Total Parasitir Loss, HP 
SS - Single-Shaft Engine Leakage = MI - Mx 
MI 
2s - Two-Shaft Engine 
MI = (Air f Fuel) Flow Rate 
MI = Local Inlet Flow 
TABLE 7 3-Shaft Single 2-Shaft 
Gas Overall Stage Overall 
Turbine Generator Turbine Turbine Turbine 
Efficiency speed 4b Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency 
Cornpariaon 
(Tohl-shdc)  100 0.874 0.852 0.849 
TABLE 8 Turbine Lealuge % 
Engine Speed % 50 60 70 80 90 95 100 
Listing of SS 4.1 1 . 5  4.8 5.7 5.5 5.7 5.8 
Leakage and 
Parasitic Power 3s 1st Stage 5.9 6.1 6.4 6.7 7.1 7.2 7 1 
Loss for 
Various Engine 3s 2nd Stdge 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.1 4.1 4.0 
Configurations 
2s 1st Stage 6.3 6.0 6 2 6.8 6.6 6.8 6.9 
2s 2nd Stage 3 4 3.3 3.5 3.9 3.7 3.9 3.9 
.- 
Total Parasitic Loss, HP 
SS - Single-Shaft Engine 
2s - Two-Shaft Engine 
3s - Three Shaft Engine 
M I  = (Air + Fuel) Flow Rate 
My = Local Inlet Flow 
- - 
Tables 7 & 8 
TABLE 9 Gar Generator Twin-Spool Single-Stage 
slmd % Pressure h t i o  Comparison % Increase 
Prcrsun Ratio - 
Comparison 80 2.926 2.76 6.0 
50 1.576 1.54 2.3 
TABLE 10 Shaft Configuration Time (sec.1 to Accelerate to: 
-- 
Compariso~ of 80% 100% 
Acceleration 
Times - Single-Spool 0.79 1.14 
Single-Spool 
Versus Twin-Spool 
Twin-Spool 
Gas Generator From 41% Outer-Spool Speed: 
Outer-Spool 
Inner-Spool 
From 51% Outer-Spal Speed: 
Outer-Spool 0.74 1.12 
Inner-Spool 1.23 1 .80 
Tables 9 & 10 
-- - , p  
TABLE 11 H u d w m  C1Rqpq - Cod Pemmbgu 
Holrriae Rcaactilm 
E~ti~m&d lnsdatioa T& -- Geu Cort 
holhcturirrg C W  ~rrangement ~ r r c m ~ y  ~ ~ h i n y  ator ~ ~ . a r .  btio 
Codr 
Cost Efftaivc 
V l G V  VP.T.N 
Upgraded Engine 36.4 18.7 17.4 1.30 
1 9 w  F OcnNT 
V.P.T.N. 
- - 
Inter- 
v I.G.V. P.T. First 4:l v.c.r.\. 21.9 36.4 10.3 17.4 .86 
\. .I.G.V. 
P.T. First 6:l 4i-a v.c.r.x. 21.9 43.3 9.0 17.4 .92 
Radial 4:l 
V.1.G.b'. 
Axial 4:l 
'a- 23.6 26.9 10 2 19.5 .80 
O L W T  
Twin Spwl 4:1 G&P 23.6 26.1 10.2 19.5 .79 
WTPUT 
Three-snrft - 25W F 
V.I.G.V. V.P.7.h. 
3 Axial 4:l 6'q p 6% 25.0 40.3 10.2 15.2 .91 
Table 11 
TABLE 12 
- 
WSO'C T.I.T. R c d u ~ t h  Ccu md Trrnrmkdon 21.0 18.4 21.2 19.8 
Eucepta8NOIcd 
b F - a M  17.6 123 120 12.0 
196 Ddlrn 
c~ntrdz 13.9 13.9 13.9 8.9 
- 
Total 
*CEUE = Cost Ukcbivt Upgraded hghw 
TAME 13 kw 3 2 1 
CEUED !hf~ Shaft Shaft 
Part cost % % %  
D&tritmtkn 
~ ~ M y & A a c i l L t i a  
H* 4.7 3.8 3.8 4.3 
Insulation 8.8 6.5 6.5 7 4 
Mixcllrnous Items 
Mounts-Support Brackets 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Dump Valve, Heater Connector 3.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 
Engine Build Up 1.0 1.9 1.5 1.0 
Ignition Exciter dr Cable 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Auxiliaries 
Altenutor 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 
starter 2.1 2.1 2.1 
Clutch h i v e  on Rotor 
M i x  Clutch Shaft 
Starter, Bracket. Reduction Gear Box 2.0 
Pulley, Belt, Adjusting Bolt 0.1 
Accessories 
Power Steering Pump 0.9 1.' 1.2 1.2 
Burner Assemblv 
Cover Assembly & Mixelhneous 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Tube 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 
Torch Chamber & N o d e  0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 
Premixer & Injector 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.6 
TOTAL 24.6 23.1 22.7 23.5 
Turbomachincry 
Variable Power Turbine Nozzle 6.1 0.1 6.1 2.0 
Assemble Gas Generate. 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.7 
G s  Generator Support Casting 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
Rear Bearing Carrier 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
Vortex (Plenum! 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 
Gas Generator Turbine Nozzle 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 
AssemHe Gas Generator Rotor System 0.1 0.1 0 1 0.1 
Ga5 Generator Turbine Wheel 1.4 0.9 0.9 1.1 
Sleeve 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Compressor Impeller 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Compressor Inducer 
Front Bear~ng Carrier 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Compressor Cover 1.2 1 2  1.2 1.2 
Variable Inlet Guide Vanes 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Bolts, Oil Drain Tube 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.9 
Air Intake Housing 0.2 0.2 0.2 - 
Power Turbine Bearing Support Assembly 0.6 0.6 0.6 - 
Power Turbine Rotor - 4.0 4.0 - 
Wheel 1.8 - - - 
Sleeve 0.1 - - - 
Assemble Sleeve & Pinion 0.1 - - - 
Third Turbine Wheel & Shaft, Nozzle 3.5 - - 
TOTAL 23.0 28.4 24.8 18.3 
Reduction Gear dr Transmission 
Assemble 0.3 0.9 0.3 0 3 
Housing 61 Cover 2.4 2.7 2.4 1.8 
Housing & Cover Miscellaneous - 0.2 0 2 - 
'CEUE = Cost Effective Upgraded Engine 
Table 13 
TABLE 13 b 3 2 1 
cEUE*shaftSLuASbrtt 
-Colt % % % % 
DWrlbrtba 
(coalin#d) i t c m w t i o a G c u & T ~ O  
Rgmrator Drive Gmpmenb - 13 1.2 1.1 
Pinion 0 3  - - - 
worm 1.1 - - - 
Gu&ShrhAssemblicc - - - - 
I n ~ t e G e a r & S h a f t  1.5 - 1.5 - 
Pinion 0.1 - 0.1 - 
PCnionMircdLnour 0.1 - . I  - 
Output Shaft & &U 1.8 - I 8  - 
Ancillary Drive Arstmbly 0.7 - 0.7 - 
Air-Oil Scpuator 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
oil Pump 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.4 
Air Pump Surge Tank & Mixdh ~OUS 
Ucctric Clutch 
Oil Strainer. Pan, Filkr, Lnnl Indicator, Filter 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 
T r ~ ~  12.0 3.5 12.0 12.6 
1976 Bas.? Cat  
Input Drive Plate, lock-Up 
TOTAL 21.0 18.4 21.2 198 
wP-- 
Inner Rub Seals 
Outer Rub Seals 
Core Assembly 
core 
Rim Drive 
Cover & Bolts 
TOTAL 
ContFds 
Electronic Control Unit 
Actuators 
Variable Power Turbine Nozzle 
Variable Inlet Guide Vanes 
Sensors 
Gas Generator Speed 
Power Turbine Speed 
TI Sensor 
Fuel Mebring V ~ l v e  
TOTAL 
'CEUE = Cost Effective Upgraded Engine 
Table 13 (continued) 
-- - -- - 
TABLE 14 
E@ne C d  
By Pcmat 
Gw-Y 
nousin6 Assembly & AluilLties 
Engine Housing, Acccsrorics. 
Starter, Burner & Mix. 
Housing Insulation 
Silicon Carbide Bur- Tube 
-6k- Two Shft Thm !%aft 
- El@= 
Mcd LOW High Mtd Low H i i  Mtd Lorr 
p-p~ - - 
Turbormchinery 
Nozzles. Shrouds & Pknurn 
Wheels 
Support Structure L Mix. 
Molybdenum Fasteners 
R c s l m n b  
core 
Spray Metal Seals & Covcr 
Reduction Gears & Transmission 
Housing & Cover, Oil Pump & 
Miscellaneous S.7 4.0 4.9 
Reduction Gears, Bearings. 
Shafts & Regeneratcr Drive 5.0 5.7 10.6"' 
Transmission 15.3 12.7 3.7' " 
- 
Controls 
Electronic Control Unit, 
Actuators, Sensors & Fuel 
Metering Valve 10.7 14.7 14.5 
Total 27.1 53.6 19.1 37.2 41.9 20.9 29.2 52.3 18.5 
* Burner Tube Listed Separately on Line Three. 
" Silicon Carbide Ceramic Wheels. 
"' Contains Feedback Gears and Shafts. 
"" Planetary Gears. \Vet Clutch and Band. 
Table 14 
TABLE 15 
c~mprcrr~r I'remUt btb 1-54 1 .  222 ' 2.76 3.44 3-00 4.185 
con\poncnt Effiricnry 
Anbkd colnpccfEoc 
an. Turbine 
l4.m RaA Burner MP-a- 
Parasitic Loss, HI' 2.30 3.14 4.11 5.28 6.64 7 43 8.28 
- 
Output Power, HP Net 7.38 14.79 25.97 41.74 62.22 69.70 77.0 
F d  Flow Lb/Hr Cjrdine 4.37 6.91 10.57 16.11 23.58 27.04 31.11 
Specific Fwl Comurnption 
Lb/Hp-Hr 592 
Gas Flow, L b / k  
!&tion 1 .247 
3 -239 
4 .237 
5 -239 
8 244 
9 -246 
Pmsure. PSIA 
Station 1 
2 = 3 
4 
5 
8 
9 
Table 15 
.- - 
.--.= 
TABLE 16 
Heat Leaks 
Intake v 
Compressor L-r' Row h k s  
Exhaust Pipe v 
Table 16 
TABLE 17 
Impnmd 
Automotive 
c.s TutMnc 
S ~ Y  
single Shaft 
Ensinc 
9 9 9  
N N N  
0 0 0 
8 : 3 v )  
m m m  
Table 17 
Variation of 
Compormrt 
Efficitncksand 
Tubrne inlet 
and Oatlet 
Temperatures 
With Gas 
Gcnmtor sped 
for Improved 
urn- E q b e  
Compressor - Turbine Zffidency 
(Total - total) 
Power Turbine Efficiency 
(Total - static) 
Compressor - Turbine 
Inlet Temp. 
I --- -- Power Turbine Exit Temp. 1500 800 I I I I I I I 
50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percent Gas Generator Speed 
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Highway Drive 
Cycle 
Percent of 
Total Duty 
Cycle Time 
Decel Time = 7.5% 
Urban Drive 
Cycle 
Decel Time = 20.3% 
50 60 70 80 90 100 
Engine Speed-Percent of Design 
Figure 3 
, . 
Single-Stage 
Centrifugrl 
Compressor 
Polytropic 
Efficiency vs. 
specific s p d  
Figure 4 
<? 
Variation 
Of Adiabatic 
Efficiency With 
Pressure Ratio 
For Constant 
Values Of 
Polytropic 
Efficiency 
Figure 5 
B .,. . . - 
Variation of 
Centrifugal From: Trans. ASME 
Compressor Stage ]u!y, 19?3 
Efficiency Lobs 1 - Efficiency 
With Reynolds 1 .o 
Number 
.S 
.4 
.3 
.2 
.1 
Reynolds No x 106 
UDp Reynolds No. = -Cr 
U - Rotor Tip Speed, ft/sec 
D - Rotor Tip E.'ameter, It 
p - l ~ l e t  Stag. Density, Slugs/ft3 
- Viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
Figure 6 
d 
Figure ? 
Vuirtlon d 
Desi6n-Pcrint .ad 
New-Dedp 
EfRclcacy V a l w  
with worlr 
CCdfichtFor 
S d  ~ - W o r k  
MilTPrMacr 
Figun 8 
'-a"--'- 
Vahtion of Total Eff~ckncy, 'I NASA TN D-6605 
Effirkncy With 100- 
specific speed At 
Equivalent Design 
Sped With Best 
Stator-Rotor I 0-0- 
Combi~tion .90 - % 
-\ \ \ 
'. 
Configuration 
- - -  
, With design rotcr 
--- With rotor extension 
---- With cutback rotor 
.a I I I I I I I 
.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .S .9 
Specific Sped,  Ns. nimension!ess 
I I I I I I I I I 
3@ 10 50 60 70 80 9@ 100 110 
Specific Speed, big. (rpm)(ftJl9lsec'!= 
(3 Total Efficiency 
7 
- 3 .4 5 .6 .7 .8 9 
Specific Speed. N+ Dimensionless 
Specific Speed, his. (rpm)(ft"a)lsec'l' 
(b) Static Efficicncy 
Engine ROW 
Leak Paths 
for 2 - S M  
Ensian 
with F m  
Power T u r b i  
Figure 10 
:. %. I - 
b 
Rtgenerator Pinion 
Flow Leait Path 
Figure 11 
, , 
Regenerator Flow 
Leak Path 
Figure 12 
--7- 
&sicTypesof R i q  cone with Planetary 
Tnction Drive 
cvT A nonrotating metal ring makes contact speed n u y  be at one end of tke speed range 
with tapered rollers. Drive ends of rollers o r  at mid-range, providing a revwsibk 
an planet members engaging a planetary drive. 
ring col~nected to  the output shaft. Zero 
C o n h d  ring moves along 
rollers 
drive I 
Housing I 
Input shaft rotates 
roller carrier 
Toroidal Drive 
Has had a great deal o i  attention over the 
years and has been the subject of more 
patrnts than any other type. Practical 
models arc limited to light-duty instrument 
drives, but automotive and industrial 
variations are now under development. 
This drive has the potential for serving as 
a~ tomat ic  transmission in light 
automobiles 
Input disc 
in split 
toroidal cavity 
determines drive ratio 
Tilt o! i p l - * l t c p d  r d k r  dttt.rmrnr*s d r r ; ~  rati,.. 
Figure 13 
Cone Roller 
Toroihl Drive C F  I / Cone Angle 
\- Points 
of Zero Spin 
-- 
Figure 14 
C 
CVT Regenerttive 
Transmission 
Overall 
Transmission 
Efficiency 
(For S i c  Shaft 
Automotive 
Gas Turbine) 
Ring Gear 
= 3:l 
2nd Stage Sun Gear 
From 
Turbine 
Shaft 
&-A Gearset 
Variable Ratio 
Traction Drive 
(Also Includes Rotation Reversal) 
To 
Differential 
speeds 
Equivalent Traction Drive (Planetary) 
Gear Vanable Ratio Annulus Sun Output 
1st 0.12 - 0.56 1 6561 19685-14805 0-1223 
2nd 0.56 - 0.75.1 6561 14805-11083 1223-2155 
3rd 0 75 - 1.31.1 6561 11083-6286 2155-335s 
4th 1 31 - 3.00.1 6561 6286-2729 3358-4219 
neutr.11 0.419:l 6561 19685 0 
reverse 0.41 - 0.33.1 6561 1QeS5-25252 0 -(-)I396 
Ncte: Traction Drive is assumed to be 80% efficient. 
(Turbine Speed 100,000 RPM) 
'Additional Parasitic Losses 1.5 HP at 50% Engine Speed 
3.2 HI' at 100% Engine Speed 
Overall 
Efficiency 
Figure 15 
CVT Regenerative N, Engine Speed 
Transmission NK Overall Speed Ratio 
Overall 85% Traction Efficiency 
Transmission W/O Bearing, Mesh Losses 
Efficiency 
1st Gear Set 2nd Gear Set 
Overall Efficiency, 
% 
2000 3000 
Np Output RPM 
- 
Figure 16 
Hydrostatic 
Pump1 Motor 
Module 
Figure 17 
Hydromechanical 
Transmis~ion 
Operation 
(Input) 
NEUTRAL 
0 TO 20% VEHICLE SPEED 
20% VEHICLE SPEED 
(Output) 
Figure 18 
Hydmmechanical 
Transmission 
Operation 
20% TO 60% VEHICLE SPEED 
(Output) 
(Input) 
60% \;EHICLE SPEED 
bO?'c TO 100% VEHICLE SI'EED 
-- 
Figure 19 
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16 HP 
('range 1 - hydrostahc) 
Per Cent of Muimum Ratio 
Figure 21 
Lcw High 
* I , 
Per cent of Maximpar htb 
Figure 22 
Per Cent of Maximum Ratu 
Figure 23 
Figure 24 
d p  
-MY E f f i i ,  % Hydromechanical 
* Transmissii 
Efficiency 
at 10 HP 
85 
80 
75 
0 
C 
- 
- 
- 
I I I I I 1 I I I I 
10 M 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Pu Cent of Maximum Ratio 
Per Cent of Maximum Ratio 
Sudnnd 
''RqOIMk" Efficimy, % 
Hyclmndmkal 90- 
Transmission 
Effidmcy 
At Fall 
Rated Power 85 - 
80 - 
75 - 
7 0 -  
1 
All Power 
Transmitted Mechanically 
Low Range Hibh Range 
(Hydraulic) (Hydromechanical) 
-/ 
Variable Sprd 
Btlt Drive Driven 
Spccd Reduction 
Figure 26 
. . --- --- - - -. . . 
' &  . , 
Variable Chain 
Drive C W  
varying effective diameters changes speeds 
0 p-urn cams 
@ chain 
\ 
movable / stationary 
(from FMC Ccrp ) 
Figure 27 
Variable Speed 
Drive Chain 
Antrieb Werner 
Reimers A.G. 
Figure 28 
Continuously 
Variable Ratio 
Transmission 
Efficiency 
Efficiency, 
Percent 
40 60 
Percent of Maximum Ratio 
- -- 
Figure 29 
Engine Speed 
Ratio vs. Vehicle 
Speed Curve 
91 HP 
Engine Sped  
Ratio 
Singleshaft 
Gas Turbine 
with 10 Speed 
Ko.1~1 I oar1 
W i t h  C'V 1 I r. \ t lsni lssion 
\ 
Ro.~d 1.o.d 
With Stepped T r , i n ~ n i l s > ~ o i ~  
Transmission 
Vehicle Speed, hlPH 
Figure 30 
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3.1 
Two-Shaft Turbine Efficiencies for Max. Dcvel. Effort 
Improved Gas 
Turbine Compressor Efficiencies for Max. Devel. Effort 
----a Compressor Efficiencies for Min. Devel. Effort 
Fuel Economv 
vui.tion with Combined Fuel 
h@ Economy, M K  Ratio 
6 8 
Design Pressure Ratio 
* 
Economy 
Goal 
Figure 31 
- .  
.. * - -' 
- - - - - - - - 
- 4 - 1  (2462.F) 
- - - - 
I 
.- 
1350'C 
'/-- \ 
0 \ 
.. 
, , JConstant Exit Power Temp. Turb. 
\ 
\ 
- 
\ 
-\ \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
---- 
\ 1052'C 
\ (1 925.F) 
\ 
Constant Power Turb. 
'\4' Exit Temp. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
t 
Turbine 
inlet 
Temp. 
-.J 
Composite 
Fuel Economy 
91 HP Single- 
Shaft IGT 
Composite Fuel 
Economy, MPG 
(Gasoline) 
3500 Lb. Inertia 
Weight & CVT 
Constant Power Turbine - - - - Avg of Curves 
Exit Temperate Schedule Ind~~ated by Arrows 
Design I'u~nt 
Turbine Inlet 
Tt~mpcraturc 
"C 1°F ) 
Ilesign Poir' I'rc,\ure Ratio 
- - 
Figure 32 
Two-Shaft Turbine Efficiencies for Max. Devel. Effort 
Improved Gas 
Turbine - Compressor Efficiencies for Max. Devel. Effort 
- -- -- - Compressor Efficiencies for Mir; Devel. Effort 
Fuel Economy 
Variation with 
Design Pressure 
Ratio Combined Fuel 
Economy, MPG 
28 
4 b 8 10 
Design Pressure Ratio 
-Constant Power Turb. Inlet Temp. 
/5- 
- 
-1 1350.C 
yH# - -- (2.%6Z°F) - 
fl --. \ 
\ Constant I'ower Turh. 
\ Exit Temp. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
I 
~urhine '
lnlet 
-- \ 
\ 
Figure 33 
\ 
\ 
\ 
- 
Preliminary 
Desigl r f  Turbine 
Sections for 
2-Shaft Engines 
with Power 
Turbine Placed 
1st artd 2nd in 
Flowpath; 
Compressor 
Pressure Ratio 
Equal to 6:l 
Figure 34 
d 
F'relimimry 
Design of Turbii 
3ctionfora 
2-Shaft E*t 
with Powm 
Turbine in Front 
of Compressor- 
Turbine 
Figure 35 
Preliminary 
Design of Turbine 
Scctions for r 
Single-Shaft 
Engine; 
Compnssor 
Pmsure Ratio 
Equal to 4.2:1 
Reliminay 
Dcsiep\d 
Compressor 
Scctionfor 
3-Shaft Ensine 
with Twin-Spool 
Gas Generator; 
Compressor 
Pnssuzt Ratio = 4.21 
Figure 37 
Preliminary 
Design of Turbine 
Section for 
3-Shaft Engine 
with 'I win-Spool 
Gas Generator; 
Camprcseor 
Pressure Ratio = 4 2 1  
'hvoshft 
Turbhewitb 
-011 
: 1lWC. T.I.T. 
Figure 39 
Figure 40 
Figure 41 
Figure 42 
R 
sin& shaft 
Engine with 
Variable Ratio 
Belt CVT 
Figure 43 
P . 
Schematic of 
Three-Shaft 
System with 
Single 
Regenera tor* 
Tr--, = Torque - Compressor Turbine 
T,vr = Torque - Auxilidr) -urbine = Ti + T, 
TpT = Torque - Power Turbine 
€ = Gear Ratio 
'Taken from Ref. ASME Paper No. 77-GT-94 
Figure 44 
t 
Comprmmr. 
Performance 
Estimate with 
opcntifis Line 
for Swe-Shaft 
Engim 
Efficiency 
.1 . .2 .3 .4 .S .6 .7 .8 
Mass Flow - lbslsec 
Figure 45 
Single-Shaft 
Engine Operating 
Line Parameters 
Mass Flow, 
LblSec 
Efficiency 
Degrees 
F. C. 
Turbine Efficiency 
(total-st'ltic) 
Comp:cssor Efficiency 
(static-total) Pressure Ratio 
5.0 
Compressor 
Pressure Ratio 
I'ressurc R.itio 
Turbine Inlet Temp 
r~- I I r I 1 
50 60 70 60 Q0 100 
Percent Engine Spced 
Figure 46 
P 
Single-Shaft 
Engine 
Performance 
Characteristics 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
W POOR QL!ILITy 
Figure 47 
Tmtion-Drive CVl' (With 4115 Traction Unit 
T- E f f k b q )  C ~ m b i i  with 2-Speed Trmsarission 
E f f k h q ,  JI 
90 
70 
60 
40 
0 10 20 30 40 50 
Road Load MPH 
Figure 48 
VUirtka d CoolMacd Fuel 
Combined Fuel WY. MPG
Economy with 
Turbine Inld 
Tempcnhrce, Type 
of continuously 
Variable 
Tralrsmisdion 
CCVn and 5.3% 
Rductioa in 
Power Rquimnent 
Fmm Values in 
Federal R-r 
2 m  ' 200  
Design Turbine Inlet Temp., 'F 
- - -- 
Figure 49 
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91 HP- 
shaft Gas Torbinc 
~cr~ornuacc with 
lo-Speed Ccand 
T W  . . 
MPC, R u d  b a d  
~~~-.i,mrbint 
Sapp4vnCVT 
Trrrvrairrioa 1.00 
Road 1 4  
.$O 
.do 
CVT Transmission 
- 
- 
- 
10 Speed Stepped 
Trans. Gear No. 
0 10 20 Ji) 10 50 60 
' Vehicle Sped, MPH 
Figure 52 
Two-Shaft Engine 
0P-w- 
Panmetem 
Mass Flow, 
Lblsec 
4 .so 
Effkkcy C.T. = Compressor Turbine 
P.T. = Power Turbine 
.60 
.40 
.to 
.85 C.T. Efficiency 
I (total-total) / / P.T. Efiiciency (total-static) 
Compressor 
I'ressure Ratio 
O F .  "C. 
P T Pressure Ratio 
140 (total-static) 
2400 C.T. Inlet Temp 
/ 
// C.T Pressure Ratio 
(total-total) I 
Percent Engine S p e d  
Figure 53 
Two-Shaft Engke 
Performance 
Characteristics 
Figure 54 
A 

Component Single Shaft 
~ a t c h i n g  P~.essure 
Characteristics R.~tio 
of Various Enginc 
configurations Compressor Work Turbine 
. 7 
Output 
I'drd.. 
Leaks 
t Flow Flow A - 
I'ressurc 
R.~tio 
Compressor Power 
Compressor M'urh Turbine Work Turbine 
N o z ~ l e  
Angle 
7 
Output 
Florv Flow Flow 
t 
Back Pressure, 
Leaks 
N.B. 
Flow - Alas3 Floiv 
Arrorvs I n ~ i i z ~ ~ t r  Cdlt.~~lat~on 17.ith 
Figure 56A & B 
Component 
lVlrtchlng (cont.) 
Pressure 
Ratio 
3-Shft, Auxiliary Turbine 
Compressor 
Work 1 Turbine 
I ' 
Comp. 
Work, 
Para. 
Leaks 
I 
\ Flow 
I Auxiliary Turbine 
1 
Flow I 
Back Pressure 
Power 
Turbine 
L 
N.B. 
Flow=Mass Flow 
Arrows Indicate Calculation Path 
Work 
I 
Figure 56C 
Nozzle 
= /bride 
. 
Flow 
A 
- 
Design-Speed 
Torque and Power 
Characteristics, 
2-Shaft vs. 
3-Shaft 
Cross 
Horsepower 
0 20 40 60 80 100 
f- Power Turbine Speed - RPM x 10-3 
Figure 57 
pr 
Figure 58 
- ,  . . . . . .> . * -. &.",. - - .* 
a : 
3 1 ;, 
i 
-. - i ; 
i 
Torque and i f 
- 8  EffMcncy 
of Power Turbine 
and Audliuy I 
Turbine for 
3-Shaft Engine at 
Gas Generator 
Design Point 
4 
- 8 1  
H ! 
i 
II 
9 
I I I I I I I I '  I I 
5 
6 .- f - 
- 3 i  m 
f 
- 3  3 - 
F { 
B 
B 
- 8 '  
0 
8 
r( 
- 
K 
- 2 3 
- o  E 
- 8  
5 x 
5 e k e ,  ga 
I-u 2 N 0 
Torque and 
Efficiency 
Characteristics 
of 
Power Turbine 
and Auxiliary 
Turbine for 
3-Shaft Engine 
at 50% Gas 
Generator Speed 
Figure 59 
'*,,,..P ' . 
Variation 
of Engine 
Performance 
with Ewine 
Configuration 
Turbine 
Inlet, 
Dtg. F. 
2500 - 
2400 - 
/' 
/ 
2200 - 
BSFC, 
LblHpHr 
Single Shaft Engine 
-- -- Two-Shaft Engine 
- - - - - Three-Sh~ft Engine, Interconnected, 
3rd B,aring Set Includec. 
- - -   Three S h ~ f t  engine, Interconnected, 
No 3rd Rearing Set 
Horsepower 
Figure 60 
corn- 
Matching 
of Twin-Spool 
Gas Generator 
1 outer spod 
lst compressor 2nd Compressor 'n-spli lst Turbine 2nd Turbine 
N.B. 
Flow=Mass Flow 
Arrows Indicate Calculation Path 
I Work 
Para. 
7 
Output 
Angle 
I Flow 
L ~ c k  Pressure, 
Leaks 
I 
Mas; Flow and 
Work Split 
Converged 
Figure 61 
PC 
. 
1 1  
- 
Estimrted 
I ' dWmMe of 
1st Stqe 
Compressor for 
Twin-Spad 
Gas Cknuator 
- - 
- Scaled Fmm Rig Data 
--- Extraplated 
- - 0 Power Points 
Q) Possible Mlc Points 
- - 
- - 
- - 
-- 
- - 
-- 
- - 
a7 - % ot Design S p d  
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
.1 .2 .3 ..I .5 .e 7 .d 
Mass Flow - LbslScc 
u 
.2 
Mass Flow - Kg/* 
Figure b2A 
Estimated 
P e r f o m a ~ u  of
2nd Stap 
Compmsor for 
Twin-Spod 
Gas C ~ a t M  
Pmssurc Ratio - 
Tot-Tot 
\ \ 0.1 - % I3cs1~n 57 
Corr Speed 
0 1 - 3 4 1 
Mass Flow - i.k/Scc 
I I I 
05 10 15 
Mass Flow - KglScc 
Scaled From 
TMS 3148 
Power i'ointz 
I'osihle Idle 
i'oints 
- 
Figure 628 
b 
Individual Comprrssor 
& Turbine Uficicncy 
Twin Spad, Free Ovemll 
Power Tu* Efficicacy 
- 
- Turbine 
Vafiation of 
M a   OW urd .90 
Efficiency with 
outer spool 
speed 
.80 
.70 
Compressor 
- 
- 
L 
- Compressoz 
- 
Mass Flow 
~ a l b l s c c  - 
6 
50 60 70 80 90 
Outer Spwl Speed, 66 
Figure 63 
TwinSpool, Free Individual Stage 
PomrTurbinc b u r r  htio  
variatoa of 
- sped speed 3.0 
& cmpnseor 
Wtpc Ratio :st Stage 
with Outer 
Spool Speed 
2.0 - 
2nd Stage 
Ovuall Pmsure 
Ratio 
Inner Spool 
speed 
Outer Spool Sped, % 
Figure 64 
Twin Spool, F m  
Power Turbine 
50% S p d  dc 
Idle 
Spccd Power 
Figure 65 
Computaaof 
w=- 
Estimates for 
siasksp-l=d BSFC, 
Twh-sped h LblHp-HI 
Generators for 
Free Power 
Turbine Engk 
C0nfisu;ltioa 
0 Single Spool Gas Generator 
0 Twin-Spool Gas Generator 
Symbls Indicate Calculated Points 
4 6 8 10 12 16 20 30 40 60 80 100 
Horsepower 
Figure 66 
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Turbine Wheel 
Thermal Gradients 
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Figure 67 
Turbine whtel 
Stress - 
Alpha Silicon 
carbide 
Single S M  - 4:l R d i d  
103,000 RPM 
1350°C T.I.T. 
Total Stress Including Thermal 
(1WC Thermal Gradient) I 
Centrifugal with Blade 1 
Load but Not Blade Stiffness 
(A) 
Single Shaft - 2 Stage Axial 
101,000 RPM 
22 KSI 1350°C T.I.T. 
40.0 KSI (276 MPa) - I I 
mm . ...* am,. . - .. 
34.1 &>I !UI M a ) -  g.6 KSI (239 26.7 KSI (184 
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-I 
A 
I T 
28.2 KSI (194 ~ P a j  i4.2 KSI (167 MPa) 
45.5 KSI (T MPa)' 41.5 KSI (286 MPa)' 
'Total Stress Including Thermal 
(222°C Disc Gradient) 
Figure 68 
Turbine Wheel 
Stress 
11SO"C Metal 
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Single Shaft - 4:l Radial 
94.000 RPM 
11WC T.I.T. 
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Total Stress Including Thrmal 2 
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Figure 69 
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Figure 70 1 
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Figure 72 
Single Shaft Engine 
Front View 
in Vehicle 
I?lstallation 
Figure 73A 
S i c  shaft Engine 
Side View 
in Vehicle 
I I - . -  - - -. --- - . z+ : 1 
PIS = Power Steering 
AIC = Air Conditioning 
% = Centerline 
Figure 738 
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Cutaway View 
Figure 73C 
Single shaft 
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Front-Mounttd 
variable Ratio 
&It Drive 
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Figure 74A 
S i t  shaft 
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Belt Drive 
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Figure 748 
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Figure 75 
Figure 76 
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Figure 77 
Figure 76 
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Comparison of 
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Plants 
Figure 80 
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s-e shaft 
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Figure 81 
Fuel Economy . Composite Fuel 
Comparison Economy, MPG 
/ SSGT (Diesel) 
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\ 
- - Study Goal \ .  
1976 Federal Composite 
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(Ref. SAE 760045) 
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Figure 82 
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M'PENDD( A The vehicle fuel economies were determined by calcul.ing the amount of fuel that would kconrumed 
during each second while operating a vehick according to the EPA U h n  urd -way Uymmometu 
Vchkkand Driving Schcduks, as described in Vdumcs 11 and 42 of the Federal Register. 
The composite urban cyck iucl cconomy was c ~ t d  using the actual vehicle distance traveled, 7.45 
miles, rather than the 7.5 miks spccificd for pre-1978 model-year vehicles. consistent with the more 
ment  federal regulations. Thc fuel used during the first 505 seconds of the drive cycle, the transient 
phase, was weighted by a 4.:-pcmnt ta.-tor for a cold-start d i t i o n  a d  a 57-prrrrnt frctor for a 
wann-start condition. .h increment of fuel was added to the fuel usage calculated for wum-engine 
operation to represent the amount required to bring the engine to operating temperatwe. This 
trawimt-phase fuel flow was add4 to the stabilized-pluse fuel flow, rcpmcnting the rrmrindcr of 
the 1371-second drive cyck in calculating the composite urban cyck fuel ccoromy. 
- 
The higlrway cycle fucl cromwny w u  c h b t d  using the lchul vehicle distance havekd and the 
warm engine fuel usage for the 765 scccnd highway driving schedule. The engine deceleration fuel 
usage was assumed to be equal to the engine idle fuel usage for both drive cycle. 
The combined federal drive cycle fuel economy was calculated by harmonically weighting the com- 
posite urban a d  highwry cycle fuel economies on a 55-and and 45-percent basis, as follows: 
Combined h e l  1 
Economy, mpg = 0.55 + 0.45 
Urban fuel economy. mpg Highway fuel economy, mpg 
The fuel properties used for the calculahons we 2 thou specified by the EPA Certification Division for 
unleaded gasoline. - 6.167 pounds per gallon and 114,107 BTii per &Ion lower heating vdue rather 
than the 133,000 B N  per gallon fuel specified for this design study. This provides a consistent basis for 
the intended thermal efficiency con,urison. 
The vehicle specification for thc study is shown on Tables 1 and 2. This vehicle is in the 3500-pound 
inertia-weight class category. as specified in the Federal Register The specified dynamometer power 
absorption setting tor the inertia-weight class (11.2 horsepower at 50-mila-per-hour road-load) WdS 
used for the calculations. The reduced road-load power requirements of alternate vehicles was not 
considered in determining powertrain thermal efficiency improvements. 
The vehicle drive-shaft tcrce required at road-load o w t i o n  on the chassis dynamometer a! the speci- 
fied setting is given by the following formuia developed at Chrysler Corporation, 
F = Pounds force 
U = Vehicle speed, miles per hour 
The vehiclc drivetrain used for the majority of th: powertram arLangcments consisted of the following: 
tires - FR78 x 14, 800 tire revolutions per mile (45 mi!es per hour) 
rear axle ratio - f 23.1 
transmission - 3-speed automatic with transmission pump; 2.15. 1.45 and 1:l i o m ~ r d  gear ratios 
torque converter - 10.75 in. diameter, with lock-uu at first-to-won2 gear-shift point 
The efficiency lasses and rotating ~nertias associated with the above components as well as those of the 
vehicle power-steering punrp were included in the vehicle fur: cconomy calculations The power steer- 
ing pump power requirement was that for vehicle straight-ahead operation 
Appendix A 
....................................................... 002 EIbgine Mu- 1 
om Insubtion, HSG Bulkhead-Fnnt LH. .......................................... 1 
........................................ 001 Insultion, HSG Bulkhead-Fmnt RH. 1 
....................................... 005 Insubtion. HSG Bulkhead-front Upper 1 
....................................... w6 Insultion, HSC B u l W - F r o n t  Lomr 1 
007 Inculrtion. 
006 htsulation. 
009 I d t i o n .  
010 Insubtion. 
011 Id t ion,  
012 Insulrtion. 
013 h b h .  
014 Id t ion.  
015 lmuhion. 
016 Insulation, 
....................................................... ffi Bum-Fron t  1 
....................................................... .ISC Bum-Rear  1 
........................................................ -1% Bum-L .H .  1 
....................................................... 3 s  Bum-R.H. 1 
............................................ 4SG Bulkhad Rear LH. 1 
.......................................... MSG Bu lkhcd  Rear R.H. 1 
........................................ dSC Bulkhead Rau Upper 1 
....................................... 'ISC B u l k a d  Rw Lowrr 1 
....................................... rlsC Re8cn. X-Ann-Uppr 1 
MSG Regea. S-Ann Lomr .................................. : 
017 Adhesive. hb&d Insubtion ................................................... hR 
.................................................... 018 ,Seamfiller, M O W  Insulation AR 
019 Carting. Abrasion Resistant ..................................................... .UI 
............................................................. 020 Scrl, Regen. Pinion Shaft 1 
021 Spring. Regen. Pi.rion Shrft Seal Etc .......................................... 1 
0 2  Screw, Regen. Pinion ! h f t  Seal Ret .......................................... 3 
..................................... 023 C'Washer. Regen. F'inion Shrft Scal Ret 3 
........................................ 024 W w d ,  Regen. Pinion Shaft !%a1 %pt. 1 
..................................... 025 AsscmMy, Fuel h m p  Valve see Fig 1' 1 
........................................................ 026 Body, Fuel Dump Valve 1 
OZS Spring Fuel Dump Valve ........................................................ 1 
023 Ball Fud Dump \'alw ........................................................... 1 
0-30 Sleeve. Futl  h m p  Valve ............................................................. i 
1 Washer. Fuel Dump Valve .......................................................... 1 
032 Asscmhly Ha te r  Conn. E I h  !ice Fig. 2 ................................. : 
..................................................... OAa Elhw.  Heater Connector 1 
......................................... 0-M Flange. Heater Connector Elbow 1 
................................................ 035 Casket. Heater Con-r Elbow 1 
036 Bolt. Heater Connector ............................................................... 4 
037 C'Msasher, Heater Connector ...................................................... 4 
...................................... 038 Sensor. T-S Temperature See Fig. 3 1 
........................................................... 039 Cbsket. T-8 Temp. Probe 1 
............................................................. 040 Bolt. T-8 Temp. Prohe 2 
....................................................... 041 CW-her, T-8 Temp. Probe 2 
041 Filter, T-8 Temp. Scnsnr Air  Not Cxd .................................... 1 
.................................................... 3 Plug. T8 Temp. Probe Air H d e  1 
041 Stud, Regenerator Cover .......................................................... 4 
a 5  Screw. Regen Seal Locating ......................................................... 4 
@46 Rn. Regen. Seal Indexing ........................................................ 1 
047 Bo:t, Lifting Lug Hole ........................................................... 3 
058 C'Washer, Litting Lug Hole ........................................................ 3 
..................... 019 Assv, Engine Front sup& Brke-LH Sn Fig. 4 1 
............................. 0 s  Bracket, Engine Front Support-LH 1 
........................................... 05 1 Assembly. Insulator Bushing 1 
....................... 052 Assembly, Engine Front Support Brkr. R H  i 
053 Bracket, Engine Front Support-RH .................................... 1 
034 Assembly Insulator Bushing ...................................... 1 
055 Bolt. Eng. Front Supt Srkt. Assy ................................. 4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0% Coned Wdshrr Eng. Front Swpt. Btkt. 8 
- 
'See Appendix "Molded Rubber m d  Steel 
Carbon 
!3eel 
S t d  
-ws 
5MSS 
A s k t o 5  
Steel 
Steel 
STD 
AstPstos 
Steel 
Steel 
STD 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
. . 
Steel 
Stwl 
-. 
Part 
No. 
057 
OSb 
059 
060 
061 
062 
Na 
P W  Name Rrl'd 
Nut, Eng. Front Supt. BAt. ........................................................... 4 
AarnMy, GasGclmlar ............................................................ 1 
Assy. Comp. Bearing t i o w i s  .................................................... 1 
Housing, Compressor Bearing .............................................. 1 
Scal. Comp. Brg. Hcu* ..................................................... 1 
Insulrtion, Compr. Brg. Hqg. ........................................... 1 
........................................................ Ring, Compr. Brg. Hsg. Scrl 1 
Support Turbine Shroud ............................................................. 1 
Bolt, Shroud Suppt. to Scrl Supt. ................................................ 3 
Shroud Turbine Fmnt ..................................................................... 1 
Insuhtion-Front Shroud ............................................................ 1 
Assembly, Bearing See Fig. 5 ..................................................... 1 
Cartridge - Gas, Gcn. Rotor Brg. .......................................... 1 
Bearing - C;ls Cen. Rotor (Air Foil) ..................................... 1 
0 Ring, Brg. to Brg. Hsg ............................................................... 1 
Ring, Brg. Retaining ....................................................................... 1 
Shaft, Rotor Rear ........................................................................... 1 
Asv. Sral Hr.usirrg ......................................................................... 1 
Housing - Rotor Seal .............................................................. 1 
Scal Rotor ................................................................................ 1 
'0'-Ring Seal Hsg. to Compr. Brg. Hsg. ..................... . .......... 1 
Ring Seal Hsg. Retaining .............................................................. 1 
Assy. Turbine Wheel ...................................................................... 1 
Whet4 Turbine (Ceramic) ....................................................... 1 
Ring Turbine M'hed ............................................................... 1 
............................................................. Shaft Turbine Wheel 1 
Shroud Turbine Rear ................................................................. 1 
Spacer Seal Support ..................................................................... 1 
Support Bt~ikhead Seal ................................................................ 1 
Ring Gulkhead Seal ......................................................................... 1 
Nut Shr Supt. to Seal Supt Bolt ................................................. 3 
C-Washer Shr. Sup? to Seal Supt Bolt ........................................ 6 
Insulation - Rear Shroud ................................................................ 1 
insulaticn - Seal Supt. Spacer ....................................................... 1 
Insulation - Shroud Support .......................................................... 1 
rlenum Burner ................................................................................ 1 
Insulation Compr. Brp. Housing ............................................ 1 
................................................................... Asv.  Compr. Impeller 1 
................................................................... impeller - Compr. 1 
................................................................ Shait - Rotor Front 1 
Washer Rotor Front Shaft ............................................................ f 
................................................................... Nut Rotor Front Shaft 1 
...................................................................... Cover Compressor 1 
..................................................................... Ring V.I.G.V. Cctntnd 1 
............................................................ Vane Variable Inlet Guide 13 
Ann Variable Inlet Guide Vane ................................................... IS 
Nut Variable Inlet Guide Vane .................................................... 13 
Washer V.~riahle Inlet Guide Vane ............................................... 13 
Cover Collector .......................................................................... 1 
I'm G G Ccver to Brg. H5g .......................................................... 2 
&.It G.G. Cover to Shr. Supt. ....................................................... 12  
C-W.~shc-r G.G. Cover to Sur. Supt. ............................................. I 2  
'@'-Ring G.C Cover to Red. Gr. Hsg .................................. 1 
......................................... Bolt C C; Cover to Red. Gr Hsg 10 
C-Washer G C, Cover to Red. Gr. Hsg. ...................................... 10 
NOD a 
Gdlon 
kkar 
Stcd 
H A s r X  
Jupcr Albl 
sic 
Fibpus 
steel 
*es 
PII;E 
steel 
SIccl 
steel 
STD 
Plff 
steel 
sic 
ccnncr 
steel 
sic 
Mullite 
NOD a 
NiResist 
Supcr*~ 
suprrb~ 
Fibrous 
Fiblvus 
Fibrous 
Sic 
Fibrous 
.4luminum 
Sttcl 
*I 
steel 
NOD a 
Srccl 
stel 
Stel  
steel 
steel 
NOD 
Stcd 
Steel 
Steel 
Vihm 
Steel 
Stet1 
No. 
PatNuw W d  
~ y , R L d P C t i o l l C C Q I ~ ~  ....................................... 1 
k y .  Red. Csu Hs& and cow ................................................ 1 
Housing R d u a i o n  C;cu .................................................... 1 
Bearing Rotor shaft Front ...................................................... 1 
Bearing fi. Rcu ............................................................... 1 
!%A Rotor Stuft Front ............................................................ 2 
Cowr Red. Gear ..................................................... 1 
Pinion Front ........................................................... 1 
hCovertOHsg.OOml ...................................................... 2 
PlugOilhes.Lirw ................................................................ 6 
Plug Air Press. Line ............................................................. 2 
Pin Red. G. Hsg. to Amy. Dr. Supt. ................................... 2 
Assembly, kcesmy  Drive Support ............................................. 1 
Supt. h x s o r y  Drive ............................................................ 1 
Be. Alxesmq Drive shaft ................................................. 1 
Brg. Oil Pump Dr. shaft F m t  .................................... .... . 1 
8% Oil Pump Dr. shaft Rear ............................................ 1 
!jhaft Oil Runp Drive .................................................................... 1 
h t e  Ring Gear Sup. ..................................................................... 1 
Rdler Supt. PLte Bearing .............................................................. 
!jpamr Ring Gear Supt. Plate ................................................... 1 
Ring spacer Retaining .................................................................. 1 
Spmrket Oil Pump [hive Sh. ........................................................ 1 
Washer Sprocket Thrust ................................................................ 1 
Gear Planetary Dr. Ring ................................................................. 1 
Ring Gear Retaining ................................................................... 1 
W h  Planetary Gr. Set Thrust ................................................. 2 
Assembly, Planetary Gear !kt ................................................... 1 
Spider Pianetary Gear Set ...................................................... 1 
Phte Planetary Gear Set ......................................................... 1 
Gear Planetary ........................................................................ 3 
.............................................. Washer Plaentary Gear lhms t  12 
Pin Pianetary Gear .................................................................. 3 
................................................................ Hub Planetary Gear 1 
Assembly, PI. Gear Retaining Plate ........................................... 1 
................................................ Plate PI. Gear Ketaining Plate 1 
Bearing Planetary Gear Hub .................................................. 1 
Bolt, Bolt-Ret. PI. to Accy. Supt. .......................................... 4 
C. Washer Bolt-Ret. YI. to Accy. Supt. ........................................ 4 
........................................................... Plate Oil P ~ m p  Rotor Back 1 
............................................................ Key Oil Pump Drive Shaft 1 
Assembly, Oil Pump Body .......................................................... 1 
....................................................................... Body Oil Pump 1 
.................................................... Plunger-Press. Relief Valve 1 
...................................................... Spring Press. Relief Valve 1 
................................................. Cap Press. Rel. Valve Spring 1 
Pin Pms. Rel. Valve Capcotter ............................................. 1 
............................................................ Rotor Oil Pump-Inner 1 
........................................................... Rotor Oil Pump-Outer 1 
....................................... '0'-King Oil Pump Body to Supt. 1 
...................................... '0'-Ring Oil Pump Body to Sup-Press 1 
.................................. '0'-Ring Oil Pump Body to Supt-Suction 1 
..................................... '0'-Ring Oil Pump Body to Supt-Drain 1 
..................................... Screw Oil Pump Body to Acc. Dr. Supt. 5 
.............................. C-Washer Oil Pump Body to Acc. Dr. Supt. 5 
Aluminum 
STD 
STD 
Al- 
SrD 
steel 
Stcll 
steel 
.steel 
Aluminum 
STD 
ST0 
Oilite 
steel 
steel 
Stcd 
Stcd 
Stcd 
SIcd 
steel 
shd 
Steel 
Srccl 
*I 
Steel 
steel 
Steel 
Steel 
steel 
m 
Steel 
Steel 
*I 
Steel 
Cast Iron 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Stecl 
Stcri 
Steel 
Steel 
Viton 
Viton 
Viton 
steel 
Steel 
APPENDIX B 
Puts List, 
Single-Shaft 
Engi 
Chyaer Layout 
951-2131 
Dattd 9-7-78 
(continued) 
Put 
No. 
166 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
l"9 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
191 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
201 
235 
-'OO 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
211 
215 
21b 
217 
21 8 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
No. 
Part ~ a m t  W d  
Bolt Accy. Dr. Supt. to Red. Gr. Hsg. .......................................... 7 
C-Washer Accy. Dr. Supt. to Red. Gr. Hsg. ............................... 7 
Assembly, Oil Filter ..................................................................... 1 
Adapter Oil Filkr ........................................................................... 1 
Assembly, Oil Strainer - Complete .............................................. 1 
Assembly, Oil Strainer - Partid ........................................... 1 
Assembly, Oil Strainer Screen ............................................... 1 
Shield Oil Strainer .................................................................. 1 
Casket Oil Strainer to Oil Pump .................................................. 1 
Bolt Oil Strainer to Oil Pump ....................................................... 2 
C'Washer 011 Strainer to Oil Pump ............................................ 2 
Trough Sprocket Oil See Fig. 6 ..................................................... 1 
Bolt Oil Trough .............................................................................. 2 
C'Washer Oil Trough ..................................................................... 2 
Assembly Oil Pan - Complete ..................................................... 1 
Assembly Oil Pan - Partial ............................................................ 1 
Pan Oil ..................................................................................... 1 
Boss Oil Pan Drain Plug ........................................................ 1 
Gsket  Oil Pan Drain Plug .................................................... 1 
Plug Oil Pan Drain ................................................................. 1 
Gasket Oil Par1 ............................................................................. 1 
Bolt Oil Pan ..................................................................................... 15 
C'Washer Oil Pan ......................................................................... 15 
Plug Lab T'Couple Hose ............................................................ 1 
Assembly Oil Filler Tube - Welded See Fig. 7 ........................... 1 
0-Ring Oil Filler Tube .................................................................. 1 
Bolt Oil Filler Tube ....................................................................... 2 
C'Washer Oil Filler Tube ............................................................... 2 
Assembly Oil Fiiler Tube Cap ..................................................... 1 
Assembly Oil Level Dip Stick Tube ............................................. 1 
0-Ring Oil Level Indicator Tube ................................................. 1 
Bolt Oil Level Ind. Tube ................................................................ 1 
C'Washer Oil Level Ind. Tube .................................................... 1 
........................................................................ Dip Stick Oil Levei 1 
Shaft Accessory Drive ................................................................. 1 
Sprocket Accessory Drive ............................................................ 1 
............................................................. Sprocket Oil Pump Drive 1 
Gear Planetary Set Drive ............................................................. 1 
Ring Drive Gedr Retaining .......................................................... 1 
Ring Oil Pump Dr. Sprocket Ret. ................................................. 1 
Chain Oil Pump Drive ............................................................... 1 
Assy, Accy Dr. Sh. Retainer Plate ............................................. 1 
.............................................. Plate Accy. Dr. Shaft Retainer 1 
Bearing Accy. Drive Shaft ..................................................... 1 
Seal Accy Drive Shaft Oil ................................................... 1 
...................................................... Shim Accy Dr Sh. Ret Plate AR 
Bolt Ret. Plate to Red. Gr. Hsg ............................................. 4 
........................................ C-Washer Ret Pl.ite to Red. Gr. Hsg. 4 
Key Accy Drive Shaft ........................................................... 1 
Pulley P/Strg Pump Drive ...................................................... 1 
.............................................. Washer P!Strg Pump Drive I'ulley 1 
Nut P/Strg. I'ump Drive P~lley .................................................... 1 
...................................................... Assy. Ancillary Dr. Shaft Hsg. 1 
Hous~ng Ancili.lry Dr. Shaft Hsg. ......................................... 1 
................................................ Bearing Ancillary Dr. Shaft 1 
Se.11 Ancillary Dr. Shaft Oil ................................................ 1 
Makrtl 
steel 
Steel 
SID 
steel 
SID 
S . J  
vellumoid 
steel 
steel 
Steel 
steel 
Steel 
steel 
steel 
Nylon 
steel 
Vdlumoid 
S t d  
Steel 
Steel 
steel 
Viton 
Steel 
Steel 
STD 
STD 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
PM S t e l  
PM Stecl 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
S t d  
Alunir Tum 
rn 
Viton 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Aluminum 
STD 
STD 
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APPENDIX B 
catlrsra kwt 
951-2131 
Dated 9-7-78 
(continuedl 
Put Name Rcdd 
- 
!kh Ancilluy Drive ................................................................ 1 
Bearing Ancilluy Drive Sh. Ball ................................................... 1 
Ring 6euing Retaining .............................................................. 1 
Ring Beuing Retaining ............................................................... 1 
Connector Ancil. Dr. Sh. to Accy. Dr. Sh. .................................. 1 
Bolt Shaft Hsg. to Red. Gr. HyC. ................................................. 4 
........................................ C-Washer Shaft Hsg. to Red. Gr. Hsg. 4 
Key Ancillary Drive Shaft ............................................................ 1 
Pulley A/C Ccmpr. urd Alhmmtor Dr. ....................................... 1 
Washer A/C Compr. and Altermtor Dr. ..................................... 1 
Nut A/C Comp and Alternator Dr. ............................................. 1 
Gasket Red. Gr. Hsg. to EngLw Hsg. ....................................... 1 
Bolt Red. Gr. Hsg. to Engine Hsg. ............................................... 16 
C-Washer Red. G. Hsg. Engine Hsg. ........................................ 16 
Pinion Gas G n .  Rotor .................................................................. 1 
h y ,  Intermediate Sh. G a r  and Bg. .......................................... 1 
Shaft Pinion Gear and Intmmdite  ..................................... 1 
Key Intermediate Shaft G a r  ................................................ 1 
........................................................ Gear Intermediate Shaft 1 
Bearing Intermediate Shaft ................................................ 2 
Assembly, Output Shaft ................................................................ 1 
Shaft Output .................................................................... 1 
.................................................................. Gear Output Shaft 1 
Sprocket-Output Shaft ...................................................... . 1 
........................................ Ring Sprocket and Gear Retaining 4 
Bearing Output Shaft Front ................................................... 1 
.................................................... Bearing Output Shaft Rear 1 
Chain .\ccessory Drive ................................................................... 1 
........................................................ &It Covcr to Red. Gr. Hsg. 12 
............................................... C-Washer Cover to Red. Cr. ; 'sg. 12 
.................................................................. Rotor Pinion Thrust 1 
......................................................... Waster Pin~on Thrust Rotor 1 
Screw Pinion lkrust Rotor .......................................................... 1 
............................................................ Cover Pinion Thrust Rotor 1 
Bolt Pinion Thrust Rotor Cover .................................................... 4 
C-Washer Pinion Thrust Rotor Corer ......................................... 4 
........................................................ Plate Intermediate Shaft Ret. 1 
'0' Ring Intermediate Shaft Ret. Pi. ............................................ 1 
Screw Retainer Plate to Cover ..................................................... 4 
............................................... C-Washer Retainer Plate to Cover 4 
.......................................................... Assy, Output Sh. Ret. Plate 1 
.................................................. Plate Output Shaft Retainer 1 
............................................................ Seal Output Shaft Oil 1 
......................................................... '0'-Ring Ret. Plate to Cover 1 
Screw Rct. Plate to Cover .............................................................. 4 
C-Washer Ret. Plate to Cover ..................................................... 4 
...................................... Assembly, V.I.G.V. Acutator-See Fig. 8 1 
............................................. Bracket Starter Motor Mounting 1 
...................................................... Bolt Starter Brkt. to En,;. Hsg. 2 
............................................. C'Washer Starter Brkt. I? Eng. Hsg. 2 
................................................................. Assemhiy Starter Motor 1
................................................................. Pivot Starter to Bracket 2 
...................................................................... Bolt Pivot to Bracket 2 
........................................................... C'Washer Pivot to Bracket 2 
....................................................... Strap Starter Motor Adjusting 1 
............................................................. Bolt Strap to Engine Hsg. 1 
Makdd 
Srcd 
ST0 
m 
SID 
SIcd 
Srcd 
SIcd 
steel 
steel 
steel 
Stcll 
steel 
Skd 
steel 
steel 
steel 
Stnl 
Stcd 
Stnl 
Stnl 
s t e l  
SfD 
m 
SfD 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
steel 
Steel 
Aluminum 
Steel 
Steel 
Aluminum 
Aluminum 
Steel 
Steel 
Aluminum 
Viton 
Viton 
Steel 
strcl 
S t 4  
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
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APPENDIX B 
Palts List, 
SiqBle-shaft 
Ensinc 
auysler Layout 
951-2131 
Dattd 9-7-78 
(continued) 
Part 
N a  
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
28? 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
2% 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
3C?7 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
No. 
Part Name Rq'd 
..................................................... C'Washer Strap to  Engine Hsg. 1 
........................................................... Bolt Strap to  Starter Motor 1 
C'Washer Strap to Starter Motor .................................................. 1 
Pulley Starting Motor Similar to IT No. 217 1 
Key Starting Motor Pulley ....................................................... 1 
C'Washer Starting Motor Pulley ................................................... 1 
Bolt Starting Mator Pulley .......................................................... 1 
Vee-belt Starter Drive .................................................................... 1 
Assembly, Burner - Complete .................................................... 1 
............................................... Assembly Burner Cover-Insulation 1 
.......................................................................... Cover Burner 1 
Insulation Burner Cover ......................................................... 1 
Insulation Burner Cover - Pre-mixer .................................... 1 
Adhesive Molded Insulation ................................................ AR 
............................................... Seam Filler Molded Insulation AR 
Coating Abrasion Resistant ................................................. AR 
Tube Burner ............................................................................. 1 
.4ssembly Torch C h a m k r  - Welded See Fig. 9 .......................... 1 
Gasket Torch Chamber ................................................................. 2 
............................................... Support Torch Nozzle See Fig. 10 1 
Nozz~c Torch (Stewart- Warner) See Fig. 11 ................................ 1 
................................................. Bolt Torch Nozzle and Chamber 2 
......................................... C'Washer Torch Nozzle and Chamber 2 
........................................ Assembly Pre-mixer Tube Insulation 1 
Assembly Pre-mixer - Welded See Fig. 12 1 
....................................................................... Tube Pre-mixer 1 
.............................................. Tube Pre-mixer - Outer Swirl 1 
Tube Pre-mixer - Inner Swirl ................................................ 1 
....................................................... Support Pre-mixer Tube 1 
..................................... Insulation Pre-mixer rube Support 2 
.............................................. 1.1jector Pre-mixer Fuel Soe Fig. 13 1 
................................................ Gasket Pre-mixer Tube Assembly 2 
.................................................... Bolt Prc-mixer Tube Ass~!mbly 6 
........................................... C'Washer Pre-mixer T u h  Assembly 6 
................................................................ Plug Hex Head Pipe 1 / H  1 
.............................................................. Plug Hex Head Pipe 1/4 1 
............................... Assembly Igniter Plug (Champion RN-12Y) 1 
Spacer Igniter Plug ....................................................................... 1 
................................................................. Gasket Burner Covet 1 
Bolt Burner Cover .................................................................... 14 
C'Washer Burner Cover ......................................................... 14 
Assembly Fuel Metering Valve See Fig. 14 ................................. 1 
.................... Assembly Fuel Metering Valve w/Press. Reg. 1 
Assembly Flow Transducer ................................................... 1 
Assembly Pressure Switch ................................................. 1 
......................................................... Element In-Line Filter 1 
......................................... Insulator 2-Way Male Connector 1 
Terminal Male .............................................................. 2 
........................................ Insulator 3-Way Male Connector 1 
.............................................................. Terminai Male 3
................................... Bracket Fursl Mete:ing l'alve Assembly 1 
.................................. Nut Furl Metering Valve Bracket 2 
..................................... Screw Fuel Metering Valve To Bracket 2 
........................................................... Valve Ftiel Solenoid 1 
.............................................................. Valve Fuel Check 2 
Material 
Steel 
S t n l  
Steel 
Steel 
Stccl 
Steel 
S t d  
m 
Steel 
Fibrous 
Fibrous 
Asbestos 
304s 
304s 
Steel 
Steel 
HAST X 
304SS 
3 0 4 s  
304SS 
Fibrous 
301sS 
.\sbestos 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
STL- ASB 
Steel 
Steel 
STD 
Plastic 
Steel 
Plastic 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
STD 
STD 
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No. Part Name 
No. 
W d  Lli(rtcrW 
R c w  
Puts List, 
S i c - S h a f t  
EnsiM 
Chrysler Layout 
951-2131 
Dattd 9-7-78 
(continued) 
Solenoid Bleed ................................................................................. 1
Control, Electronic - Unit (ECU) Sn Fig. 15 ............................... 
Exciter Ignition (Bendix Type TVN) ........................................... 1 
Cable ignition Exciter to Igniter Plug .......................................... 1 
............................................ Assembly Regenerator - Complete 
Assembly Regenerator Inner Seal "L" .......................................... 1 
Seal Inner Crossarm Rubbing (Coated) ........................................ 1 
Plate Inner Croswrm Rubbing Seal ....................................... 1 
Seal Regen. inner Rear Rim - Rubbing ........................................ 1 
S e J  Regen. Inner Front Rini - Rubbing ..................................... 1 
Ret~iner  Rubbing Seal .................................................................. 2 
Clip Regen. Seal Ret~ining ........................................................... 5 
....................................................... %rew Regen Seal Retaining 5 
Lock Washer Regen. Seal Retain~ng Screw ................................. 5 
Assembly Regenerrtor Core - Complete ...................................... 1 
Core Regenerator ................................................................. 1 
Assembly Regen. Gear ~ n d  Rim ......................................... 1 
Rim Regen Core Gear ......................................................... 1 
Gear Regen. Core ............................................................. 1 
Pin Regen. Core Gear ............................................................ 8 
Ring Regen. Core Safety ............................................................... 1 
Bearing Regenerator Core ......................................................... 1 
............................................................. Shaft Regenerator Center 1 
Kev Regen. Center Shaft ........................................................... 1 
Sleeve Regen. Core Bmg. - Eccentric ................................ 1 
Ring Regen. Core Hold Down Wash Ret. ............................... 1 
................................................ Washer Regen. Core Hold Down 1 
Assembly Regenerator Outer Seal ............................................ 1 
Seal Outer Rubbing .................................................... 1 
Reta1.1er Rubb~ng Seal ................................................. 2 
................................................... Clip Regen. Seal Retaining 2 
Screw Regen. Seal Retainrng ...................................... 2 
Lockwasher Regen. Scal Retarning Screw .............................. 2 
.......................................... Assv . Regen. Drive Shatt Housing 1 
Housrng Regen. Drive Shaft Housmg ................................ 1 
Bcdrrng Regen Drive Shaft ............................................... 1 
Seal Regen. Dnve Shaft Oil ............................................ 1 
Shaft Regenerator Drive ........................................................ 1 
.............................................. Beanng Regenerator Drrve Shaft I 
............................................. Rlng Bearing Reta~nlng 1 
Rlng Bearing Retarnrng ...................................................... 1 
........................................... Bolt S h ~ i t  Hsg. to Eng. Hsg. 4 
C'Washer Shaft Hsg. to Eng. Hsg. ................................. I 
.................................................. Key Regen. Drive Shatt 1 
..................................................... Pinron Regener~tor Dnve L 
Screw Regenerator Drrve Pinron ......................................... 1 
...................................... Washer Regenerator Drive Pinion 1 
........................................... Tube Shaft Hsg to Eng. Seal 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '0' Rrng Sealing 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Connector Regen. Drlve Shait 1 
....................................... .-\ssembly. Regenerator Cover 1 
- ................................. Cover Regenerator Mach~nrng 1 
................................................ Screw Regen. Seal Locating I 
.............................................. Pin Regen. Seal Indeurng 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Insert Ma x 1 0 Tap Lock 5 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Plug Hedter Controls Air Supply 1 
To 0e Developed 
Inconel X 
see No. 341.342 
See No. 34 1.342 
304s 
304s 
304% 
*s 
A1 Silicate 
Steel 
Cast Iron 
Steel 
Steel 
Graphite 
Steel 
S tee1 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Aluminum 
STD 
C'iton 
Steel 
STD 
STD 
STD 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Aluminum 
Viton 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
304ss 
Steel 
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m-ry 
Purs List, 
Singit-Shaft 
w e  
Chrysler Layout 
951-2131 
Dattd 9-7-78 
(continued) 
Put 
No. 
- 
391 
392 
393 
394 
395 
3% 
397 
398 
399 
400 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419 
4 20 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
No. 
Part Kame Rcg'd 
Bushing Regen. Center Shaft ................................................ 1 
A Washer Regen. Center Shaft ..................................................... 1
Nut Regen. Center Shaft ............................................................. 1
Lock Plate Regen. Center Shaft Nut ............................................ 1 
Bolt Center Shaft Nut Lock Plate ................................................ 1 
Coned Washer Center Shaft Nut Lock Plate .............................. 1 
Shim Regenerator Cover - (0.2) .................................................... AR 
Shim Regenerator Cover - (0.4) ................................................... AR 
Shim Regenerator Cover - (0.8) .................................................... AR 
Shim Regenerator Cover - (1.0) ................................................. AR 
.................................................... Shim Regenerator Cover - (1.5) AR 
................................................. Gasket Regenerator Cover - (0.4) AR 
Gasket Regenerator Cover - (0.8) ................................................. AR 
.................................................... Bolt Regenerator Cove1 - Short 28 
Bolt Regenerator Cover - Long ..................................................... 2 
.................................................................. Nut Regenerator Cover 4 
Washer Regenerator Cover ............................................................ 34 
................................................ Coned Washer Regenerator Cover 34 
Assembly, Air/Oil Separator See Fig. 16 ..................................... 1 
Bolt, Air/Oil Separator Assy. ........................................................ 2 
C'Washer/Air/Oil Separator Assy. ............................................... 2 
Elbow/Air Vent See Fig. 17 ......................................................... 1 
0-Ring, Air Vent Elbow ................................................................ 1 
Gasket, Air Vent Elbow ................................................................ 1 
Bolt, Air Vent Elbow ...................................................................... 2 
C'Washer, Air Vent Elbow ............................................................ 2 
Assembly, Separator Drain Tube See Fig. 18 .............................. 1 
Nut, Air/Oil Separator Oil Drain Tube ....................................... 1 
Bolt, Air/Oil Separator Oil Dr. Tube Assy. ................................ 1 
C'Washer, Air/Oil Separator Oil Dr Tube Assy. ...................... 1 
Connector, Air/Oil Sep. Oil Dr. Tube Assy. .............................. 1 
Assembly, Power Steering Pump - Complete ............................. 1 
Assembly, Power Steering Pump - Partial ........................... 1 
.......................................... Reservoir, P/S Pump - Modified 1 
Assembly, P/S Pump Reservoir Cap .................................... 1 
.................................. Bracket, P/S Pump - Rear See Fig. 19 1 
................................... Bolt, P/S Pump to Brkt. Pivot - Rear 1 
......................... C'Washer, P/S Pump to Brkt. Pivot - Rear 1 
Washer, P/S Pump to Brkt. Adj. Spacer .............................. 1 
Bolt, P/S Pump to Brkt. Adjusting ....................................... 1 
C'Washer, P/S Pump to Brkt. Adjusting ............................. 1 
.................................................... Bracket, P/S Pump - Front 1 
............................... Nut, P.S Pump to Brkt. Pivot - Front 1 
........................ C'Washer, P/S Pump to Brkt. Pivot - Front 1 
.................................................................... Pulley, P/S Pump 1
.............................................. Bolt, Rear Bracket to Engine Hbg. 2 
C'Washer, Rear Bracket to Engine Hsg. ...................................... 2 
.................................................. Bolt, Front Bracket to Gear Hsg. 2 
C'Washer, Front Bracket to Gear Hsg. ......................................... 2 
............................................................... V-Belt, P/S Pump Drive 1 
................................................. Assembly, Alternator and Pulley 1 
................................ Assembly, Alternator (12 volt-65 amp) 1 
.................................................................... Pulley, Alternator 1 
..................................................... Bracket, Alternator Mounting 1 
.......................................................... Bolt, Alternator Mountifig 3 
Matcrirl 
Steel 
Steel 
steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Asbestos 
Asbestos 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Viton 
Asbestos 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
STD 
STD 
Steel 
Steel 
Steel 
APPENDIX B 
Preliminary 
Parts at, 
SiqBlcShaft 
E*t 
Chrysltr Layout 
951-2131 
Datd 9-7-78 
(continued) 
P u t  No. 
Na Part Name ' Rq'd hdrtdrl 
416 Bolt, Alternator Mounting Pivot ................................................... 1 stacl 
447 Coned Washer, Alternator Mounting Pivot .............................. 1 Steel 
4 8  Washer, Alternator Mounting Pivot ............................................. 2 Steel 
449 Nut, Alternator Mounting Pivot .................................................. 1 Steel 
................................................... Spacer, Alternator Pivot Bracket 1 Steel 
........................................................... Strap, Alternator Adjusting 1 Steel 
.......................................................... Bolt, Alt. Adj. Strap to Hsg. 1 Steel 
....................................... Coned Washer, Alt. Adj. Strap to Hsg. 1 Steel 
.......................................................... Bolt, Alt. Adj. Strap to Alt. 1 Steel 
Coned Washer, Alt. Adj. Strap to Alt. ......................................... 1 Steel 
V-Belt, Alternator Drive ................................................................ 1 ST[) 
............................................ Assembly, Transmission - Complete 1 
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APPENDIX B 
Sketch of 
Low Cost Dump 
Valve StctLn 
Figure IB 
APPENDIX B 
Pt. No. a32 
Aoeembly Heater 
Connector Elbow 
APPENDIX B 
Pt. No. 038 
Sensor, T8 
Temperature 
Figure 38 
APPENDIX B 
Pt. No. 049 
Assembly Engine 
Front Support 
BAt. 
Figure 4B 
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Shaft 17-4 PH 
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APPENDIX B 
R. No. 179 
Trorgh 
s-a 
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Figure 6B 
APPENDIX B 
Pt. No. 192 
Assembly Oil 
Filler Tube 
APPENDIX B 
Pt. No. 270 
Assembly V.I.G.V. 
Achutor 
Figure 8B 
APPENDIX B 
Pt. No. 270 
Assembly V.I.G.V. 
Actuator 
Figure BB 
- 
Figure 98 
APPENDIX B 
Pt. No. 299 
Support Torch 
Nozzle 
I 
Figure 10B 
APPENDIX B 
Pt. No. 300 
Nouk Torch 
APPENDIX B 
Pt. No. 304 
Assembly Premixer 
Welded 
APPENDIX B . -  .. .- 
Pt. No. 310 
Injector Remixer 
Figure 138 
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Figure l4B 
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Pt. No. 409 
Assembly AirlOil ' 
Separator 
APPENDIX B 
Pt. No. 412 
Elbow Air kenf 
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-- 
Figure 178 
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APPENDIX B 
Pt. Na 426 
Bracket PIS Pump 
Rear 
Figure 19B 
Chrysl- byout 951-2131 
Single-Shaft Gas Turbine Prelim. Layout 2lOOOF 85 H.P. 
Engine Features a n  Ballooned to Correspond with . 
Part Numbers on the Preliminary Parts List 
APPENDIX C 
Details of 
Rorplm- 




APPENDIX C 
IAGT 
P-am 
Figure SC 
APPENDIX C 
Figure 6C 
APPENDIX C 
IAGT 
Program 
- 
Figure 7C 

IAGT 
Program 
- --. 
Figure 3C 
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